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1 
1. Introduction 
 
In developing countries, shocks such as illness, death of family members, natural 
catastrophes, price fluctuations, unemployment and many more constitute a real economic 
threat. Especially poor and vulnerable households are often forced to sell productive assets, 
reduce consumption, take children out of school and send them to work, all of which may 
have long-term negative consequences on human capital accumulation and income. Hence, 
low-income households face the danger of being trapped in a vicious circle of poverty by 
economic shocks. This dissertation deals with the potential to insure against such risks in 
developing countries. I do not consider insurance in the narrow sense. Instead I focus on two 
aspects: First, I assess informal risk-sharing arrangement in social networks that act as an 
informal insurance. While many arrangements are based on explicit reciprocity (reward and 
punishment), I focus on pro-social solidarity transfers that require trust and altruism. Second, 
I consider the potential of formal insurance products for the poor – so-called microinsurance.  
In different chapters I explore conditions under which solidarity transfers occur and 
how they can be affected by the availability of formal insurance. The latter is also the reason 
for focusing on solidarity instead of reciprocity: While reciprocity based on rational self-
interest should be easily restored after a change in economic incentives, the same is probably 
more difficult if pro-social motivations were crowded out. In the last part of the dissertation I 
focus on a positive side effect of reduced vulnerability and evaluate the impact of formal 
health insurance on child labor.  
The data is collected using different techniques. Standard household surveys are used 
for items that can be quantified in a relatively objective way, while behavioral experiments 
are employed to gather pro-social solidarity that is otherwise hard to measure. All causal 
analyses rely on experiments, i.e. truly random variation. I also use theoretical models in two 
cases: to further advance identification of effects from the data analysis and to rationalize 
empirical results. I believe that this mix of methods is well suited for the variety of analytical 
challenges. The three chapters of the dissertation are described in more detail in the following. 
 
In the context of economic uncertainty and when formal insurance is weak, informal risk-
sharing mechanisms play a large role. Hence, informal transfers are especially important in 
developing countries. One important component of such transfers is solidarity within the 
social network. Chapter 2 (joint work with Björn Vollan) examines two potential drivers of 
such solidarity transfers: network strength and collective action. While the former relates to 
trust in a specific relationship, the latter is often associated with more generalized trust and 
2 
conditional cooperation type in the literature. We build a simple model to illustrate how 
solidarity might be influenced by specific trust, generalized trust and cooperator type. We 
then exploit the unique setup of a behavioral game we conducted in the Philippines to test the 
causal effect of network strength on solidarity and whether collective action relates to 
solidarity through generalized trust or cooperator type. We find that network strength has a 
positive effect on solidarity transfers. We also find that – depending on organization type – 
collective action might relate to both generalized trust and cooperator type.  
Chapter 3 (joint work with Markus Frölich and Björn Vollan) tests the impact of 
insurance on solidarity in a behavioral experiment with rural Filipinos when people have the 
possibility to hide part of their income. We find that offering insurance crowds out solidarity 
if income shocks are observable such that benefits of insurance are completely offset. 
Reduced solidarity might persist even if insurance is removed in a later round. However, 
when hiding income is possible, solidarity is already low without insurance and there is no 
additional negative effect of insurance. Hence, formal insurance is not effective when the 
monetary situation can be closely monitored, but it might be an important complement when 
financial resources cannot be observed. 
Chapter 4 (joint work with Markus Frölich) assesses another aspect of insurance for 
the poor. Microinsurance is an actively advocated financial instrument at the moment, and 
thought to reduce vulnerability of poor households to economic shocks. Many evaluations of 
microinsurance explore effects on financial protection, access to health care and risk taking in 
other domains (e.g. agricultural investment). Yet, there is an especially undesirable 
consequence of shocks that might be mitigated by microinsurance and has received 
surprisingly little attention until now: child labor. Taking children out of school and sending 
them to work may have long-term consequences on children’s human capital or health. We 
are therefore interested in the impact of insurance on school attendance and child labor 
outcomes. We exploit the recent extension of a health and accident insurance scheme by a 
Pakistani microfinance institution (MFI) that was set up as a randomized control trial and 
accompanied by a household panel (baseline plus four follow-up surveys). Together with 
increased coverage the MFI offered assistance with claim procedures in the treatment area. 
Difference-in-difference techniques are employed to control for accidental selection across 
the limited number of randomization clusters. We find evidence for lower incidence of child 
labor and strong evidence for households to rely less on child labor earnings after the 
innovation in the treatment branches. Separating the two parts of the innovation package, the 
effects of claim assistance are mostly insignificant, while increased insurance coverage has 
3 
large and highly significant effects on child labor outcomes and days missed at school. 
Consistent with a theoretical model we develop in this paper, the effect is largely due to an 
ex-ante feeling of protection as opposed to a shock-mitigation effect. 
 
 
4 
 
 
5 
2. How Network Strength and Collective Action Influence 
Solidarity: A Field Lab in the Philippines  
 
 
I. Introduction 
 
Malfunctioning public institutions and missing markets for financial services often hinder 
people’s economic advancement in developing countries. Natural catastrophes, illnesses, 
economic crises, unemployment or crime at the same time threaten to destroy the economic 
basis of countless households. Many people rely on networks of mutual support instead of 
formal insurance. Transfers within the household or within networks of family, neighbors and 
friends or the whole village help in the management of income fluctuations caused by all kind 
of shocks. Such risk-sharing allows households to smoothen income shocks throughout their 
network, the whole village or even across villages (Townsend 1994; Ligon 1998; Morduch 
2002). Solidarity – the “willingness to help people in need who are similar to oneself but 
victims of outside influences” (Selten and Ockenfels 1998, 518) – is an integral part of the 
risk-sharing mechanism. It is closely related to explicit reciprocity, as solidarity transfers are 
made with the implicit expectation that the recipient would behave similarly in the reverse 
situation.
1
 Behavioral experiments confirm that even without repeated interaction or other 
commitment incentives a substantial level of helping persists.
2
 Hence, understanding the 
determinants of solidarity is highly relevant for an understanding of risk-sharing, especially in 
the context of developing economies. 
Besides relying on networks of mutual support instead of formal insurance, many 
people form groups for collective action to circumvent market and government failure in 
producing public goods. Participation in collective action like a collectively maintained 
irrigation channel within a farmers’ association is an example where access to social resources 
yield direct benefits. Yet, participation in collective action for irrigation not only yields 
benefits through a greater harvest yield. It also increases the size and strength of someone’s 
                                                 
1
 Compare the definition and explanations on solidarity of Selten and Ockenfels (1998, 518). The difference to 
reciprocal risk-sharing arrangements is that also purely self-interested individuals can under some conditions be 
induced to cooperate. Theoretical models on enforceable implicit risk-sharing contracts with purely self-
interested agents are for example provided by Coate and Ravallion (1993) and Attanasio and Ríos-Rull (2000). 
2
 For example Barr and Genicot (2008) show that also absent external commitment risk-sharing takes place 
based solely on intrinsic motivation and Leider et al. (2009) observe helping behavior despite anonymity of the 
sender, especially if the recipient is not anonymous. Finally, Comola and Fafchamps (2010) using household 
data from the Philippines find that many transfer relationships are often unilateral and not reciprocal. All this 
evidence suggests that solidarity transfers are a lower bound, but still a good approximation to real risk-sharing. 
6 
network that might be activated in times of need. Over and above, collectively managing 
irrigation canals leads to changes in beliefs about other peoples’ behavior and the learning of 
important norms of behavior required for teamwork. People learn to trust people outside their 
network (i.e. generalized trust) and to reciprocate trust (i.e. become conditional cooperators). 
Such changes in beliefs and norms are very likely to also affect risk-sharing in the network. 
Hence, risk sharing and collective action are two important and intertwined aspects embedded 
in social networks. Both entities on their own are widely researched but the important 
question remains how risk sharing and collective action depend on each other. The 
contribution of the paper is threefold: First, we propose a simple model for solidarity transfers 
that serves as a frame for the analysis of an adapted solidarity game conducted in the 
Philippines (compare Landmann, Vollan, and Frölich 2012). Second, we use data from this 
solidarity game and exploit experimental variation in network strength to explain changes in 
solidarity. Third, we use questionnaire data on collective action to analyze its relationship 
with solidarity. The model in combination with survey data and game outcomes disentangles 
channels through which collective action influences solidarity. 
 
When thinking about determinants of solidarity, there is a clear emphasis on the aspect of 
reciprocity in the definition of Selten and Ockenfels (1998). Thus, not everybody seems to 
transfer all the time, but at least for some cooperation is conditional on trust that the potential 
recipient would also transfer in case the situation was reverse. Similarly, experimental 
economists attribute large scale cooperation to a high share of conditional cooperators in the 
society.
3
 Likewise, many authors working on ‘social capital’ agree that most of the beneficial 
effects of social capital are in fact outcomes of generalized trust (Uslaner 2002; Bjørnskov 
2006).
4
 Lastly, people vary their level of cooperation according to how well they know a 
specific person. These aspects of conditional cooperation, generalized trust and personalized 
trust are all incorporated as drivers of solidarity in our model. In the following we will explain 
the main research idea, illustrated in Figure 1.  
                                                 
3
 For example Rustagi, Engel, and Kosfeld (2010) find that forest user groups with a higher share of conditional 
cooperators monitor the forest more often and have better forest outcomes.  
4
 We refrain from using the general concept of social capital in the course of this paper because of its imprecise 
definition and operationalization. According to several definitions from the social capital literature risk sharing 
networks as well as participation in collective action constitute to the stock of social capital while other authors 
use them as outcome measures of social capital. Based on Coleman (1988), Putnam (1995) includes membership 
in organizations and participation in collective action in the stock of social capital (i.e. an investment for future 
returns). For Brehm and Rahn (1997,  999) individual social capital facilitates collective action at the community 
level. Similar definition issues arise with in cash and in kind transfers. Most often these are subsumed as “norms 
of reciprocity” or “network characteristics” with a series of other variables. Only few authors like Lin (2001) or 
Portes (1998, 6) focus solely on the resources people can access from their network ties.  
7 
Network strength – the intensity of personal relation between individuals in the social 
network – is an obvious determinant of solidarity transfers. The literature finds that risk 
pooling is higher within certain forms of relationship, such as ethnic groups or family 
(Grimard 1997; Fafchamps and Lund 2003). Behavioral experiments also find significantly 
higher levels of pro-social giving towards friends and family members in the context of 
dictator type games (Leider et al. 2009; Ligon and Schechter 2012) and trust games (Vollan 
2011). In our research framework, higher network strength should relate to more personalized 
trust and consequently to more solidarity.  
 
Figure 1: Research Framework 
 
 
 
Collective action can be related to solidarity through several mechanisms. First, the 
willingness to cooperate might be different for organization members since they might be 
more likely to be conditional cooperators.
5
 We are not aware of studies that link variation in 
organizational membership to different degrees of conditional cooperation, though.
6
 However, 
Hayo and Vollan (2011) discuss the difference in cooperation behavior related to collective 
action. They examine several group characteristics in a social dilemma experiment in the field 
and find that in groups of five people where all members contributed to community work 
people were more co-operatively. Cooperation rates decline in heterogeneous groups where 
only some people contributed working days to the community. According to the authors 
voluntary work is signaling to other group members that it is unlikely that co-operators will be 
                                                 
5
 Numerous social preference models predict more cooperative outcomes as a function of the number of 
conditionally cooperative players in a group (Rabin 1993; Fehr and Schmidt 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels 2000; 
Charness and Rabin 2002; Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger 2004) which has also been established by many 
experiments in the lab (Gächter and Thöni 2005; Gunnthorsdottir, Houser, and Mccabe 2007; Kurzban and 
Houser 2005; Ones and Putterman 2007).  
6
 Few studies in the context of collective action even measure conditional cooperation. 
8 
exploited. Once people who are known to be free riders join the group, those who report 
doing more community work refuse to collaborate since they only cooperate with people they 
know do also cooperate. People doing collective action hence seem to act as conditional 
cooperators. 
Secondly solidarity might arise due to higher disposition to have generalized trust in the 
community. Putnam (2000, 137) states that “those more engaged in community life are both 
more trusting and more trustworthy”. He further argues that participation in virtually any 
social activity generates trust, on the assumption that the particularized trust generated in such 
face-to-face interactions also generates social trust (Putnam 1995; Putnam 2000). This view is 
supported empirically, for example by Paxton (2007) and Traunmüller (2011).
7
 In our case 
where we only look at trust within the community general trust might account for solidarity 
transfers to community members who are unlike the individual (different socio-economic 
status, age and gender) and are not so well known. 
Thirdly collective action might spur solidarity by creating stronger network ties 
(increasing personalized trust) or larger networks.
8
 Beliefs about other people within (and 
outside) the organizations might be affected by repeated interaction. New links (larger 
network) is a potential outcome (Feigenberg, Field, and Pande 2010). In our behavioral 
experiment we fix the size of the network and therefore shut down this channel of influence. 
However, the strength of existing or new-established links might also be affected by 
collective action. To reduce complexity and facilitate the analysis, we also restrict this 
channel of influence in our model.
9
  
 
In our experiment participants can offer each other mutual support to share the risk in their 
group of three participants (Selten and Ockenfels 1998). However, opposed to most lab 
experiments people could interact non-anonymously with each other and communicate prior 
to their solidarity decision, but they were not able to infer the solidarity transfers they 
received from one person during or after the game. We randomly determined for each 
participant whether or not she would lose some of her initial endowment. This information 
was then given to all three members of the risk-sharing group before they made their private 
                                                 
7
 Sonderskov (2010) finds the same correlation, but argues that high generalized trust types self-select into 
collective action. 
8
 Note that these two effects might also work in opposite directions. Collective action might create larger 
networks and thereby reducing social contact to the network members which might decrease the level of 
personalized trust. However, this possibility does not interfere with our model assumptions in Section II. 
9
 We introduce assumptions on the relation between collective action and network strength. We try to test them 
explicitly and secondly as a  robustness check drop members from the same organizations to exclude obvious 
collective action effects here. 
9 
solidarity decision. While we fixed the network size to three we randomly varied the strength 
of peoples’ network in order to measure the causal link between network strength and 
solidarity.
 10
 One third of the participants in our experiment were randomly selected some 
days ahead of the experiment. Each of them had two additional invitation letters as well as the 
instruction to invite representatives from two more distinct households of their choice, 
completing the subject pool. In half of the villages, participants remained in their self-selected 
groups of three, i.e. they had registered themselves together with two family members or 
friends. In the other half of the villages, participants were randomly re-assigned to two new 
co-players. Thus, we are able to compare stronger networks consisting of self-selected family 
and friends with weaker networks consisting of random villagers. We further collected 
individual data on membership in organizations which is used as a measure of collective 
action. Based on the model for solidarity transfers we can distinguish between two of the 
above mentioned channels through which collective action affects solidarity: conditional 
cooperation and generalized trust.  
The model’s identification strategy is based on the unique setup of our experiment and 
has two central components. First, with higher conditional cooperation trust becomes critical 
for cooperation which increases the importance of personalized trust for solidarity. In 
contrast, higher generalized trust decreases the importance of personalized trust because trust 
exists even towards people not known very well. Second, the experimental re-assignment of 
participants to groups in half of all cases decreases personalized trust, but leaves all other 
personal characteristics unchanged. This combination now allows discriminating between 
collective action’s relation with conditional cooperation and generalized trust because each of 
the channels predicts effects to be more positive in a different type of groups. Effects of 
conditional cooperation should be more positive in self-selected groups, but generalized trust 
should increase solidarity more in random groups. 
We find that network strength has a positive effect on solidarity transfers which in our 
view is mainly a consequence of increased personalized trust. We furthermore assess which 
groups and associations promote higher solidarity and whether this is due to higher 
                                                 
10
 We rely on a controlled experiment since this is the only way to exogenously vary network strength but also 
because questionnaire measures of solidarity transfers are flawed. Comola and Fafchamps (2010) show that the 
information on monetary transfers from the receiver and sender is largely inconsistent. It could be possible that 
respondents are prone to interviewer effects or memory errors that lead to an over-reporting of financial support 
extended to family and friends and an underreporting of financial transfers to the larger network. Problems with 
not incentivized subjects are that they might be more likely to give socially desirable or strategic answers. 
Furthermore biases in misreporting transfers over a longer period (one week, month, year) could be due to 
primacy effects, recency effects, availability heuristics or egocentric bias. Besides measurement issues, risk-
sharing on village level might be implicit where consumables are traded against non-consumables or risk-sharing 
may take other forms of solidarity (e.g. offering temporarily labor, taking care of the children in order that 
someone else can migrate to work, offering goods, etc.). 
10 
generalized trust or an increased share of conditional cooperators. Depending on organization 
type, collective action might in fact relate to both generalized trust and cooperator type. While 
local political activity predominantly correlates with conditional cooperation, membership in 
associations and cooperatives is rather linked to higher generalized trust. An aggregate 
analysis of collective action thus hides important differences across organizations. Although 
we cannot identify the causal direction between collective action and norms/beliefs we can 
distinguish the two above-mentioned channels.  
 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the experimental 
setup including treatments, hypotheses, implementation and subject pool. Section III presents 
a simple model to illustrate how solidarity might be influenced by specific trust, generalized 
trust and cooperator type. We discuss the measures of network strength and collective action 
in Section IV. Empirical results on their relation with solidarity transfers are shown in Section 
V and Section VI concludes.  
11 
II. Setup of the experiment 
[This section – in an adapted form – is drawn from chapter 3 of this dissertation which is also 
published as a discussion paper (Landmann, Vollan, and Frölich 2012).] 
 
We model risk in a behavioral game using lotteries that involve rolling a dice.
11
 Every 
participant is provided an initial endowment of 200 Philippine Pesos (PhP) and depending on 
the dice roll she is allowed to keep all or part of it.
12
 This design reflects the risk to lose 
money instead of providing participants with the possibility of winning money.
13
 Transfers 
are implemented in groups of three according to the standard solidarity game procedure 
(Selten and Ockenfels 1998).
14
 Contrary to most economic lab experiments we do not restrict 
our sample to students, nor do we make groups anonymous. The participants are rural 
villagers in the Philippines. We are convinced that this is more compatible with the idea of 
risk sharing at the village level and strengthens external validity of our results. After the 
lottery is played, the group is allowed to talk. Thereafter each member of the group can 
transfer some of his money to each of the other group members. This is different from Selten 
and Ockenfels (1998) who use the strategy method and let players decide about transfers 
before the shock happens. Even though in principle everybody can transfer to everybody, we 
focus on transfers from the better-off to the worse-off as a measure of solidarity. 
 
- Treatments - 
Our behavioral experiment is designed to test the effect of network strength. The groups of 
three players were thus formed in two ways: In half of the villages, a randomly selected 
person had to invite two other household heads that he knows very well to join the 
                                                 
11
 We benefited from the work of Barr and Genicot (2008) who combine a lottery choice with risk-sharing after 
the result is determined. They test different enforcement mechanisms in their experiment and find strong 
evidence for intrinsic motivation of giving, as substantial risk sharing takes place even if individuals can secretly 
opt out of the solidarity group. However, in their experimental procedure, lottery choice is not a treatment, so the 
effect of introducing insurance cannot be identified. Also, interpretation of the many gamble choices (according 
to Binswanger 1980) as different insurance products is difficult. There are other experiments that come closer to 
our idea. Trhal and Radermacher (2009), for example, compare solidarity in treatments with and without gamble 
choice. Yet, the ‘non-insurance’ lotteries are not the same in both treatments and some other details do not fit our 
purpose. We consequently designed a novel behavioral experiment that is described in the following. 
12
 The amounts where such that the expected payoff of participating in the experiment (237 PhP, or about 5-6 
USD) equals about one day of minimum wage in the formal sector. The expected amount includes a show-up fee 
of 100 PhP that every participant received for sure. 
13
 Harrison and Rutström (2008,  90) stress the importance of the reference point, referring to prospect theory 
(Kahneman and Tversky 1979) that allows subjective probability weighting, a reference point and different 
utility functions for losses and gains. We therefore consider it important to play in the loss domain.  
14
 There are problems with the 3-player approach since often winners do not anticipate that the other winner 
might also give. This leads to the strange situation that the player with the worst shock leaves the experiment 
with the highest earning. However, this happened only eight out of 279 times. We also believe that two player 
relations are different from risk-sharing groups and thus not adequate for our experiment.  
12 
experiment. The players who knew each other very well would form a solidarity group. We 
will refer to these as self-selected groups or as strong networks. In the other half of the 
villages, however, groups were re-matched and participants would play with two random 
partners from their village (random groups). The analysis of this treatment is an important 
part of this paper and we will further describe characteristics of the two group types with 
different link strength in Section III.  
 
As an additional experimental variation, we account for the fact that people can actively avoid 
risk (at some ex ante cost). Besides the standard lottery we thus offer safer lottery options in 
some village-rounds. We first explain the standard lottery, which we refer to as Option A. 
Every participant has an initial endowment of 200 Philippine Pesos. This is the amount they 
can keep if the dice roll gives a 1, 2 or 3, i.e. no shock (no loss). If the dice shows a 4 or 5 a 
medium shock occurs (losing half), and a 6 implies a catastrophic shock (losing almost 
everything). If the medium shock occurs participants lose 100 of their initial 200 Pesos and if 
the catastrophic event occurs they lose 180. In case of no shock, participants do not lose any 
money, but can keep all their 200 Pesos. 
The two alternative variants are called option B and option C. For option B 
participants have to pay 45 Pesos in advance and half of all losses can be avoided. The price 
for option C is only 20 Pesos, but half of only the catastrophic loss can be avoided. (The 
prices 20 and 45 are chosen to reflect some economic cost when deliberately averting risk.) 
Table 1 shows the payout for the different lottery options. The advance cost of less severe 
shocks is the ‘guaranteed loss’ in case of no shock. In general, different options lead to a 
different spread of payoffs; the lower the standard deviation, the lower the expected total 
payoff. Option B is most costly, not only regarding absolute price but also when looking at 
the expected loss. Yet the risk – as represented by standard deviation of the payoff – is 
smaller than in option A and C. Option C is an intermediate case with an interesting additional 
feature: Due to the low price and the focus on the catastrophic loss it can secure an even 
higher minimum payoff than option B. Because of this, individuals with minimax preferences 
would prefer C over B.  
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Table 1: Losses (in PhP) under different lottery options 
Dice Result 
1,2,3: 
no  
shock 
4,5: 
medium 
shock 
6: 
catastrophic 
shock 
Expected 
Loss 
Std-Deviation 
of Loss 
Option A - 0 - 100 - 180 -63.3 68.7 
Option B - 45 - 95 - 135 -76.7 34.4 
Option C - 20 - 120 - 110 -68.3 48.5 
Note: The initial endowment is 200 PhP in each round. The loss in case of “no shock” is the price of the 
lottery participants have to pay upfront, i.e. 45 PhP for option B and 20 PhP for option C. 
 
In real life, observing what everybody gives to you is normally unproblematic, but perfectly 
observing individual shock levels of others is maybe not possible. Thus we decided to allow 
participants to pretend to have suffered negative shock. Catastrophic losses might on the other 
hand be observable to everybody. Therefore, observability of medium shocks was reduced in 
a secret saving treatment.
15
 If the dice result was 1, 2 or 3 (no shock) individuals could decide 
to save the monetary difference to a medium shock in a secret lockbox. This information was 
private to the individual and group members were only told the amount the person had left 
after the lottery/lockbox stage. Saving in the lockbox thus made it impossible for the co-
players to distinguish between no shock and a medium shock. The aim of this treatment is to 
increase external validity of our study and to show the effect of secret saving on solidarity, a 
potential side effect of (formal) saving products. It is still possible for people with no shock to 
help others in case of need, but a lot of solidarity based on peer pressure will be reduced. 
 
To test the effects of network strength under different circumstances, the behavioral 
experiments were implemented as outlined in Table 2. In eleven villages groups were self-
selected and in the other half they were formed at random. In order to test interaction effects 
with the secret saving possibility, the secret saving device was implemented in the first two 
rounds in half of all villages.
16
 Lottery choice also varies across villages and rounds. Note that 
while the different lottery choices are balanced across random and self-selected groups in 
each round, the secret saving possibility is slightly unbalanced. In the regressions we will 
therefore control for the experimental setup. 
 
                                                 
15
 To not influence participants we did not call this ‘saving’, but rather explained the possibility to “put money in 
a lockbox” and the related mechanics. 
16
 In the third round it was removed again in most cases. We intended to analyze persistence in its effect by this 
design choice, but we do not find any evidence. 
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Table 2: Treatment plan for network strength under different circumstances 
  Self-selected groups 
11 villages 
 Random groups 
11 villages 
 
Round 1 
 
3 A / 4 AB / 4 AC 3 A / 4 AB / 4 AC 
5 save / 6 no save 6 save / 5 no save 
 
Round 2 
 
11 A 11 A 
5 save / 6 no save 6 save / 5 no save 
 
Round 3 
 
3 ABC / 4 AB / 4 AC 3 ABC / 4 AB / 4 AC 
1 save, 10 no save 2 save, 9 no save 
Note:  In each block in some of the villages the games were played with different choice between the three 
lottery options (A,B,C). “A” means no choice, “AB” means choice between lottery option A and B, “AC” means 
choice between lottery option A and C, “ABC” means choice between lottery option A, B and C. The notion “11 
A” in round 2 means that there was no lottery choice whatsoever in the second round. Also, village-rounds were 
divided into one part with “secret-saving device” and another part without. This is indicated by “5 save, 6 no 
save”, for example. The notion “5 save, 6 no save” in Round 1 and 2 within self-selected groups means that there 
were 5 villages with the secret-saving device and 6 Villages without. 
 
It is important to note that each group plays all three rounds, but that for only one of these 
three rounds a real payout takes place. The round that is being paid out is randomly chosen 
after all three rounds have been completed. The participants knew this in advance. Hence, 
apart from possible learning effects, no dynamic, strategic or endgame effects can occur. 
 
 
- Implementation - 
All participants were assigned to groups of three and received player numbers upon arrival. 
The composition of groups was done in two ways: In half of the villages, they would remain 
in their self-selected groups of three, i.e. they had registered themselves together with two 
friends (see details on the recruitment below in the description of the subject pool). In the 
other half of the villages, they were randomly re-assigned to two new co-players. To indicate 
the group-allocation-scheme, we will later use a dummy variable labeled “random group”, 
where random group takes the value 0 in the former villages and the value 1 in the latter 
villages. This is to indicate that in the former villages, the groups were self-selected whereas 
in the latter villages, the groups were randomly assigned.  
The groups stayed together for all three rounds and people in a group knew the other two 
members. After answering the pre-questionnaire, participants were seated to receive the 
introduction to the game. In an effort to make the rounds as independent from each other as 
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possible, we made sure that signaling, punishment and the like cannot take place. Therefore 
decisions of co-players were not revealed and we did not allow for communication after the 
transfer choice. Group members were even seated separately to inhibit communication. The 
instructor pointed out that communication within groups is forbidden outside the 
communication stage, that violations of the treatment protocol will lead to the exclusion from 
the experiment, that three games will be played independently from each other and that only 
one of them will be paid out at random. 
The complete experimental procedure of one round is summarized in Figure 2. It is 
repeated three times (three rounds). First, the instructor explains the game to all participants 
jointly, and everybody receives a plastic envelope with graphical instructions for this round 
and their initial endowment of 200 PhP in play money. Before participants go to a private 
room 1, they answer a set of questions in order to test their understanding of the game.
17
 If the 
current round permits, participants are given a choice of lotteries (see Table 2). Otherwise 
only the standard lottery is available.
18
 After the participants make their lottery choice and pay 
the related price, they roll a dice to determine the loss. Where secret saving was available (see 
Table 2) players with no shock could then decide to hide a fixed amount of their money or 
not. After all have chosen their amount to hide, the members are allowed to talk for 
approximately five minutes (the only moment when communication is possible), before each 
individual separately goes to another private room 2. At this point, the amount that the two 
co-players took out of the first private room is revealed (endowment, minus insurance 
premium, minus loss due to shock, minus secret saving). Only the net payout is revealed, and 
not which lottery was chosen, or whether shocks took place or whether secret savings have 
been made. From these payouts, however, one can induce which lottery option was chosen. 
The participant then decides if and how much to give to each of the co-players. Everybody is 
completely free in the way he or she shares the money. These transfers are never revealed to 
anyone. Only after all three rounds have been completed and after one round has randomly 
been chosen for pay-out, do the players receive any feedback: They receive cash in hand and 
from the received cash they can partly deduce whether they have received any transfers, but 
without knowing from whom. Hence, transfers from the past cannot affect the behavior in 
future rounds. 
                                                 
17
 The test questions can be found in the appendix. When participants made mistakes, the research assistants 
explained the setup once more. Only those who finally answered all questions correctly were allowed to 
participate, but fortunately we only had to exclude few participants. 
18
 Option A is not framed as the default option, but lotteries are instead assigned neutral names: Angola (A), 
Botswana (B) and Cameroon (C). However, participants knew that one option is for free, while potential 
alternatives would require an ex-ante payment from the initial endowment. 
16 
 
 
Figure 2: Experimental Procedure (repeated three times) 
 
 
 
 
To ensure that experimental conditions did not change, the same team of assistants was 
employed for the same job all the time, strictly adhering to the experimental protocol (i.e. the 
same person always read the protocol, the same assistants were sitting in room 1 and room 2 
etc). In both private rooms, decisions were recorded by the research team. Communication 
within a group was restricted to the communication stage. Whenever there was an unclear 
situation, the researcher was present to decide on the issue. After all three rounds had been 
played, and after the completion of the post-game questionnaire and the random determination 
of which round to be paid out, the participants were handed out their winnings in private. All 
participants received a fixed show-up fee of 100 PhP in addition to their payoff from the 
relevant round. 
- Subject pool - 
The experiment was conducted in the Western Visayas (Region VI), in the province of Iloilo. 
Existing databases suggest that the region is a slightly disadvantaged but not unrepresentative 
region within the Philippines.
19
 A two-stage random sampling procedure was applied 
throughout. First, we randomly determined the experimental sites, and then we drew 
participants within the selected barangay (lowest administrative level on the Philippines and 
                                                 
19
 The Demographic and Health Survey 2008 and a household survey conducted by the University of Mannheim 
in 2009 that is available to the authors suggest the following: educational attainment is slightly below national 
average, poverty is higher and coverage with public health insurance is around average. 
Introduction / Explanation / Test questions
Choice of lottery
Lottery is played  outcome
Communication within group of three
Transfer decision to each player
Outcome of group members is revealed
private room 1
private room 1
private room 2
private room 2
Choice to save (secretly) private room 1
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often comparable to a village regarding size and structure). The exact combination of 
treatments played in one location according to the treatment plan was also determined 
randomly, but the randomization had to pass a balancing test regarding village size across the 
treatments. 
The target population consists of low-income households in rural or partially urban 
areas. We therefore drew a random sample of 22 barangays whereby municipalities from the 
first income class (high income) and urban locations were excluded from the sampling 
process.
20
 Also very small (population below 500) and very big (population higher than 3000) 
barangays were not considered to make the sample more homogenous.
21
 Permission of the 
Punong Barangay (elected village representative) to conduct the research was obtained in all 
but one barangay, leading to its replacement by another random site. We made all possible 
effort to visit also remote locations, and all 22 locations of the sample could finally be 
reached. 
In the second sampling stage, the households were randomly chosen within a 
barangay. Our recruiters went to the location some days prior to the experiment, asked the 
barangay officials for permission to run the experiment, ensured the availability of facilities 
for the games and requested a list of households from which eight households were randomly 
selected.
22
 The recruiters then noted the names of the eight households and handed out 
invitation letters to them. Only the household head or the spouse – in special cases also adult 
children still living in the household – were allowed to take part in the game. We also checked 
with the Punong Barangay whether the invited household representatives are too old to 
participate.
23
 Each invitation had two additional invitation letters attached as well as the 
instruction to invite representatives from two more distinct households by choice. The sample 
size varied from 15 to 24 per village. The total number of observations is 466. 
 
                                                 
20
 Income Classification based on Department of Finance Department Order No.20-05 Effective July 29, 2005 
(source: http://www.nscb.gov.ph).  
21
 Four of the 22 barangay were already chosen at random for an earlier household survey. To link the data from 
both studies they were included even though one barangay was slightly too small (350) and another one slightly 
too large (3123). 
22
 Every barangay was able to provide a complete household list.  
23
  Our preferred age was between 18-60 years, but we mainly relied on the judgment of the Punong Barangay 
regarding the fitness of participants. Participants above age 70 are not considered, though. 
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics of participants 
 
All 
(N=450) 
Variable Mean Std. Min Max 
Male 0.32  0 1 
Household head 0.31  0 1 
Married 0.81  0 1 
Highest education: highschool 0.45  0 1 
Highest education: college or above 0.25  0 1 
Age (in years) 42.6 12.01 18 69 
Regular monetary income? (dummy) 0.24  0 1 
Skipped meals in hh last month 0.30  0 1 
In debt with more than 1000 Pesos? 0.57  0 1 
 
Descriptive statistics of the participants are presented in Table 3. Most of them are female 
(68%), and therefore the share of household heads is only 31%. Educational level is relatively 
high with more than two thirds having attended at least high school (45% stopped at this level 
and an additional 25% reached college). Average age is 43 years. Below 18 year olds were 
not allowed to take part in the game and senior individuals with 70 years and above are 
excluded from the analysis. Regarding the financial situation of households, less than a 
quarter report regular monetary income. Also, in 30% of households members had to reduce 
meals for financial reasons in the last month, which serves as a rough measure of poverty. 
57% are in debt with more than 1000 Pesos, the equivalent of roughly 22 US dollars.
24
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 Around half of them owe the money to friends or relatives. 
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III. A model of solidarity 
 
According to Selten and Ockenfels (1998, 518):  
 
“Solidarity means a willingness to help people in need who are similar to oneself but 
victims of outside influences such as unforeseen illness, natural catastrophes, etc. [...] 
[Gifts] are made to recipients who presumably, if one were in need oneself, would 
have made a gift to oneself.”  
 
This implies important prerequisites for transfers to take place. (1) People do not always help, 
but their willingness to transfer depends on their beliefs about the recipient. Thus, people are 
conditional cooperators. (2) The important belief is that the recipient would also help in case 
the sender was in need. In other words the sender has to trust the recipient in the sense of 
expecting the recipient to be a cooperative type. From these observations we start out with a 
simple model. Together with the modeling assumptions we will also discuss several 
distributional assumptions. They will allow translating implications of the model to 
observations in the data. 
 
- A simple model - 
Assume that there are three types of participants. Unconditional cooperators help independent 
of their belief about the recipient. The solidarity of conditional cooperators, on the other 
hand, depends on their trust in the recipient. Finally, non-cooperators independently of their 
trust in the recipient never help. The latter two can be related to types identified by 
Fischbacher, Gachter, and Fehr (2001) – conditional cooperators and free riders.25 From the 
categorization into the three cooperator types it follows that trust is only important for 
conditional cooperators. Let us distinguish two forms of trust at this point. Generalized trust 
applies to people in general, i.e. also people I do not know very well and that are not part of 
my social network. Personalized trust in contrast applies to a specific personal link. It is the 
simple answer to the question whether I believe a specific person would help me in case I 
need help.
26
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 Fischbacher, Gachter, and Fehr (2001), as well as Kocher et al. (2008) in a replication across three continents, 
do not find unconditional cooperation, but in principle this kind of behavior is possible and we account for it in 
the model. Fixing the share of unconditional cooperators at zero would change nothing of our results.  
26
 Conceptually distinguishing generalized and personalized trust is based on social capital literature and 
especially supported by recent research on ‘spheres of trust’ (Freitag and Traunmüller 2009). 
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Thus cooperation occurs if the sender is an unconditional cooperator, or if the sender is a 
conditional cooperator and there is trust (general or personalized to recipient). Assuming that 
willingness to cooperate leads to transfers the above ideas can be translated into the following 
formal model: 
 
( )ij ij ijT f coop    with 
1( 1 1)
(1) (0)
ij i i ij icoop cc gt pt uc
f f
     

   (1) 
 
where ijT  is the transfer from individual i (sender) to individual j (recipient), ij  is an 
(independent) idiosyncratic error term, ijcoop  is a dummy representing willingness of the 
sender i to cooperate with recipient j, icc  is a dummy indicating whether the sender i is a 
conditional cooperator, iuc  identifies unconditional cooperators, igt  indicates generalized 
trust of sender i, and ijpt  is a dummy for personalized trust i.e. whether sender i trusts 
recipient j. Trust variables are binary, but they can also indicate whether a minimum level of 
(otherwise continuous) trust is reached. 
Here, willingness to cooperate is the only systematic factor determining transfers and 
there is always a constant (positive) effect of increasing willingness to cooperate.  
 
Let us now make some assumptions on the distribution of personalized/generalized trust and 
cooperator type. They will allow translating implications of the model to observations in the 
data.  
 
(Assumption 1) 
 
[ 1| 0, 1, , 0] [ 1| 0, 1, , 1]
: 0
ij i i i i ij i i i iP pt gt cc act rand P pt gt cc act rand

        
  
 
 
Remember that in half of the villages groups were self-selected ( 0irand  ) and in the other 
half participants were randomly reassigned to a new group ( 1irand  ). The above assumption 
means that conditional cooperators without generalized trust in self-selected groups have a 
higher average level of personalized trust than in random groups, irrespective of the collective 
action status ( iact ). The reason behind this is that the group members know each other better. 
Thus there is a higher probability that the co-players are in the set of persons the participant 
trusts. With random co-players this should obviously be the case less often. Additionally the 
assumption implies that the positive effect of being in a self-selected group on personalized 
21 
trust should be the same irrespective of collective action status. The latter would be trivially 
fulfilled if personalized trust did not depend on collective action at all.
27
 However, we allow 
for level effects, i.e. organization members may have different average levels of personalized 
trust, but the difference should not depend on whether they are in self-selected or random 
groups. 
 
(Assumption 2) iact , igt , , ,i i iuc cc nc  are jointly independent of group formation type 
 
The allocation of participants to exogenous (random) or endogenous (self-selected) groups is 
a purely random process. Thus, while generalized trust might dependent on co-operator type, 
their joint distribution should be the same for both group types. This is very plausible because 
neither generalized trust, nor cooperator type should depend on which people I play with.  
 It is important to emphasize that assumption (2) only holds because group formation is 
a randomized treatment within our experiment. This is the core of our identification strategy, 
as we can alter personalized trust (assumption 1), holding everything else constant 
(assumption 2). This feature will allow us to conveniently exchange certain conditional 
moments of the distribution with unconditional moments (w.r.t. group formation). 
 
As discussed in the introduction, collective action is sometimes associated with a higher share 
of conditional cooperators and more generalized trust in the literature. There are consequently 
two obvious channels through which collective action might be linked to solidarity: 
 
I) mainly through conditional cooperation (in the following sense): 
 [ 1 0 | 1] [ 1 0 | 0]i i i i i iP cc gt act P cc gt act          
 
II) mainly through generalized trust (in the following sense): 
 [ 1 0 | 1] [ 1 0 | 0]i i i i i iP cc gt act P cc gt act          
 
To illustrate the above idea consider Figure 3 below. If collective action relates predominantly 
to conditional cooperation, then the intersecting set ( 1 0i icc gt   ) should increase. On the 
other hand, if collective action relates predominantly to generalized trust, then the share of 
individuals without generalized trust is lower and the intersecting set should decrease. Why is 
this so important for the identification strategy? The logic is as follows: An increase of 
                                                 
27
 To justify this assumption and as a robustness check, we exclude recipients that are in the same organization 
from the regression analysis in one specification. 
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personalized trust should only affect conditional cooperators without generalized trust. If the 
share of such types is higher, the effect of personalized trust is higher, and vice versa. 
 
Figure 3: Trust and cooperator type distributions 
 
0igt         1icc   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Given Assumptions (1) and (2) we can derive the following corollaries: 
 
(Corollary 1)  If collective action works through channel (I) it follows 
[ | 1, 0] [ | 0, 0]
[ | 1, 1] [ | 0, 1]
ij i i ij i i
ij i i ij i i
E T act rand E T act rand
E T act rand E T act rand
    
     
  
 
Corollary 1 means that increasing collective action (and thus influencing mainly conditional 
cooperation) in self-selected groups has a more positive (or less negative) effect than in 
groups selected at random. We cannot say whether the effect of increasing collective action in 
general has a positive or negative effect, but the relative statement clearly follows from the 
model. 
 
(Corollary 2)  If collective action works through channel (II) it follows 
 
[ | 1, 0] [ | 0, 0]
[ | 1, 1] [ | 0, 1]
ij i i ij i i
ij i i ij i i
E T act rand E T act rand
E T act rand E T act rand
    
     
  
 
Increasing collective action and mainly increasing generalized trust implies exactly the 
opposite. Here, groups formed at random profit more. Proofs of the corollaries can be found 
in the appendix.  
 
- Extending the model - 
Let us depart from the simple assumption that there are no other factors determining transfers 
other than trust and cooperator type. Wealth, age, gender and prior obligations might be 
amongst alternative drivers of redistribution. More importantly, they might correlate with 
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membership in collective organizations (e.g. members in organizations are more likely to lend 
each other money). Thus assume that characteristics of the sender and recipient ijx  are also 
functionally related to transfers (together with the cooperation formula): 
 
( , )ij ij ij iT f coop x     with
 
1( 1 1)
(1, ) (0, )
ij i i ij i
ij ij
ccop cc gt pt uc
f x f x
     

 (1*) 
 
Transfers are now not solely determined by cooperation but rather also by other factors. The 
only thing we require is on average transfers will be higher with willingness to cooperate than 
without (for any combination of ijx ). 
 
According to the new setup we have to strengthen assumption (2) slightly. 
 
 (Assumption 2*) igt , , , , ,i i i ij iuc cc nc x   are jointly independent of group formation type 
 
This should be also fulfilled by construction, as the sample is split at random in two halves 
which should have the same joint distribution of covariates, types, etc. Also, we introduce two 
new assumptions. 
 
(Assumption 3) [ (1, ) (0, ), ( , ) | ]ij ij i ij iCov f x f x h act x act  is constant for 0,1iact   
with ( , ) [ | , 0, ] [ | , 1, ]i ij ij i i ij ij i i ijh act x E coop act rand x E coop act rand x     
 
Assumption (3) requires that effect of increasing willingness to cooperate from 0 to 1 on 
transfers has the same covariance with the effect of altering group formation type from 
random to self-selected on (expected) willingness to cooperate amongst those with and 
without collective action. 
 
(Assumption 4) [ (1, ) (0, ) | ] [ (1, ) (0, )]ij ij i ij ijE f x f x act E f x f x    
 
Assumption (4) requires that effects of increasing willingness to cooperate from 0 to 1 on 
transfers do not depend on collective action status on average. 
 
We do not see an ad-hoc reason why these two new assumptions should be violated. In fact, 
for example assuming a constant effect of willingness to cooperate, such that 
( ) ( , )ij A ij B i j iT f coop f x x    , would already imply assumptions (3) and (4). Yet, we are less 
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restrictive than that. Besides assumptions (1) to (4), there can be arbitrary selection, especially 
regarding collective action status and potentially unobserved covariates influencing transfers. 
 
From here, one can show that  
[ | 1, 0] [ | 0, 0]
( ) [ | 1, 1] [ | 0, 1]
ij i i ij i i
ij i i ij i i
E T act rand E T act rand
E T act rand E T act rand
    
      
   (2) 
[ | 1, 0] [ | 1, 1]
( ) [ | 0, 0] [ | 0, 1]
ij i i ij i i
ij i i ij i i
E coop act rand E coop act rand
E coop act rand E coop act rand
     
      
  (3) 
 
On the way to corollary (1) and (2), the latter statement was already shown to be equivalent to 
[ 1 0 | 1] ( ) [ 1 0 | 0]i i i i i iP cc gt act P cc gt act           
 
We have shown that – with somewhat adapted assumptions – a much more flexible model 
implies the same differential effects of collective action on transfers in self-selected versus 
random groups. Hence, we can still translate these differential effects on transfers to different 
channels of influence. 
 
The assumption can even be relaxed further, as we can repeat all proofs conditional on 
observed covariates, such that the above assumptions have to hold for unobserved covariates 
only. Controlling for observed covariates will add further credibility to the empirical results 
and its theoretical explanation. 
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IV. Network strength, collective action and transfers in our sample 
 
In this section we empirically describe the three key concepts of this paper. We start with a 
description of our solidarity measure, which is the outcome of interest. Afterwards, we 
characterize groups with different network strength. Randomized variation in group formation 
is part of the particular design of our experiment. Self-formed groups have closer links than 
groups formed at random which also shows up in our data and should translate to higher 
personalized trust. Finally, we will describe participants doing collective action.  
 
- Solidarity transfers - 
In principle each participant can transfer to any other group member in our experiment. Yet, 
we focus on transfers from the better-off to the worse-off as a measure of solidarity. These are 
the transfers that align best with the definition of solidarity presented at the beginning of 
Section III. Transfers from the worse- to the better-off should be rather driven by 
considerations unrelated to the game, such as real world wealth differences, or by other 
motives than solidarity. These transfers from the worse-off are considerably less frequent and 
lower in magnitude: 33% transfer something, but only 17% transfer more than 10 pesos (as 
compared to the 57% and 46% from the better-off). Figure 4 displays the distribution of the 
968 observed payments from (better-off) sender to (worse-off) recipient.
28
 
 
Figure 4: Cumulative distribution and histogram of transfers from better- to worse-off 
  
 
Solidarity transfers after shocks vary greatly between 0 and 100, with a mean of 16.2 pesos. 
The standard deviation is 19.4 pesos. In 43% of all cases transfers are zero. To put the values 
into perspective, remember the loss schedule presented in table 1 for different lottery types 
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 Each of the 450 participants makes two transfer decisions per round, but in less than half of the cases there is a 
strictly positive difference between their payoffs. 
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(with an initial endowment of 200). After the lottery stage, the better-off have on average 
173.4 PhP and the difference to the worse-off varies between 5 and 180 PhP, with a mean of 
93.9 PhP. Figure 5 displays a nonparametric smoothing of the relation between transfers and 
the post-lottery difference of the sender to the recipient.  
 
Figure 5: Lowess smoothing: solidarity transfers and pre-transfer differences  
 
 
While there is a lot of variation, there is clearly a positive trend of transfers with differences. 
This illustrates that transfers are more strongly triggered with increasing inequality. When 
analyzing the relationship between network strength, collective action and solidarity, the 
differences in inequality should not be a problem, as they are caused by random shocks. 
Nevertheless, we will use this difference as an important covariate reducing unexplained 
variation in our regression analysis. 
 
- Network strength - 
Table 4 shows that self-selected groups have a considerably higher share of close family 
members, see each other more frequently, know each other longer, work together more often 
and spend more free time together. Most of the differences are significant. Even when 
accounting for potential correlation of error terms on the village level most of them are 
significant at least at the 5% level.
29
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 Note that any test assuming independent draws is a very strict balancing test because it does not account for 
correlation of variables for example on the village level. Such clustered errors lead to less precision in means 
than predicted with independent draws. Therefore, a test assuming independence could reject equality even when 
the difference in means is simply due to a (random) effect on the village level. We account for correlation of 
error terms on the village level by estimating a simple panel regression model where a dummy for type of group 
formation is the only explanatory variable, but we allow for village random effects. Note that fixed effects 
models are no alternative, as randomization of groups is taken on the village level. Also, there is no reason to 
believe that the village-specific error component should be correlated with any other variable due to our 
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 We believe that there is a lot of misreporting or measurement error in the data. First, it 
seems implausible that there is still such a high proportion of close family members in groups 
formed at random (29% vs. 53% in self-selected groups). Also, there are inconsistencies when 
comparing the information that co-players provide about each other. However, even though 
misreporting and measurement error cannot be ruled out, the information provided by 
participants is far from being useless. There are indeed large differences between random 
versus self-selected groups and correlations between both answers from both sides of a dyad 
are highly significant. This shows that reality is at least a substantial part of the answer.
30
 
 
Table 4: Link strength characteristics, by type of group formation 
 All Self-selected 
groups 
Random 
groups 
Z values: 
Relation: close family 0.41 0.53 0.29 3.078*** 
Relation: extended family 0.20 0.15 0.25 -2.400** 
Relation: close friend 0.20 0.18 0.21 0.497 
Relation: neighbor 0.16 0.12 0.21 -1.758* 
Relation: do not like / know 0.03 0.01 0.05 -2.024** 
    Observations 895 460 435  
Frequency of seeing: every day 0.49 0.57 0.40 2.023** 
Frequency of seeing: almost every day 0.16 0.18 0.14 1.129 
Frequency of seeing: once/twice in a week 0.28 0.22 0.35 -2.098** 
Frequency of seeing: do not know / never 0.07 0.04 0.10 -2.002** 
    Observations 692 376 316  
Duration of knowing: whole life 0.29 0.38 0.19 2.199** 
Duration of knowing: many years 0.51 0.51 0.51 -0.078 
Duration of knowing: some years 0.16 0.10 0.23 -2.977*** 
Duration of knowing: recently 0.04 0.01 0.07 -2.644*** 
    Observations 689 376 313  
Common activities: working 0.12 0.18 0.06 2.435** 
Common activities: voluntary work 0.49 0.46 0.53 -1.223 
Common activities: free time 0.38 0.41 0.33 1.367 
    Observations 692 376 316  
Note: observations are statements about link to co-player (each participant has two co-players), stars indicate 
significant difference between groups accounting for intra village correlation (*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1), 
test implemented via regression on group formation dummy with village random effects  
 
Due to the randomized assignment to treatments, we expect that all characteristics should be 
balanced between random and self-selected groups, but in reality there can always be small 
sample correlations. When comparing self-selected and random groups in table 5 most 
differences are indeed insignificant and samples seem to be well balanced. Only the 
proportion of participants with regular income is significantly higher for self-selected groups, 
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 Compare table A1 in the appendix and the related discussion for more information on consistency of the 
answers. 
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but accounting for potential correlation of error terms on the village level this significance is 
only weak. 
 
Table 5: Descriptive statistics of participants (means), by type of group formation 
 
All Self-selected 
groups 
Random 
groups 
Z values: 
Male 0.32 0.34 0.29 0.665 
Household head 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.103 
Married 0.81 0.80 0.82 -0.444 
Highest education: highschool 0.45 0.42 0.47 -0.923 
Highest education: college or above 0.25 0.23 0.28 -1.014 
Age (in years) 42.61 42.39 42.84 -0.415 
Regular monetary income? (dummy) 0.24 0.28 0.19 1.657* 
Skipped meals in hh last month 0.30 0.31 0.28 0.477 
In debt with more than 1000 Pesos? 0.57 0.57 0.58 -0.084 
    Observations 450 231 219  
Stars indicate significant difference between groups accounting for intra village correlation (*** p<0.01, ** 
p<0.05, * p<0.1), test implemented via regression on group formation dummy with village random effects  
 
 
 
- Collective action - 
The data we collected also includes information regarding collective actions. One aspect of 
the latter is the membership in organizations, networks and associations. We have information 
on up to three such formal or informal institutions (in the following called organizations) that 
participants visit regularly to talk about things, do activities or simply get together. Around 
40% belong to at least one organization. Table 6 shows the most common organizations by 
type of game group formation. Many of the participants are engaged in the barangay affairs 
either as officials (elected or appointed), or with some other job (e.g. health or day care 
worker).
31
 Each of these categories has an incidence between eight and nine percent. An 
equally large fraction is organized in women organizations. Around four percent meet in 
cooperatives/associations (e.g. for farmers and fishermen) or in lending groups, respectively. 
Additionally there is a significant fraction of 12 percent in different organizations whose 
purpose is difficult to categorize, many of which are religious. 
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 Each barangay has a legislative council of 8 members, plus an appointed secretary, tanods (barangay police) 
and members of committees for each councilor. Given that on average our communities have 235 households the 
fraction of household representatives in our sample seems realistic. 
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Table 6: Participation in collective action, by type of group formation 
 All Self-selected 
groups 
Random 
groups 
Z values: 
     
Any membership? 0.40 0.45 0.34 -1.699* 
     
   Barangay: official 0.09 0.11 0.07 -1.007 
   Barangay: other job 0.08 0.10 0.06 -1.201 
   Cooperative/association 0.04 0.05 0.02 -1.583 
   Women organization 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.300 
   Lending group 0.04 0.06 0.02 -1.366 
   Other organization 0.12 0.14 0.11 -0.456 
Observations 450 231 219  
Note: observations on participant level, participants can mention more than one organization, stars indicate 
significant difference between groups accounting for intra village correlation (*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1), 
test implemented via regression on group formation dummy with village random effects 
 
For a separate analysis of network strength effects and collective action, it is important that 
both concepts are not interrelated. Table 6 also shows participation in collective action for 
random and self-selected groups separately. Membership in organizations is somewhat lower 
in villages where groups were formed at random. However, average membership amongst the 
invited participants should obviously not be influenced by the type of group formation which 
was announced after everybody has turned up and filled out the pre-game questionnaire. After 
accounting for village random-effects we indeed only find a low significance level of the 
difference for organizations in general and no significant differences at all in the 
subcategories.
32
 
Note that contrary to network strength our collective action measures are purely 
observational. Thus there are good reasons to believe that members of organizations 
systematically differ from non-members. People might select into collective action because 
they are motivated by social norms, preferences or beliefs. This relates to the debate about the 
causal effect of collective action versus self-selection, as discussed in the introduction (e.g. 
Hayo and Vollan 2012). On the other hand, participation in organizations could also relate to 
other aspects such as socioeconomic status, where causality again could go either way 
(Adjakidje, Metangmo, and Segla 2010). Table 7 confirms that observable characteristics of 
participants vary much more between members in organizations (collective action) and non-
members (no collective action) than between random and self-selected groups (in table 5). 
Most characteristics differ at least at a significance level of 5% level and there is virtually no 
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 The way we controlled for error correlation on the village level is by estimating a linear panel model with 
group formation type as the only explanatory for each of the outcome variables. The procedure is analogous to 
what is explained in footnote 29.  
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change when accounting for village random effects.
33
 There are more women and fewer 
household heads among participants engaged in collective action. This is consistent with the 
high participation in women’s organizations. Also, collectively organized individuals seem to 
be higher educated, older, much more often earn regular income and are more often indebted. 
The fact that those involved in collective action are more indebted remains true even when 
excluding those active in lending organizations.
34
  
 
Table 7: Descriptive statistics of participants (means), by participation in collective action 
 
Collective  
action 
No collective 
action 
Z values: 
Male 0.26 0.35 2.006** 
Household head 0.25 0.35 2.011** 
Married 0.84 0.79 -1.275 
Highest education: highschool 0.45 0.44 -0.197 
Highest education: college or above 0.35 0.19 -3.822*** 
Age (in years) 44.64 41.26 -2.901*** 
Regular monetary income? (dummy) 0.47 0.08 -10.993*** 
Skipped meals in hh last month 0.27 0.31 0.224 
In debt with more than 1000 Pesos? 0.70 0.49 -4.650*** 
    Observations 179 271  
Stars indicate significant difference between groups accounting for intra village correlation (*** p<0.01, ** 
p<0.05, * p<0.1), test implemented via regression on collective action dummy with village random effects 
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 Collective action varies within the village. Hence, there are not too many reasons to expect that village random 
effects matter too much at this point.  
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 The major part of the difference is due to a higher proportion of loans from banks, microfinance institutions 
(MFI) or money lenders. More loans from banks and MFI’s would hint at better access to formal lending for 
organization members. Unfortunately, we cannot distinguish between the three categories. 
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V. The effect of network strength and collective action on solidarity 
transfers 
 
In the prior section we described characteristics of solidarity transfers, network strength and 
collective action in our data. We will now link these variables to solidarity transfers to answer 
two questions: 1) how network strength affects solidarity transfers and 2) how membership in 
organizations correlates with solidarity transfers. We use descriptive comparisons and 
matching analysis separately for the two questions, and bring them all together using 
multivariate regressions. 
As emphasized before, variation in network strength is exogenous, i.e. participants in 
random and self-selected groups should on average have the same characteristics except the 
strength of their relation within groups. Membership in organizations, on the other hand, is 
not exogenous – participants doing collective action might be very different from the rest in 
many ways. We thus cannot interpret differences in solidarity transfers as a causal 
consequence of collective action. Still, solidarity is an important characteristic of social 
interaction and it is important to characterize those doing collective action along this 
dimension as well. Furthermore, the model presented in Section III implies that, depending on 
which norms or beliefs are related to membership in organizations, collective action should 
have different effects in random versus self-selected groups. Using our unique experimental 
setup to identify the channels through which membership in different organizations works is 
another contribution of our analysis. 
 
- Network strength and solidarity - 
Table 8 compares self-selected and random groups regarding solidarity transfers ( ijT ). 
Remember that the initial endowment is 200 PhP, the mean difference between better- and 
worse-off is 93.9 PhP, and that we only consider transfers from the better- to the worse-off as 
solidarity transfers. The difference between self-selected and random groups regarding 
transfers is also shown with and without secret saving possibility to assess whether stronger 
relationships are important when there is private information. 
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Table 8: Solidarity transfer amounts from better-off to worse-off, by type of group formation  
 Descriptive comparison Exact matching comparison (ATE) 
 Self-selected 
groups 
Random 
groups 
Diff. Self-selected 
groups 
Random 
groups 
Diff. 
       
All 18.7 13.5 +5.2***   +4.1*** 
Observations (on/off support) 494 474  400 / 94 408 / 66  
       
   Without secret saving 19.8 16.5 +3.3***   +2.9 
    Observations (on/off support) 337 271  274 / 63 225 / 46  
       
   With secret saving 16.3 9.6 +6.7***   +6.2*** 
    Observations(on/off support) 157 203  126 / 31 183 / 20  
       
a) Descriptive comparison: Stars indicate significance level of Wilcoxon ranksum test for differences in 
distributions. (*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1) 
b) Exact matching: matching on shock distribution, available insurance type, round and saving possibility, stars 
indicate significance level obtained by 200 bootstrap iterations  (*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1) 
 
Self-selected groups display a significantly higher level of solidarity as measured by absolute 
transfer amounts. They on average transfer 5.2 PhP more than random groups, which is about 
one third more. The difference is higher when secret saving is possible. It seems that groups 
formed at random react more to the availability of secret saving. 
When interpreting the descriptive results, we need to keep in mind that the amount of 
redistribution is likely to depend on the degree of inequality in the group (compare figure 5). 
For large sample sizes, the distributions of the dice-rolling-results would be equal across 
treatment blocks and rounds. For our small samples, though, the shock distributions implied 
by the dice rolling results are not exactly balanced.
35
 Also, there is a small imbalance in the 
treatment plan, as there is one village more with secret saving possibilities in the sample with 
random groups. To deal with this issue, we examine the following nonparametric matching 
estimates of the average treatment effect (ATE). Transfers are only compared when the shock 
distributions in the groups and treatment combinations are identical.  
Results are similar when performing the matching. Significance levels are very high 
for the overall sample and for those with the saving device, but insignificant for the no-saving 
subsample. In sum, exact matching and descriptives both suggest that people in stronger 
networks are willing to transfer more and are less easily influenced by secret saving 
possibilities. Both aspects are compatible with higher personalized trust in self-selected 
groups (compare model in Section III). While personalized trust should be important for 
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 Comparing the shock dispersion across treatments and rounds does indeed reveal differences in the shock 
dispersion that are significant at the 10% level in some cases. As this is a result of dice rolls, it is by definition 
pure chance and large differences should never be present in large samples. However, in our case this is a small-
sample correlation that might nevertheless bias results. Figures are not shown here but can be obtained from the 
authors upon request. 
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solidarity in general, it might become even more important when there is private information. 
We will come back to the above analysis when we integrate all aspects it in a regressions 
subsection further below. 
 
- Collective action and solidarity - 
In this part we describe the relation between collective action – measured by membership in 
organizations – and solidarity. Also remember that our model developed in Section III 
predicts different effects of collective action in random versus self-selected groups. If 
collective action was correlated with conditional cooperation, effects should be higher in self-
selected groups (corollary 1). The reason is that trust is more important for conditional 
cooperators and personalized trust is higher in self-selected groups. Conversely, if collective 
action was correlated with generalized trust, effects should be higher in random groups 
(corollary 2). The reason here is that generalized trust becomes more important if 
personalized trust is low. We therefore also separately consider collective action effects in 
random vs. self-selected groups. 
 The following table 9 shows descriptive results as well as matching results (analogous 
to the methods used in table 8). There is no conclusive evidence for an association between 
collective action of the sender and solidarity transfers. Descriptive comparisons somewhat 
hint at higher levels of transfers, but the differences are insignificant, and controlling for the 
exact shock distributions and the setup of the experiment via exact matching suggests even 
smaller differences. Differentiating between random and self-selected groups also does not 
hint at large differences. 
  
Table 9: Solidarity transfer amounts from better-off to worse-off, by collective action  
 Descriptive comparison Exact matching comparison (ATE) 
 Collective  
action 
No collective 
action 
Diff. Collective  
action 
No collective 
action 
Diff. 
       
All 17.9 15.0 +2.8   -0.4 
Observations (on/off support) 382 586  291 / 91 344 / 242  
       
   Self-selected groups 19.4 18.1 +1.3   -1.0 
    Observations (on/off support) 221 273  170 / 51 167 / 106  
       
   Random groups 15.8 12.3 +3.5   +0.4 
    Observations (on/off support) 161 313  121 / 40 177 / 136  
       
a) Descriptive comparison: Stars indicate significance level of Wilcoxon ranksum test for differences in means. 
(*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1) 
b) Exact matching: matching on shock distribution, group formation type, available insurance type, round and 
saving possibility; stars indicate significance level obtained by 200 bootstrap iterations   
(*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1) 
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Even though we do not find significant differences there could still be a causal link from 
collective action to solidarity that is hidden by omitted variables biasing the comparisons. Yet, 
the collective action effect is similar in self-selected and random groups. According to our 
model, this shows that our overall measure of collective action (membership in any 
organization) is neither predominantly related to conditional cooperation nor predominantly to 
generalized trust. Our data, however allows a more detailed perspective on collective action. 
There are many types of organizations we can distinguish and it is straightforward to repeat 
our crude analysis for different organization types. Table 10 presents differences of solidarity 
transfers between several types of organizations and no collective action.  
 
Table 10: Difference of solidarity transfers to no collective action status, by type of collective 
action 
 Difference to no collective action 
(Z-value of ranksum test) 
 All Self-selected groups Random groups 
    
   Barangay: official 
+8.1*** 
(2.974) 
+9.8*** 
(2.866) 
+4.0 
(0.585) 
    Observations 87 51 36 
    
   Barangay: other job 
+1.6 
(0.226) 
-0.6 
(-0.667) 
+1.9 
(0.473) 
    Observations 72 51 21 
    
   Cooperative/association 
+4.3 
(1.458) 
-2.8 
(-0.654) 
+21.0*** 
(2.685) 
    Observations 40 31 9 
    
   Women organization 
-2.6 
(-0.744) 
-7.0* 
(-1.729) 
+1.2 
(0.318) 
    Observations 74 35 39 
    
   Lending group 
+2.8 
(-0.227) 
-2.7 
(-1.226) 
+10.2 
(0.708) 
    Observations 40 26 14 
    
   Other organization 
+4.0 
(1.519) 
2.7 
(1.109) 
+4.2 
(0.290) 
    Observations 126 73 53 
    
Stars indicate significance level of Wilcoxon ranksum test for differences in means.  
(*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1) 
 
Indeed there are different patterns across organization types. Overall (first column) it seems 
that especially barangay officials transfer substantially more. Also members of 
cooperatives/associations appear more willing to give, but the difference is just below 
statistical significance. What is more interesting at this point is the large effect heterogeneity 
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when repeating the exercise for random versus self-selected groups. While the positive effect 
for barangay officials appears more concentrated in self-selected groups, the effect of 
cooperatives seems to be confined to random groups. Also for other organizations there are 
large differences between group types (e.g. for women organizations), but significance levels 
are much lower. 
 Hence, contrary to the findings when looking at general collective action there are 
some organizations that might be related to specific norms and beliefs. Barangay officials 
tend to give more, but only in self-selected groups where personalized trust is high. According 
to our model, this hints at a stronger role of conditional cooperation in this subpopulation. On 
the other hand, cooperatives/associations give more in random groups only. Here behavior 
corresponds to higher generalized trust because generalized trust is more important in random 
groups when personalized trust is low. 
 
- Regressions explaining solidarity by network strength and collective action - 
In this subsection we bring together the separate perspectives from the descriptive analysis. 
We explain transfers using network strength and collective action as regressors at the same 
time. Furthermore, we will tackle part of the problem that members in organizations differ 
systematically from non-members (selection on observables) through additional control 
variables. Also non-systematic small sample imbalances in observed determinants of 
solidarity can be corrected by such controls. 
 
Table 11: Tobit regressions explaining transfers from better- to worse-off  
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
     
Own Money -0.011 -0.011 -0.007 -0.005 
Difference to recipient 0.17*** 0.17*** 0.16*** 0.17*** 
Saving sender -0.12*** -0.12*** -0.12*** -0.15*** 
Saving recipient 0.15 0.15 0.16* 0.17** 
     
Random group -7.20** -7.96*** -8.13*** -6.28* 
     
Village official (political) 9.02** 14.4*** 14.3*** 10.2*** 
Other village job -1.68 -3.60 -2.92 1.80 
Cooperative / association 6.05 2.19 0.90 1.93 
Women organization -1.58 -2.81 -4.62 2.30 
Lending group -5.06 -5.68 -8.29* -4.42 
Other organization 0.32 -2.47 -3.12 -2.09 
Random x village official  -15.0*** -17.2*** -18.1*** 
Random x other village job  8.06 6.73 5.06 
Random x coop / assoc  21.9*** 24.2*** 20.0** 
Random x women organization  2.84 3.20 0.035 
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Random x lending group  0.54 1.67 1.79 
Random x other organization  5.52 6.61 4.94 
     
Game setting controls NO NO YES YES 
Individual controls NO NO NO YES 
     
Observations 968 968 968 968 
Standard errors clustered at the village level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
The coefficient for the control variables are shown in the Appendix (table A2). 
The individual control variables are: Regular income, Debt larger than 1000 Pesos, Male, Household head, at 
least high school. 
Village-round controls are: Treat B, Treat C, Treat B x Treat C, PseudoTreat B (lagged effect of TreatB), 
PseudoTreat C (lagged effect of TreatC), Round, Income Class, partially urban,people living in this community, 
% of HHs with members abroad, people are selfish. 
 
Table 11 shows a simple Tobit regression of solidarity transfers on type of group formation 
(Random group) and different types of collective action.
36
 We control for the post-lottery 
income (Own money), difference between sender and recipient (Difference to recipient) and 
the amount of money secretly saved by the sender (Saving sender) and recipient (Saving 
recipient). Not surprisingly, differences between sender and recipient are a major driver of 
transfers.
37
 If, however, money can be secretly saved by the sender this reduces transfers 
substantially. Conversely, if money is secretly saved by the recipients (and differences thus 
appear larger) willingness to transfer increases, but this effect is insignificant. These effects 
show that apparently observed transfers are most important in determining transfers and that 
participants use imperfect information to increase their income. The magnitude of all those 
four control variables remains stable across specification and the recipients’ saving becomes 
significant in later specifications. 
 Besides a dummy for random groups, specification (1) includes indicators of 
membership in different organization types. Solidarity transfers are much lower in groups 
with random co-players, confirming the negative impact of lower network strength. Group 
formation is a randomized treatment, so the regression results reflect the causal effect of 
network strength on solidarity transfers. Our model implies that the effect works through 
increased personalized trust. Of the different collective action types only village officials 
exhibit a significantly higher willingness to transfer. Yet, these relationships might be 
confounded by many factors and an interpretation is difficult. 
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 Note that transfers cannot be negative (they are left-censored at zero). Thus Tobit regressions are the natural 
choice to circumvent a bias that ordinary least squares regressions would suffer from. Yet, coefficients should 
not be one-to-one interpreted as effects on observed transfers, but rather as effects on the unobserved latent 
willingness to transfer. Especially interaction effects and their significance levels have to be interpreted as 
effects on this latent willingness to transfer. 
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 Also compare figure 3 for a nonparametric smoothing of the relationship between post-lottery differences and 
transfers. 
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 In specification (2) we introduce interactions between collective action types and 
group formation type. Our model predicts that if collective action is associated with increased 
conditional cooperation effects should be larger in self-selected groups, and the interaction 
between random group and collective action should be negative. On the other hand, if 
generalized trust is higher for organization members, then the effect of collective action 
should be higher in random groups and the interaction effect should be positive. Results 
suggest that both directions are possible. While the interaction is strongly negative for 
barangay officials, it is positive for participants in cooperatives/associations. In both cases 
effects are highly significant. Interestingly, the interaction effects remain relatively stable and 
highly significant when introducing further game setting controls (variables fully 
characterizing the experimental setup) and individual characteristics (sex, education, 
indebtedness, indicator for household head, regular income, community size, prevalence of 
migration, urbanization and a measure of selfishness) in specification (3) and (4). 
 
It appears that depending on the type of organization it is possible that either conditional 
cooperation or generalized trust is related to collective action. Could this simply be an artifact 
of too many (wrong) modeling assumptions? To provide further answers we resort to items 
we included in our questionnaire answered by all participants. There are three questions that 
are used to assess generalized trust on the village level. People were asked to agree/disagree 
with the following statements: 
i) Most people in this village are basically honest and can be trusted 
ii) People in this village are mostly interested in their own well-being  
iii) In this village one has to be alert, or someone will take advantage of you. 
The answers to the three questions were used for a factorial analysis, resulting in a 
generalized trust factor, which is normalized to mean zero and has standard deviation one 
half. Additionally, there is a question that relates to reciprocity / conditional cooperation. 
Participants were asked to choose from several items the one which best characterizes helping 
behavior of the people in the community. One of the items is: 
iv) People help only those people they know will also help them 
The above statement is clearly about conditional cooperation. It is not clear whether the 
statement also requires real reciprocity to take place, or whether simple trust in the partner is 
enough. In any case conditional cooperation is an important part of the above characterized 
behavior. Asking directly about the participant’s mode of behavior incurs the risk that 
respondents will give socially desired answers. Therefore, this question asks not about the 
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respondents, but about all others in the village which reduces the social desirability bias 
associated with it. It is plausible that answers to questions are influenced by what oneself 
thinks is appropriate, mixed with real observations about others. We will thus use individual 
variation in answers as a measure for conditional cooperation. The measure is a dummy with 
mean 0.65. 
 In table 12 we compare our measures of conditional cooperation and generalized trust 
between organization members and non-members. Interestingly, members seem to have both, 
slightly higher values of conditional cooperation and generalized trust, even though 
differences are insignificant. When disaggregating the comparisons, an interesting picture 
emerges. While village officials display higher conditional cooperation and almost no 
difference regarding generalized trust, it is exactly the opposite for cooperatives/associations. 
Even though differences are substantial in both cases, they are insignificant due to 
measurement error and the small number of observations.
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 However the two observations are 
perfectly compatible with our model-based interpretation of the regression results.  
 
Table 12: Relation between collective action type and conditional cooperation / generalized trust 
 Conditional cooperation Generalized trust 
   
Any membership? 0.06 (1.38) 0.06 (1.29) 
   
Village official (political) 0.10 (1.27) -0.02 (-0.19) 
Other village job -0.00 (-0.00) 0.16* (1.85) 
Cooperative / association -0.03 (-0.28) 0.17 (1.41) 
Women organization 0.07 (0.85) 0.02 (0.24) 
Lending group 0.20* (1.67) 0.12 (0.94) 
Other organization 0.04 (0.62) 0.06 (0.82) 
Stars indicate significance of difference between organization members and non-members,  
Z-values of Wilcoxon ranksum test are provided in brackets 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 
There are two other interesting observations. Participants doing some ‘other village job’ 
display significantly higher generalized trust only, and people in ‘lending groups’ have 
significantly higher conditional cooperation levels as well as relatively high generalized trust. 
Interestingly, this is again perfectly in line with our regression results. Participants in other 
village jobs also have a more positive relation to transfers in random groups. After 
cooperatives/associations they have the second most positive – though insignificant – 
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 Both above concepts are difficult to measure and therefore we expect a lot of measurement error. Especially 
the conditional cooperation measure is likely to be a mixture of the respondent’s own norms (which we want to 
measure) and observations about others. 
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interaction effect. For participants in lending groups the interaction effect is around zero, as 
none of the two channels seems to outweigh the other.  
 Let us test our theoretical prediction more formally: The more generalized trust effects 
dominate conditional cooperation effects, the more clearly positive the interaction effect in the 
regression should be, and vice versa. Unfortunately, we cannot quantify the importance of a 
one-point increase in generalized trust versus the same increase in conditional cooperation. 
We thus subtract z-values of generalized trust from those of conditional cooperation in Table 
12, and compare the difference with t-values of the interaction effects in regression 
specification (4). Those organizations with predominantly more generalized trust (measured 
by relative significance levels) should have more positive interaction effects (also measured 
by significance levels). This is illustrated in Figure 6. 
  
Figure 6: Dominance of generalized trust vs. conditional cooperation and significance of interaction effects 
 
Notes: Correlation coefficient 0.73 (p-level: 0.10), the x axis displays difference between z-values for 
generalized trust and conditional cooperation in table 12 for different organization types, 
the y axis displays the t-value of the interaction coefficient in table 11 for the same organizations. 
 
The pattern in the table confirms the predicted pattern and despite the small number of 
observations the correlation is marginally significant. We take this as an indication that our 
model captures important aspects of cooperation behavior in the context of solidarity 
transfers.  
 
Our findings are consistent with the literature that finds generally higher generalized trust 
amongst members, but not for all organization types (Paxton 2007; Freitag, Grießhaber, and 
Traunmüller 2009; Sonderskov 2010; Traunmüller 2011), Based on Paxton (2002), 
organization types are often separated into connected versus isolated to rationalize where 
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most generalized trust is built. Organizations whose members are often in other organizations 
should build more generalized trust. Table 13 shows the average number of additional 
memberships in other organizations, by organization type. Figure 7 shows that those 
organizations that more often have multiple memberships also feature higher generalized trust 
levels (correlation coefficient 0.42, p-level: 0.35).
39
 Even though the finding lacks statistical 
significance, it fits neatly to our interpretation and modeling assumptions. 
 
Table 13: Membership in other organizations, by collective action type 
 Mean # of other 
memberships 
Any membership? 0.240 
  
Village official (political) 0.275 
Other village job 0.324 
Cooperative / association 0.412 
Women organization 0.306 
Lending group 0.412 
Other organization 0.473 
Notes: Looking at each type of organization separately we have a higher share of multiple members  
(which appear multiple times) than in the general pool of people with any type of membership. 
 
Figure 7: Increased generalized trust and mean cross-organizational membership  
 
Notes: Correlation coefficient 0.74 (p-level: 0.15), the x axis displays mean membership in other organizations,  
the y axis displays the difference of the generalized trust score to non-members (shown table 11). 
 
The literature extensively deals with the relationship between collective action and 
generalized trust. Explanations for the connection have been developed and we explicitly 
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 The category ‘other organizations’ includes many religious organizations and their members disproportionally 
often report membership in multiple organizations, but of the same (religious) category. This does not 
correspond to being a connected organization in the sense of Paxton (2002) and we therefore drop this 
observation. 
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looked at the prominent hypothesis that generalized trust is built in connected organizations. 
In contrast, to the best of our knowledge there exists no prominent explanation why the norm 
of conditional cooperation could be stronger in organizations. When looking at our results we 
nevertheless think that such a relationship between organization membership and conditional 
cooperation is plausible. Politics involves rewarding allies and punishing opponents much 
more than activities in other types of organizations and hence it is plausible that local political 
activity strengthens conditional cooperation rather than trust. In associations/cooperatives on 
the other hand there should be less strategic thinking and a spirit more conductive to 
generalized trust. We cannot formally test this ’strategic thinking’ hypothesis without 
additional data, but at first glance it rationalizes our results. 
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VI. Conclusion 
 
In this paper we analyze two important determinants of solidarity transfers: Network strength 
and experience of collective action in groups. Previous research suggests that social networks, 
cultural learning but also institutional and environmental factors might be determinants of 
being a conditional cooperator or having generalized trust. We contribute to the literature in 
several ways: First, we formalize these ideas within a model of solidarity transfers that is 
based on trust and cooperator types. We use the model to predict empirical patterns in the data 
and find evidence that the model captures real channels of influence. Second, the causal effect 
of network strength on pro-social behavior has so far only been identified in dictator-type and 
trust games (Leider et al. 2009; Vollan 2011; Ligon and Schechter 2012). We show the effect 
in the context of solidarity transfers and link the analysis to our model. Third, we relate 
collective action in organizations to trust and norms about cooperation. In contrast to the vast 
majority of the literature we rely on incentivized rather than hypothetical measures of pro-
social behavior. This is especially important as recent evidence suggest that hypothetical 
measures of trust might not correctly capture the concept of trust in incentivized experiments 
(Thöni, Tyran, and Wengström 2012). 
We find that people who regularly participate in collective action tend to show higher 
solidarity in risk-sharing networks (significantly so in some cases). While our results are not 
conclusive whether specific collective action causes a certain behavior (type or attitude) or 
whether people with a certain behavior self-select into specific forms of collective action we 
nevertheless find that different types of collective action might relate to different trust and 
cooperator types. This might partly account for the problems authors have had with measuring 
associational social capital as put forward by Putnam (1995). Certainly not all groups 
correlate with trust beyond their own sphere and not all relate to norms about cooperative 
behavior. Instead, there is heterogeneity in collective action types. An aggregate analysis of 
collective action thus hides important differences across organizations. To our knowledge 
there exists no similar study that tries to disentangle these two important effects on 
generalized trust and cooperator types for heterogeneous organizations.  
We argued that generalized trust has a stronger effect than conditional cooperation in 
randomly formed social groups (corollary 2). This model finding reflects the theoretical idea 
that having generalized trust is the precondition for cooperation with anonymous partners. 
Such cooperation beyond one’s personal network is important for economic development as 
more welfare increasing market transactions and delegation to higher level institutions will 
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take place. Knowing the type of associations where people have particularly higher 
generalized trust might give NGOs and Government a rationale not to interfere with the 
development of these groups.  
We furthermore find that exogenously increasing network strength has a positive 
effect on solidarity transfers which in our view is mainly a consequence of increased 
personalized trust. This finding is consistent with the literature emphasizing the importance of 
friends and kinship networks for informal risk sharing.  
Questionnaire measures of trust and conditional cooperation also relate to different 
organizations in the way predicted by the model. Although hypothetical questionnaire items 
might not exactly reflect real beliefs and norms, we take this as an indication that our model 
captures important patterns of cooperative behavior in solidarity networks. Our findings 
indicate the need for further research in this direction, including more direct measures of trust 
and conditional cooperation. 
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Appendix I 
 
Table A1: Correlation between answers by two co-players about each other, by type of group formation  
 Self-selected 
groups 
Random 
groups 
   
Relation 0.4986*** 0.4212*** 
   
    Observations 229 217 
   
Frequency of seeing 0.2889*** 0.2992*** 
   
    Observations 187 157 
   
Duration of knowing 0.3910*** 0.4145*** 
   
    Observations 187 154 
   
Common activities: working 0.2182*** 0.0616 
Common activities: voluntary work 0.0331 -0.0351 
Common activities: free time -0.0553 -0.0352 
   
    Observations 187 157 
Note: observations are dyads (i.e. pairs of co-players providing information about each other), 
stars indicate significance of correlation coefficient (***,…) 
 
We believe that there is a lot of misreporting or measurement error in data that group 
members provide about their relation. First, it seems implausible that there is still such a high 
proportion of close family members in groups formed at random (29% vs. 53% in self-
selected groups, compare table 4). Also, there are inconsistencies when comparing the 
information that co-players provide about each other. The above table A2 shows the 
correlation between answers from two sides by type of group formation. These correlations 
are far from one, meaning that there are many inconsistencies. While the correlation is highest 
for the variable describing the degree of relationship, it is indistinguishable from zero for 
almost all dummies indicating common activities (voluntary work, free time and working in 
the case of random groups). In general it seems that correlations are sometimes higher for 
self-selected groups (compare values for relation and working together), indicating more 
consistent answers for groups with closer links. 
Even though misreporting and measurement error can not be ruled out, the information 
provided by participants is far from being useless. The many significant differences between 
self-selected and random groups (Table 4) show that there are indeed large differences 
between both types of groups and also reveals different link characteristics. Furthermore, the 
highly significant correlations between both sides of a dyad – especially regarding degree of 
relationship, frequency of contact and  duration of knowing each other – shows that reality is 
often a substantial part of the answer.  
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Table A2: Regression results of Table 11 for covariates 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
     
Own Money -0.011 -0.011 -0.0065 -0.0047 
Difference to recipient 0.17*** 0.17*** 0.16*** 0.17*** 
Saving sender -0.12*** -0.12*** -0.12*** -0.15*** 
Saving recipient 0.15 0.15 0.16* 0.17** 
     
Random group -7.20** -7.96*** -8.13*** -6.28* 
     
Village official (political) 9.02** 14.4*** 14.3*** 10.2*** 
Other village job -1.68 -3.60 -2.92 1.80 
Cooperative / association 6.05 2.19 0.90 1.93 
Women organization -1.58 -2.81 -4.62 2.30 
Lending group -5.06 -5.68 -8.29* -4.42 
Other organization 0.32 -2.47 -3.12 -2.09 
Random x village official  -15.0*** -17.2*** -18.1*** 
Random x other village job  8.06 6.73 5.06 
Random x coop / assoc  21.9*** 24.2*** 20.0** 
Random x women organization  2.84 3.20 0.035 
Random x lending group  0.54 1.67 1.79 
Random x other organization  5.52 6.61 4.94 
     
Treat B   4.01 2.15 
Treat C   1.31 -1.85 
Treat B x Treat C   -7.04 -0.97 
PseudoTreat B   7.23 6.67 
PseudoTreat C   6.13 3.31 
Round   -0.098 -0.93 
     
People living in the community    -0.0041** 
HHs with family members abroad (%)    -0.14 
People are selfish    0.033 
Income Class    -0.73 
Partially urban    3.12 
     
Male    12.1** 
At least high school    -3.12 
HH head    -2.02 
Regular income?    0.15 
Debt > 1000 Pesos?    3.16 
     
Constant -1.37 -1.04 -3.04 3.18 
     
Observations 968 968 968 968 
Standard errors clustered at the village level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
Treat B is a dummy variable that indicates availability of insurance type B, It is 1 for villages in treatment block 
AB in round 1 as well as round 3, and in block A in round 3. PseudoTreat B is a dummy variable that is 1 for 
villages in treatment block AB in round 2, i.e. where insurance had been available in the previous round but not 
in the current round. 
Treat C and PseudoTreat C are defined analogously for villages in treatment block AC. 
The interaction term (Treat B x Treat C) is a dummy variable that is 1 for villages in treatment block A in round 
3 only, where both insurance types where offered at the same time. 
The regressor Round takes the values 1, 2 and 3. 
The regressor Random group is a dummy variable that is 1 if the groups of three players had been formed at 
random. 
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Appendix II: Proofs of corollaries 
 
From the definition in equation (1) we know that the average transfer given collective action 
status and group formation type is 
 [ | , ] [ ( ) | , ] [ | , ]ij i i ij i i ij i iE T act rand E f coop act rand E act rand   
Let us normalize [ | , ]ij i iE act rand  to zero and realize that ijcoop  is a dummy: 
[ | , ] (0) ( (1) (0)) [ | , ]ij i i ij i iE T act rand f f f E coop act rand      (A1) 
 
Thus, [ | , ]ij i iE T act rand  is a positively monotone transformation of [ | , ]ij i iE coop act rand . Let 
us take a closer look at the expected cooperation level. Cooperation takes place if and only if 
one of the following three cases is fulfilled: 
- The sender is an unconditional cooperator 
- The sender is a conditional cooperator and has generalized trust 
- The sender is a conditional cooperator without generalized trust, but has personally 
trusts the recipient 
Thus:  
 
[ | , ]ij i iE coop act rand  
  
[ 1| , ]
[ 1 1| , ]
[ 1 0 | , ] [ 1| 1, 0, , ]
i i i
i i i i
i i i i ij i i i i
P uc act rand
P cc gt act rand
P cc gt act rand P pt cc gt act rand
 
   
      
 
Given assumption (2) (group formation independent of types) we have 
[ 1| ]
[ 1 1| ]
[ 1 0 | ] [ 1| 1, 0, , ]
i i
i i i
i i i ij i i i i
P uc act
P cc gt act
P cc gt act P pt cc gt act rand
 
   
      
 
 
Thus the mean difference between self-selected and random groups with a certain collective 
action status is 
[ | , 0] [ | , 1]ij i i ij i iE coop act rand E coop act rand    
[ 1 0 | ]
( [ 1| 0, 1, , 0] [ 1| 0, 1, , 1])
i i i
ij i i i i ij i i i i
P cc gt act
P pt gt cc act rand P pt gt cc act rand
   
        
  
By assumption (1) (constant, positive effect of group formation on personalized trust) this is 
[ 1 0 | ]i i iP cc gt act             (A2) 
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Proof of Corollary 1 (channel I):  
(Effect predominantly through conditional cooperation) 
 
With:   [ 1 0 | 1] [ 1 0 | 0]i i i i i iP cc gt act P cc gt act          
To show: 
 
[ | 1, 0] [ | 0, 0]
[ | 1, 1] [ | 0, 1]
ij i i ij i i
ij i i ij i i
E T act rand E T act rand
E T act rand E T act rand
    
     
 
or equivalently 
 
[ | 1, 0] [ | 1, 1]
[ | 0, 0] [ | 0, 1]
ij i i ij i i
ij i i ij i i
E T act rand E T act rand
E T act rand E T act rand
    
     
 
or equivalently by plugging in equation (A1) 
(*) 
[ | 1, 0] [ | 1, 1]
[ | 0, 0] [ | 0, 1]
ij i i ij i i
ij i i ij i i
E coop act rand E coop act rand
E coop act rand E coop act rand
    
     
 
 
From equation (A2) we have that 
[ | , 0] [ | , 1]ij i i ij i iE coop act rand E coop act rand    
[ 1 0 | ]i i iP cc gt act        
 
it follows that (*) is equivalent to 
 [ 1 0 | 1] [ 1 0 | 0]i i i i i iP cc gt act P cc gt act             
By the assumption that collective action is predominantly associated with higher conditional 
cooperation the above statement holds. 
 
 
Proof of Corollary 2 (channel II):  
(Effect predominantly through generalized trust) 
 
With:   [ 1 0 | 1] [ 1 0 | 0]i i i i i iP cc gt act P cc gt act          
 
To show: 
 
[ | 1, 0] [ | 0, 0]
[ | 1, 1] [ | 0, 1]
ij i i ij i i
ij i i ij i i
E T act rand E T act rand
E T act rand E T act rand
    
     
 
 
The proof can be obtained by simply repeating the steps above with reverse ‘unequal signs’.  
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Proof for extended model:  
 
Let us again normalize the mean of i  to zero and realize that ijcoop  is a dummy: 
[ | , , ] [ ( , ) | , , ]
(0, ) ( (1, ) (0, )) [ | , , ]
ij i i ij ij ij i i ij
ij ij ij ij i i ij
E T act rand x E f coop x act rand x
f x f x f x E coop act rand x

  
    (A2) 
 
Then the expected difference between self-selected and random groups given collective action   
status is 
[ | , 0] [ | , 1]
[ [ | , 0, ] | , 0] [ [ | , 1, ] | , 1]
ij i i ij i i
ij i i ij i i ij i i ij i i
E T act rand E T act rand
E E T act rand x act rand E E T act rand x act rand
  
     
 
As 
| , |ij i i ij ix act rand x act
F F  by assumption (2*) ( irand  independent of ,i ijact x ) 
 
| |
|
( , )
[ | , 0, ] [ | , 1, ]
( [ | , 0, ] [ | , 1, ])
ij i ij i
ij i
i ij
ij i i ij x act ij i i ij x act
ij i i ij ij i i ij x act
g act x
E T act rand x dF E T act rand x dF
E T act rand x E T act rand x dF
   
   
 

 
Now plug equation (A2) into ( , )i ijg act x : 
 ( , )i ijg act x  
(0, ) ( (1, ) (0, )) [ | , 0, ]
(0, ) ( (1, ) (0, )) [ | , 1, ]
ij ij ij ij i i ij
ij ij ij ij i i ij
f x f x f x E coop act rand x
f x f x f x E coop act rand x
   
   
 
( , )
( (1, ) (0, )) ( [ | , 0 , ] [ | , 1, ])
i ij
ij ij ij i i i ij ij i i ij
h act x
f x f x E coop act rand x E coop act rand x      
 
It follows 
[ | , 0] [ | , 1]
[( (1, ) (0, )) ( ( , ) | ]
[ (1, ) (0, ) | ] [ ( , ) | ] [ (1, ) (0, ), ( , ) | ]
ij i i ij i i
ij ij i ij i
ij ij i i ij i ij ij i ij i
E T act rand E T act rand
E f x f x h act x act
E f x f x act E h act x act Cov f x f x h act x act
  
 
   
 
We can now plugging this into a rearranged statement (2) from the model chapter and 
simplify using assumption (3) [ (1, ) (0, ), ( , ) | ]ij ij i ij iCov f x f x h act x act  independent of iact  
and using assumption (4) ( [ (1, ) (0, ) | ] [ (1, ) (0, )]ij ij i ij ijE f x f x act E f x f x   ), which yields: 
 
[ | 1, 0] [ | 0, 0]
( ) [ | 1, 1] [ | 0, 1]
ij i i ij i i
ij i i ij i i
E T act rand E T act rand
E T act rand E T act rand
    
      
   (2) 
  
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[ | 1, 0] [ | 1, 1]
( ) [ | 0, 0] [ | 0, 1]
ij i i ij i i
ij i i ij i i
E T act rand E T act rand
E T act rand E T act rand
    
      
 
  
[ ( , ) | 1] ( ) [ ( , ) | 0]i ij i i ij iE h act x act E h act x act     
 
Plug in definition of ( , )i ijh act x  
[ | 1, 0] [ | 1, 1]
( ) [ | 0, 0] [ | 0, 1]
ij i i ij i i
ij i i ij i i
E coop act rand E coop act rand
E coop act rand E coop act rand
     
      
  (3) 
 
On the way to corollary (1) and (2), the latter statement (3) was already shown to be 
equivalent to 
[ 1 0 | 1] ( ) [ 1 0 | 0]i i i i i iP cc gt act P cc gt act            
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Appendix III: Test questionnaire  
(Notes: Example for treatment block AB, round 1, with hiding. In reality we called option A 
“Angola”, B “Botswana” and C “Cameroon” to avoid a notion of order in the options. Correct answers given.)  
 
When do you decide which option you choose? 
 1 before you throw the dice  
 2 after you throw the dice 
 3 whenever you like 
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
 
Is the option BOTSWANA for free?   YES           NO  
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
 
How much does the option BOTSWANA cost?   _____ 
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
 
How much do you have left if... 
 With option BOTSWANA With option ANGOLA 
... you roll a 1?  155 200 
... you roll a 2?   155 200 
... you roll a 3?   155 200 
... you roll a 4?   105 100 
... you roll a 5?   105 100 
... you roll a 6?   65 20 
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
 
 
 
---------------- ONLY IF WITH LOCKBOX ---------------- 
 
 
When can you put money in the lockbox? Can you put money in the lockbox if you choose option 
ANGOLA and...  
... you roll a 1?     YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 2?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 3?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 4?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 5?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 6?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
 
When can you put money in the lockbox? Can you put money in the lockbox if you choose option 
BOTSWANA and...  
... you roll a 1?     YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 2?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 3?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 4?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 5?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 6?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
 
 
Will your group members know  
if you put money in the lockbox? YES         NO  
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
100 
100 
100 
50 
50 
50 
× 
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3. Insurance in Solidarity Networks with Hidden Income:  
A Behavioral Experiment in the Philippines 
 
I. Introduction 
 
A large majority of the population in the world’s poorest countries is without formal 
insurance.
40
 Shocks such as natural catastrophes, illnesses, accidents, economic crises, 
unemployment or crime, droughts and floods, just to mention a few, destroy the economic 
basis of countless households. As a response, informal transfers within networks of friends, 
neighbors and relatives are important in the management of these income fluctuations, with 
transfers consisting of e.g. loans, monetary gifts, goods (such as food) or labor. These support 
schemes allow households to spread the effects of income shocks throughout their network or 
village. In this sense, the mutual support in case of a shock is an informal insurance.  
There is ample evidence for the importance of such mechanisms in developing 
countries (compare seminal papers of Townsend 1994, Udry 1994, Morduch 1999 or more 
recently Fafchamps 2008). Also on the Philippines, where our study is conducted, risk-sharing 
networks play a major role. Respondents may raise funds through gifts and loans (Fafchamps 
and Lund 2003), where loans are often zero-interest or do not have to be repaid fully 
(Fafchamps and Gubert 2007a). However, if other members of the network are also suffering 
income shocks (covariate risk), it is more difficult for respondents to raise funds via informal 
ways. Furthermore, mutual insurance does not appear to take place at the village level; 
instead, households receive help primarily through networks of friends, relatives and those 
living close (Fafchamps and Lund 2003; Fafchamps and Gubert 2007b). There is ample 
evidence that informal insurance only smoothes a fraction of income shocks.
41
  
These imperfections and drawbacks of informal mechanisms have made people 
consider how to remedy the situation for a long time. Some countries introduced universal 
insurance for some risks, e.g. free health insurance in India. Yet, even though public facilities 
should (at least by law) be for free under these schemes there have often been problems with 
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 Besides social security, only between 0.3% (Africa), 2.7% (Asia) and 7.8% (The Americas) of the target 
population in the 100 poorest countries is covered with formal insurance available to the poor (Roth, McCord, 
and Liber 2007, pp.15-19). Similarly, Banerjee and Duflo (2007) report that less than 6% of the extremely poor 
are covered by any kind of health insurance. Numbers are currently rising around the globe, though, 
“…approaching 500 million risks covered” (Churchill and Matul 2012, p. 11). 
41
 Morduch (1999) for example summarizes part of the literature and concludes: ”Most informal insurance 
mechanisms are typically weak and often provide only inadequate protection to poor households” (Morduch 
1999, p. 188). 
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low compliance, understaffing, corruption, quality of care as well as a high fiscal burden, 
which often led people to attend private clinics. Consequently, substantial interest in private 
insurance products remains (e.g. weather, health, and life insurance). Especially the recent rise 
of microcredit and -savings concepts has led governments, financial institutions, NGOs and 
mutual benefit associations to wonder whether they could apply these new concepts to 
insurance, designing products especially suited for poor clients. In this spirit, many 
microinsurance initiatives are currently being launched and several pilot schemes are already 
in the field. Despite this effort, demand for microinsurance is so far still very low (Giné and 
Yang 2009; Cole et al. 2009; Ito and Kono 2010) and practitioners are working to implement 
an affordable insurance design that complements traditional informal risk sharing schemes. 
However, the possible effects of formal microinsurance on informal mechanisms are still an 
open question. To analyze possible reasons for a crowding-out of informal risk-sharing by 
formal insurance it is important to understand what drives informal transfers. Two motives 
can be broadly distinguished. One is an incentive-based and self-enforcing arrangement to 
engage in direct reciprocal risk-sharing. The value of complying with the arrangement is 
derived by the prospect of future interaction and thus the threat of punishment in case of non-
compliance. The other motive is intrinsic solidarity or altruism. It does not require any future 
interaction and is based on pro-social preferences.
42
 While both types of motives have been 
shown to play a role with altruism explaining the largest part of transfers in experiments 
(Leider et al. 2009; Ligon and Schechter 2012),
43
 they imply different channels for the 
influence of formal insurance on informal transfers: 
The effect of the availability of formal insurance products on incentive-based risk-
sharing is straightforward. ‘Externally’ reducing risk leads to a lower value of the informal 
arrangement and therefore means a lower incentive to comply with it. Theoretical models 
(Coate and Ravallion 1993; Attanasio and Ríos-Rull 2000) show how such risk-sharing 
contracts can be self-enforcing and how reduced risk might crowd out the arrangement, 
possibly leaving the agents worse off overall. 
Also regarding intrinsic motivation, there are good reasons to believe that formal 
insurance provides incentives that will crowd out informal insurance and reduce solidarity. It 
is well established in the economic and psychological literature (Bowles 2008) that market-
based mechanisms can crowd-out intrinsic pro-social behavior, and the introduction of formal 
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 Also intermediate forms such as indirect recioprocity (Engelmann and Fischbacher 2009) require future 
interaction, even though not necessarily between the same two individuals. 
43
 Leider et al. (2009) estimate that the prospect of future interaction increases levels of pro-social giving by 24% 
in a behavioral experiment (leaving around 80% explained by altruism towards friends) and Ligon and Schechter 
(2012) find similar modest increases of transfers in a dictator game when adding future interaction.  
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insurance schemes can similarly reduce pro-social behavior.
44
 Instead of relying on the 
intrinsically motivated solidarity payments individuals may simply pay for formal insurance 
in order obtain more security. At least two of the causes for crowding-out identified in Bowles 
(2008) may apply: First, people could perceive the availability of costly insurance as a signal 
that ‘buying’ security is everyone’s own responsibility (framing effect). Second, the fact that 
other people choose insurance might hint at their low commitment or trust in the existing 
solidarity transfer scheme and would provoke a negative response by reducing one’s own pro-
social giving (information effect for conditional co-operators). Different to incentive-based 
transfers, crowding out effects on pro-social motivation might persist even if insurance is 
removed again. Gneezy and Rustichini (2000) find such an unintended effect after introducing 
and removing a fine for late comers. A flawed formal microinsurance system could therefore 
have negative overall effects in the long run (e.g. dependent on the fraction of insured people, 
strength of network, etc.). Motivational crowding-out might also lead to individualization and 
the breaking apart of traditional structures which affects other spheres of life as well.  
There is empirical evidence in line with crowding out of informal risk-sharing by 
formal insurance. Dercon and Krishnan (2003) find that consumption is more responsive to 
shocks if there is food aid in rural Ethiopia, Albarran and Attanasio (2003) show that public 
transfers displace private transfers in Mexico in a way compatible with limited commitment 
models of risk-sharing, and Jensen (2003) similarly finds pension transfers to reduce private 
transfers in South Africa. However, none of the papers explicitly assesses the effect of 
insurance products.
45
 Other problems are the lack of exogenous variation (except Albarran 
and Attanasio 2003) and the difficulty to accurately measure actual informal transfers.
46
 More 
generally, transfers in a multi-period setting can be based on both dynamic incentives and pro-
social motivation. While the above literature largely assumes incentive-based transfers to 
explain crowding-out, pro-social behavior is neglected. Given the evidence on the importance 
of altruistic motivation (Leider et al. 2009; Ligon and Schechter 2012), we could imagine a 
large influence through crowding-out of pro-social motivation, yet empirical evidence on its 
magnitude is missing. 
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 This effect is different from the investment crowding-out (Spencer and Yohe 1970) where government 
spending crowds out private investment spending caused by an increase in interest rates. 
45
 Jowett (2003) uses a reverse argument and correlates stronger informal financial networks and social capital to 
lower health insurance uptake. 
46
 Dercon and Krishnan (2003) and Jowett (2003) infer transfers by comparing income/consumption patterns on 
the village level (with strong assumptions involved). Direct measurement might be similarly difficult. Comola 
and Fafchamps (2010) for example use data where the receiver and sender both report on transfers. They show 
that the information from the two parties is largely inconsistent. 
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This paper delivers the first experimental evidence on whether informal solidarity is reduced 
by formal insurance in developing countries. Our design tries to reflect reality as much as 
possible and we discuss the external validity of our results in Section V. Most importantly, we 
focus exclusively on solidarity as motivation to help others and deliberately exclude the 
possibility for intertemporal risk-sharing based on reciprocity – otherwise it would be hard to 
separate motivational crowding-out from changing dynamic incentives. We model risk in a 
behavioral game using lotteries that involve rolling a die. Every participant is provided with 
an initial endowment and depending on the result of the die she is allowed to keep all or only 
part of it. Informal risk-sharing is implemented in non-anonymous groups of three broadly 
following the design of Selten and Ockenfels (1998). After the lottery is played and outcomes 
are revealed, each group member can transfer some money to the other group members. 
Insurance is introduced via offering alternative lotteries that are less risky but require some 
ex-ante fixed payment. We test two variations of insurance: one protects only against 
catastrophic shocks, while the other is a more comprehensive type and also covers medium 
shocks. 
Since acts of giving are not always fully voluntary but are “demanded” from the 
network members (Platteau 2000; Hoff and Sen 2006; Grimm et al. 2011; Comola and 
Fafchamps 2010), we implemented additionally the possibility of income hiding where 
players could pretend to have had a bigger income shock than really experienced, thereby 
hiding their money from the risk sharing group. In real life, the main reasons for hiding 
income is to prevent criminals from stealing and perhaps even more importantly the necessity 
to hide income from the demands of one’s personal network. It is a well-known observation in 
developing countries that individuals with financial resources face strong demands from 
relatives and friends to share their fortune. Field studies describe the latter phenomenon, often 
in the context of saving schemes.
47
 In this sense the treatment could be interpreted as a 
(formal) saving product that makes it harder to monitor the flow of resources for the network. 
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 In Africa, for example, especially women are willing to entrust their money with “Susu men” to withdraw it 
from their network (Besley 1995, p. 2150) or to put it in formal saving accounts with effectively negative interest 
rates (Dupas and Robinson 2009). There is also evidence that people prefer saving products that reduce their 
liquidity even without an increase in interest rates (Ashraf, Karlan, and Yin 2006). Anderson and Baland (2002) 
show how, in the Nairobi slums, income-earning women use ROSCAs to protect their savings even from their 
husbands.  
To the best of our knowledge there are four empirical papers (three unpublished) on the effect of saving / hiding 
money on informal risk-sharing. Brune et al. (2011) show that a commitment saving product increases savings 
and decreases transfers to the social network. Flory (2011) analyzes a randomized field experiment on the effect 
of a mobile van offering saving services, amongst others, in India. Surprisingly, he finds a positive effect of 
savings on the incidence of gifts received by poor non-savers, but no effect on the amount. Kinnan (2011) on the 
other hand finds evidence in Thailand that hidden income reduces transfers within the network. Chandrasekhar, 
Kinnan, and Larreguy (2012) test the effect of saving across periods and limited commitment to share risk within 
a behavioral experiment in India. 
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It is not limited to this interpretation, though, and broadly relates to research on transfers 
under limited commitment (Kocherlakota 1996; Ligon 1998; Ligon, Thomas, and Worrall 
2002) and motives for pro-social giving (Leider et al. 2009; Ligon and Schlechter 2010; 
Jakiela and Ozier 2011). Note that our “savings product” disables any inter-temporal 
elements. Hence, we isolate the income-hiding effect, whereas a true savings-product would 
affect transfers through several channels.
48
 
In contrast to field data the controlled environment of our behavioral game allows 
monitoring the transfers and choices of participants perfectly and thus delivers more reliable 
empirical results.  
 
Our setup consists of the following four main scenarios: With or without formal insurance and 
with or without the option to hide money. In our baseline scenario (i.e. without formal 
insurance and without the option to hide money) we find solidarity transfers of substantial 
magnitude. When the hiding-money-option becomes available but no formal insurance is 
offered, solidarity transfers decrease drastically. People almost always use the option to hide 
money. This is evidence for a strong role of extrinsic instead of intrinsic solidarity, as 
participants use the hiding device most of the time and strongly decrease their willingness to 
transfer if it is available.
49
 
When, in addition to the option to hide money, also formal insurance is introduced, the 
observed transfers are similar to the scenario with only the hiding-money option. Once 
hiding-money is possible, the introduction of formal insurance does not lead to significant 
crowding-out effects on transfers, and formal insurance is then effective in significantly 
smoothing the loss distribution. The reason is that solidarity is already low when hiding is 
possible such that additional crowding-out is limited.  
The situation is different in the scenarios in which hiding-money is not possible. In 
those scenarios the introduction of formal insurance leads to major changes in the willingness 
to transfer money. When participants cannot secretly hide money we had observed that 
solidarity is relatively high in the absence of insurance. However, the introduction of formal 
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 Real savings products play an important role for intertemporal risk smoothing and hence might affect informal 
transfers for very different reasons. For example the value of reciprocity-based mechanisms is reduced if savings 
provide alternative means to cope with shocks  (Ligon, Thomas, and Worrall 2000). Chandrasekhar, Kinnan, and 
Larreguy (2010) conducted a behavioral field experiment in India to test the effect of saving, focusing on its 
inter-temporal role.  
49
 Our notion of extrinsic motivation for solidarity is different from fear of punishment or explicit group 
pressure, as transfers are never revealed throughout the game. The only thing that changes when secretly hiding 
money is that the recipient in need does not know about the potential resources available to the sender. Hence, 
the expectation levels regarding transfers are decreased, something that might be internalized by the sender who 
uses the secret hiding device. 
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insurance led to significant crowding-out. The positive effect of the insurance mechanism on 
the lower tail of the distribution is completely offset by the negative effect of decreased 
solidarity transfers in this case. We also find that the introduction of formal insurance can 
have persistent effects and crowd out voluntary transfers even when insurance is removed. 
The fact that the crowding-out effect can completely offset the protection offered by 
the insurance hinges on the incomplete take-up. Insurance is voluntary in our setup as in a 
typical market transaction of private insurance. Simulations confirm that large decreases in 
vulnerability would be achieved with full insurance uptake. If everybody was insured (i.e. 
mandatory insurance) nobody would be left with a catastrophic outcome even in the complete 
absence of solidarity transfers. Yet, while around half of all participants opt for insurance if 
they have the choice, there is a substantial part remaining uninsured. Those uninsured now 
face a much higher risk of being left alone with a bad outcome than in a scenario without 
insurance. Hence, voluntary insurance can lead to a higher vulnerability compared to either no 
formal insurance at all or to mandatory insurance. This situation changes, though, when 
hiding money is possible. 
 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the experimental 
setup including treatments, hypotheses, implementation and subject pool. We present the 
experimental results in Sections III and illustrate the relevance of regression results using 
simulations in Section IV. We discuss our results in Section V before concluding in Section 
VI.  
57 
II. Setup of the experiment 
 
We model risk in a behavioral game using lotteries that involve rolling a dice.
50
 Every 
participant is provided an initial endowment of 200 Philippine Pesos (PhP) and depending on 
the dice roll she is allowed to keep all or part of it.
51
 This design reflects the risk to lose
 
money instead of providing participants with the possibility of winning money.
52
 Informal 
risk-sharing is implemented in groups of three according to the solidarity game procedure 
(Selten and Ockenfels 1998).
53
 Contrary to most economic lab experiments we do not restrict 
our sample to students, nor do we make groups anonymous. The participants are rural 
villagers in the Philippines. We are convinced that this is more compatible with the idea of 
risk sharing at the village level and strengthens external validity of our results. After the 
lottery is played, the group is allowed to talk. Thereafter each member of the group can 
transfer some of his money to each of the other group members. Insurance is introduced via 
offering alternative lotteries that are safer but require some fixed payment ex ante.  
 
- Treatments: Insurance and hiding money - 
We test two variants of insurance, compared to no-insurance. One type of insurance protects 
against half of all loss types and is more expensive, while the other insurance covers half of 
catastrophic shocks only. 
We first explain the no-insurance treatment, which we refer to as Option A. Every participant 
has an initial endowment of 200 Philippine Pesos. This is the amount paid out if the dice 
shows a 1, 2 or 3, i.e. which we label as “no shock” (no loss). If the dice shows a 4 or 5 a 
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 We benefited from the work of Barr and Genicot (2008) who combine a lottery choice with risk-sharing after 
the result is determined. They test different enforcement mechanisms in their experiment and find strong 
evidence for intrinsic motivation of giving, as substantial risk sharing takes place even if individuals can secretly 
opt out of the solidarity group. However, in their experimental procedure, lottery choice is not a treatment, so the 
effect of introducing insurance cannot be identified. Also, interpretation of the many gamble choices (according 
to Binswanger, 1980) as different insurance products is difficult. There are other experiments that come closer to 
our idea. Trhal and Radermacher (2009), for example, compare solidarity in treatments with and without gamble 
choice. However, the ‘non-insurance’ lotteries are not the same in both treatments and some other details do not 
fit our purpose. We consequently designed a novel behavioral experiment that is described in the following. 
51
 The amounts where such that the expected payoff of participating in the experiment (237 PhP, or about 5-6 
USD) equals about one day of minimum wage in the formal sector. The expected amount includes a show-up fee 
of 100 PhP that every participant received for sure. 
52
 Harrison and Rutström (2008) stress the importance of the reference point, referring to prospect theory 
(Kahneman and Tversky 1979) that allows subjective probability weighting, a reference point and different 
utility functions for losses and gains. We therefore consider it important to play in the loss domain. 
53
 There are problems with the 3-player approach since often winners do not anticipate that the other winner 
might also give. This leads to the strange situation that the player with the worst shock leaves the experiment 
with the highest earnings. However, this happened only eight out of 279 times. We also believe that two player 
relations are different from risk-sharing groups and thus not adequate for our experiment.  
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medium shock occurs (losing half), and a 6 implies a catastrophic shock (losing almost 
everything). More precisely, if the medium shock occurs participants lose 100 of their initial 
200 Pesos and if the catastrophic event occurs they lose 180. In case of no shock, participants 
do not lose any money, but keep all their 200 Pesos. 
The availability of two insurance products is varied across treatments as will be 
explained in detail below The two insurance variants are called option B and option C.
54
 For 
option B participants have to pay 45 Pesos in advance and half of all losses are covered. The 
price for option C is only 20 Pesos, but half of only the catastrophic loss is covered. (The 
prices 20 and 45 are chosen to reflect that more comprehensive schemes entail higher 
administrative costs. The more comprehensive insurance covers more shocks and is therefore 
confronted with more claims, and also higher administrative costs, which translates to lower 
expected payoffs.) Table 1 shows the payout for the no-insurance case (Option A) and the two 
insurance options B and C. 
The advance fee of insurance thus is always the ‘guaranteed loss’ in case of no shock. 
In general, different options lead to a different spread of payoffs; the lower the standard 
deviation, the lower the expected total payoff. Option B is most costly, not only regarding 
absolute price but also in terms of the expected loss. Yet the risk, as represented by the 
standard deviation of the payoff, is smaller than for options A and C. Option C is an 
intermediate case with an interesting additional feature: Due to the low price and the focus on 
the catastrophic loss it can secure an even higher minimum payoff than option B. Because of 
this, individuals with minimax preferences would prefer C over B. Both options B and C 
reflect typical insurance products where full coverage is impossible.
55
 With two insurance 
products, we are able to discuss demand for different insurance products and create a different 
take-up which might lead to more or less crowding-out. (If people had a constant relative risk 
aversion utility function 
1( ) ( ) /(1 )u c c     with risk parameter  , where 0   for risk-
averse individuals, in the absence of any solidarity transfers, all people with a risk-aversion 
parameter 0.34  would buy insurance C if available, whereas only people with 0.65   
would buy insurance B.) 
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 We would have expected a higher crowding-out effect by labeling the lotteries as “insurance” instead of 
“option” but decided to leave this for future research. 
55
 E.g. in most developing countries, health insurance covers only the medical expenses (often below 100%), but 
not lost income due to lost labor, i.e. working time. The more comprehensive insurance could be like the state 
owned medical insurance scheme and the catastrophic insurance could be e.g. rainfall or crop insurance, which 
only pay out when huge losses occur. 
59 
Table 1: Losses (in PhP) under different (insurance) options 
 
Dice Result 
1,2,3: 
no  
shock 
4,5: 
medium 
shock 
6: 
catastrophic 
shock 
Expected 
Loss 
Std.-Deviation 
of Loss 
Option A - 0 - 100 - 180 -63.3 68.7 
Option B - 45 - 95 - 135 -76.7 34.4 
Option C - 20 - 120 - 110 -68.3 48.5 
Note: The initial endowment is 200 PhP in each round. The loss in case of “no shock” is the price of the 
insurance options participants have to pay upfront, i.e. 45 PhP for option B and 20 PhP for option C. 
 
In normal life, observing how much money is given to you is unproblematic, whereas 
perfectly observing individual shock levels of others is usually not possible. Thus in some 
scenarios (labeled secret hiding money) we did allow participants to pretend a medium shock. 
Catastrophic losses might on the other hand be observable to everybody. Therefore, 
observability of medium shocks was reduced in the secret hiding treatment. (In order to not 
influence participants we did not call this ‘hiding’, but rather explained the possibility to “put 
money in a lockbox” and the related mechanics.) If the dice result was 1, 2 or 3 (i.e. no shock) 
individuals could decide to hide the monetary difference to a medium shock in a secret 
lockbox. This information was private to the individual and group members were only 
informed about the amount the person had after the lottery/lockbox stage. Permitting hiding-
in-the-lockbox thus made it impossible for the co-players to distinguish between no shock and 
a medium shock. The aim of this treatment is, on the one hand, to increase external validity of 
our study by allowing uncertainty about neediness and, on the other hand, to show the effect 
of secret hiding on solidarity. The latter also embraces potential side effects of new (formal) 
saving products, e.g. mobile banking. It is still possible for people with no shock to help 
others in case of need, but a lot of solidarity based on internalized peer pressure may be 
reduced.
56
 
To test the effects of the two insurance types and of the secret hiding device, 
separately and in combination, the behavioral experiments were implemented as outlined in 
Table 2. In six villages (treatment block A) no insurance is offered in rounds one and two. 
Hence, participants have no choice and always play option A. In round three both insurance 
types are introduced and participants can choose between all three options. In eight villages 
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 Note that individual transfers are never revealed, only the final payoff from one random round. Consequently, 
there should be no fear of punishment or explicit group pressure. The only thing that changes when secretly 
hiding money is that the recipient in need does not know about the potential resources available to the sender. 
Hence, the expectation levels regarding transfers are decreased, something that might be internalized by the 
sender who uses the secret hiding device. 
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(treatment block AB), insurance option B is offered in round one, no insurance in round two 
and again insurance option B in round three. In another eight villages (treatment block AC), 
the same is done with option C. In order to test the main and interaction effects of the secret 
hiding possibility, the secret hiding device was implemented in the first two rounds in half of 
all villages.
57
 
It is important to note that each group plays all three rounds, but that for only one of 
these three rounds a real payout takes place. The round that is being paid out is randomly 
chosen after all three rounds have been completed and only then the final payoff is revealed, 
without information about individual transfers. The participants knew this in advance. Hence, 
apart from possible learning effects, no dynamic, strategic or endgame effects can occur. 
 
Table 2: Treatment plan for insurance types 
  Block A 
(6 villages) 
Block AB 
( 8 villages) 
Block AC 
( 8 villages) 
 
Round 1 
 
Option A 
Choice: 
Option A or B 
Choice: 
Option A or C 
3 hide, 3 no hide 4 hide, 4 no hide 4 hide, 4 no hide 
 
Round 2 
 
Option A Option A Option A 
3 hide, 3 no hide 4 hide, 4 no hide 4 hide, 4 no hide 
 
Round 3 
 
Choice: 
Option A, B or C 
Choice: 
Option A or B 
Choice: 
Option A or C 
3 hide, 3 no hide 8 no hide 8 no hide 
Note: In each block, in half of the villages the games were played with the “secret-hiding device” and in the 
other half without. This is indicated by “3 hide, 3 no hide” or “4 hide, 4 no hide”. The notion “8 no hide” means 
that in Round 3 the secret-hiding device was not available anymore. 
 
Our main hypotheses formulated prior to conducting the experiment are: 
(I) Solidarity transfers are reduced by the availability of insurance. 
(II) There is a persistent reduction of solidarity even if insurance is removed. 
(III) Solidarity transfers are reduced by the possibility of secret hiding 
The effect of the different insurance types can be tested by comparing treatment block A 
versus block AB versus block AC in the first round (Hypothesis I). Treatment A serves as a 
control here. The persistence effect of access to insurance on solidarity can be tested in the 
second round (Hypothesis II), comparing the same treatment blocks as in the first round. The 
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 In the third round it was removed again in most cases. We intended to analyze persistence in its effect by this 
design choice, but we do not find any statistically significant evidence. 
61 
effect of secret hiding (Hypothesis III) can be assessed by comparing the 11 villages, where 
secret hiding was made possible, to the other half. 
In addition to these three hypotheses the experiment permits the analysis of many more 
aspects. For example, the third round of Treatment A allows for a comparison of demand for 
the insurance variants when both options are available simultaneously. This is the only 
scenario where participants can choose between two insurance options. In the other scenarios 
only insurance versus no-insurance is available. With the simultaneous availability of two 
insurance options we can examine how individuals choose from a menu of insurance options. 
Additionally, it is possible to compare take-up of option B and option C on separate markets 
with limited ability to observe shocks (secret hiding).
58
 Furthermore, the third round also 
delivers more observations for the pooled regressions that jointly analyze all treatments at a 
later stage. 
 
As an additional treatment, different network strengths of the player groups are examined. 
The groups of players were formed in two ways: As a standard procedure a randomly selected 
person had to invite two other household heads that he knows very well to join the 
experiment. In half of the villages these players would form a group. We will refer to them as 
endogenous groups or as strong networks. In the other half of the villages, however, we 
mixed up groups, and participants would play with two random partners from their village.
59
 
These groups will be called exogenous or random or “weaker networks”. The analysis of this 
additional covariate (network strength) is not the core of this paper, and it is impossible that it 
causes a bias of the main treatment effects because it is balanced across insurance treatment 
blocks. However, we will control for it in regressions since it is not exactly balanced in each 
sub-cell (e.g. in Block A there are only 3 villages with hiding and 3 without hiding) and 
because there might be interesting interactions between network strength and the main 
treatments. 
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 In treatment blocks AB and AC we varied the ability to observe shocks (labeled as “secret hiding”) in some of 
the villages to test more hypotheses, e.g. persistence of the secret hiding device effect.  
59
 The differences between the two types of groups can be found in participants’ self-assessed relation to their 
group members. While more than 55% described their co-players as “close family” in endogenous groups, less 
than 30% do so in exogenous groups. Even though we do not believe that participants were very accurate in their 
classification (30% seems very high for groups formed at random), the differences between the two types of 
groups is considerable. 
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- Testing strategy - 
To test the hypotheses we measure solidarity via net transfers. Redistribution between two 
group members is achieved by the difference between the transfer from i to j (
ijT ) and from j 
to i (
jiT ). So ijT  
alone is not a good measure of solidarity because the intended redistribution, 
which is the expectation of i regarding 
ij jiT T  or in short [ ]i ij jiE T T , depends on [ ]i jiE T  
which might not be constant across treatments. As we do not observe [ ]i jiE T  we use jiT  
as a 
proxy for [ ]i jiE T  
and thus use real redistribution 
ij jiT T  as our measure of solidarity to test 
hypotheses (I)-(III). Results are presented in Tables 4 – 6.  
When we use parametric regressions we are still interested in net transfers as a 
measure of solidarity, but we also want to be able to control for the payoff distribution and 
other contextual factors. We will do this in two steps: First, we analyze determinants of 
individual gross transfers, in particular how transfers from i to j depend on incomes 
iY  and jY . 
In a second step, we examine the implications for net transfers. So instead of modeling 
( , )ij ji i jT T f Y Y   we separately model ( , )ij i jT g Y Y  and ( , )ji j iT g Y Y  as censored 
outcomes in a Tobit model. Later, we can easily calculate ( , ) ( , )ij ji i j j iT T g Y Y g Y Y    for 
different treatments, holding the distribution of payoffs constant. The main reason for 
examining gross transfers first before calculating net transfers is that in the scenario with 
hidden income, the information set is asymmetric: Player i knows whether he has hidden 
income, but does not know whether j has hidden income. We want to know how this affects 
the willingness to give. Additionally, there are also technical reasons for the two step 
approach.
60
 
Nonparametric analysis reveals that ( , )j ig Y Y  is sensitive to j iY Y , see Figure 4. The 
more sensitive individuals are to this difference, the more redistribution we will observe, 
holding the distribution ( , )i jY Y  constant. Changes in transfers (hypotheses (I) – (III)) can 
occur first by changing pre-transfer payoff differences 
j iY Y , e.g. through buying insurance, 
and second by a change in sensitivity to this difference. A change in the coefficient that 
measures how much transfers depend on 
j iY Y  therefore reveals motivational crowding-out 
effects already in the first regression step. Specifically, the hypothesis that insurance crowds 
out solidarity motivation translates into the hypothesis that the sensitivity to pre-transfer 
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 For instance, net transfers are a result of two censored variables (transfers cannot fall below zero) and an 
adequate econometric treatment would be more complicated. 
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differences is lower if insurance is available. Similarly, persistent motivational crowding out 
can be tested by assessing whether sensitivity is still lower after insurance is removed again. 
We provide more details in the ‘regression specification’ subsection and results in Table 7 and 
Table 8. 
 
- Implementation - 
All participants were assigned to groups of three and received player numbers upon arrival. 
The composition of groups was done in two ways, as explained above: In half of the villages, 
they would remain in their self-selected groups of three, i.e. they had registered themselves 
together with two friends. In the other half of the villages, they were randomly re-assigned to 
two new co-players. To indicate the group-allocation-scheme, we will later use a dummy 
variable labeled “weaker network”, where weaker network takes the value 0 in the former 
villages (i.e. where groups were self-selected) and the value 1 in the latter villages (i.e. where 
groups were formed at random).  
The groups stayed together for all three rounds, and people in a group could identify the other 
two members. After answering the pre-questionnaire, participants were seated to receive the 
introduction to the game. In an effort to make the rounds as independent from each other as 
possible, we made sure that signaling, punishment and the like cannot take place (i.e. an 
assistant was sitting in the room as an observer). Therefore decisions of co-players were never 
revealed and we did not allow for communication after the transfer choice. Group members 
were even seated separately to inhibit communication and no group was ever without 
supervision of at least one assistant. The instructor pointed out that communication within 
groups is forbidden outside the communication stage, that violations of the treatment protocol 
will lead to the exclusion from the experiment, that three games will be played independently 
from each other and that only one of them will be paid out at random.  
The complete experimental procedure of one round is summarized in Figure 1. First, 
the instructor explains the game to all participants jointly, and everybody receives a plastic 
envelope with graphical instructions for this round and their initial endowment of 200 PhP in 
play money. Before participants go to private room 1 to play the lottery, they answer a set of 
questions in order to test their understanding of the game.
61
 If the current round permits 
insurance options (see Table 2), participants are given a choice of lotteries. Otherwise only 
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 The test questions can be found in the appendix. When participants made mistakes, the research assistants 
explained the setup once more. Only those who finally answered all questions correctly were allowed to 
participate, but fortunately we only had to exclude less than 1% of all participants. 
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the standard lottery (Option A) is available.
62
 After the participants make their lottery choice 
and pay the related price, they roll a dice to determine the loss. Where secret hiding is 
available, players with no shock could then decide to hide a fixed amount of their money or 
not. After all have chosen whether to hide or not, the members are allowed to talk for 
approximately five minutes, before each individual separately goes to another private room 2. 
At this point, the amount that the two co-players took out of the first private room is revealed 
(endowment, minus insurance premium, minus loss due to shock, minus hidden income). 
Importantly, only the net payout is revealed, and not whether insurance has been bought, or 
whether shocks took place or whether resources have been hidden. From these payouts, 
however, one can induce who has purchased insurance and who did not. The participant then 
decides about transfers, i.e. if and how much to give to each of the co-players. Everybody is 
completely free in the way he or she shares the money. These transfers are never revealed to 
anyone. Only after all three rounds have been completed and after one round has randomly 
been chosen for pay-out, do the players receive any feedback: They receive cash in hand and 
from the received cash they can partly deduce whether they have received any transfers, but 
without knowing from whom. Hence, transfers from the past cannot affect the behavior in 
future rounds. 
 
Figure 1: Experimental Procedure 
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 Option A is not framed as the default option, but lotteries are instead assigned neutral names: Angola (A), 
Botswana (B) and Cameroon (C). However, participants knew that one option is for free, while potential 
alternatives would require an ex-ante payment from the initial endowment. 
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To ensure that experimental conditions did not change, the same team of ten assistants was 
employed for the same job all the time, strictly adhering to the experimental protocol (i.e. the 
same person always read the protocol, the same assistants were sitting in room 1 and room 2 
etc). In both private rooms, decisions were recorded by the research team. Communication 
within a group was restricted to the communication stage. Whenever there was an unclear 
situation, the researcher was present to decide on the issue. After all three rounds had been 
played, and after the completion of the post-game questionnaire and the random determination 
of which round to be paid out, the participants were handed out their winnings in private. All 
participants received a fixed show-up fee of 100 PhP in addition to their payoff from the 
relevant round. 
- Subject pool - 
The experiment was conducted in the Western Visayas (Region VI), in the province of Iloilo. 
Existing databases suggest that the region is a slightly disadvantaged but not unrepresentative 
region within the Philippines.
63
 A two-stage random sampling procedure was applied 
throughout. First, we randomly determined the experimental sites, and then we drew 
participants within the selected barangay (lowest administrative level on the Philippines and 
often comparable to a village regarding size and structure). The exact combination of 
treatments played in one location according to the treatment plan was also determined 
randomly, but the randomization had to pass a balancing test regarding village size across the 
treatments. 
The target population consists of low-income households in rural or partially urban 
areas. We therefore drew a random sample of 22 barangays whereby municipalities from the 
first income class (high income) and urban locations were excluded from the sampling 
process.
64
 Also very small (population below 500) and very big (population higher than 3000) 
barangays were not considered to make the sample more homogenous.
65
 Permission of the 
Punong Barangay (elected village representative) to conduct the research was obtained in all 
but one barangay, leading to its replacement by another random site. We made all possible 
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 The Demographic and Health Survey 2008 (http://www.measuredhs.com/data/dataset/Philippines_Standard-
DHS_2008.cfm) and a household survey conducted by the University of Mannheim in 2009 suggest the 
following: educational attainment is slightly below national average, poverty is higher and coverage with public 
health insurance is around average. 
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 Income Classification based on Department of Finance Department Order No.20-05 Effective July 29, 2005 
(source: http://www.nscb.gov.ph). 
65
 Four of the 22 barangay were already chosen at random for an earlier household survey. To link the data from 
both studies they were included even though one barangay was slightly too small (350) and another one slightly 
too large (3123). 
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efforts to visit also remote locations, and all 22 locations of the sample could finally be 
reached. 
In the second sampling stage, the households were randomly chosen within a 
barangay. Our recruiters went to the location some days prior to the experiment, asked the 
barangay officials for permission to run the experiment, ensured the availability of facilities 
for the games and requested a list of households from which eight households were randomly 
selected.
66
 The recruiters then noted the names of the eight households and handed out 
invitation letters to them. Only the household head or the spouse of a household head – in 
special cases also adult children still living in the household – were allowed to take part in the 
game. We also checked with the Punong Barangay whether the invited household 
representatives are too old to participate. Each invitation had two additional invitation letters 
attached as well as the instruction to invite representatives from two more distinct households 
by choice. The sample size varied from 15 to 24 per village. The total number of observations 
is 466. 
Descriptive statistics of the participants are presented in Table 3. Most of them are 
female (69%), and therefore the share of household heads is only 31%. Educational level is 
relatively high with more than two thirds having attended at least high school (44% stopped at 
this level and an additional 25% reached college). Below 18 year olds were not allowed to 
take part in the game and individuals with 70 years and above are excluded from the analysis. 
Regarding the financial situation of households, less than a quarter report regular monetary 
income. Also, in 30% of households members had to reduce meals for financial reasons in the 
last month, which serves as a rough measure of poverty. 57% are in debt with more than 1000 
Pesos, the equivalent of roughly 22 US dollars.
67
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 Every barangay was able to provide a complete household list.  
67
 Around half of them owe the money to friends or relatives. 
67 
Table 3: Descriptive statistics of participants 
 
All 
(N=466) 
Block  A 
(N=132) 
Block AB 
(N=167) 
Block AC 
(N=167) 
Variable Mean Std. Min Max Mean Mean Mean 
Male 0.31  0 1 0.30 0.29 0.35 
Household head 0.31  0 1 0.24 0.30 0.37** 
Married 0.81  0 1 0.83 0.80 0.80 
Highest education: high school 0.44  0 1 0.49 0.48 0.37* 
Highest education: college or above 0.25  0 1 0.23 0.30 0.21 
Age (in years) 42.7 12.13 18 69 42.7 41.2 44.2 
Regular monetary income? (dummy) 0.23  0 1 0.23 0.25 0.22 
Skipped meals in Household last month 0.30  0 1 0.30 0.23 0.35 
In debt with more than 1000 Pesos? 0.57  0 1 0.55 0.64 0.51 
Stars indicate significance level of Wilcoxon ranksum test for differences to mean in treatment block A. (See 
Table 2 for definition of the treatment blocks.) *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 
Due to the randomized assignment to treatments, in expectation all characteristics are 
balanced, nevertheless in small samples some correlation remains. For example there is a 
higher share of household heads in treatment AC than in the control A and the educational 
attainment is slightly lower. The same is true for village characteristics, shown in Table A1 of 
the appendix. Especially income class of the municipality is somewhat different by chance 
across treatment blocks. Otherwise most characteristics are balanced. Nevertheless, the small-
sample correlation in some characteristics hints at the importance of controlling for covariates 
in regressions.  
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III. Empirical Analysis 
 
In the following, we will first consider some descriptive results on the effect of insurance and 
secret hiding using the comparisons implied by the treatment plan (see Table 2). Afterwards 
we will employ a parametric regression model to control for possibly imbalanced covariates
68
 
and to gain further insights. Using the regression results we simulate loss/payout distributions 
under different insurance and hiding regimes. 
 
- Descriptive results - 
A first finding is that the safer lottery options are frequently demanded by participants: On 
average 46% ‘buy’ insurance if they have the possibility to do so. Figure 2 illustrates the 
demand in treatment blocks AB and AC by round, and shows that lottery type C is more 
popular than type B, especially in the last round. It is interesting to note that the demand for 
insurance C increases from Round 1 to 3, whereas the demand for insurance B decreases. 
Since the participants did not receive any information or feedback about received transfers 
during the game, their change in behavior can only be explained by imitating others’ choices 
or by learning from experienced shocks. It appears that while buyers of insurance C were 
happy with what they bought (insurance against catastrophic losses), for many buyers of 
insurance B the product might have been too expensive. This difference in ‘client satisfaction’ 
is reflected in different retention rates from round 1 to 3. While 72% of the insured with type 
C in the first round chose insurance in round three again, only 57% renewed their insurance 
B.  
 
Figure 2: Demand for insurance on separate markets 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: only treatment blocks AB and AC (without block A, round 3) 
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 By the nature of the experiment, the shock and covariate distributions would be identical across treatments if 
sample size was sufficiently large. But given our small sample size, imbalances occur. 
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Figure 2 only shows take-up for treatment blocks AB and AC, where either only option B or 
only option C are offered. In addition we note that in treatment block A in round three, both 
insurance options B and C are available at the same time. There 43.4% chose option C and 
17.8% chose option B (while the remaining 40% chose the no-insurance option A).  
The characteristics of the insured versus non-insured by insurance treatment block 
(again using block AB and AC) in rounds one and three can be found in Appendix I (Tables 
A4 and A5). While no clear picture emerges across all comparisons the poor seem to have a 
slightly higher tendency to take up, i.e. the insured tend to be more indebted and had to skip 
meals more often. This may suggest that low-income participants have more need for money 
from the experiment and behave more risk averse. 
Before examining transfers, we note that “secret hiding” was used overwhelmingly: 
Whenever possible, secret hiding was used in 94% of the cases. This clear pattern to hide 
money when possible leads us to believe that people’s behavior in real life is similar.69 
 
In Figure 3 we display transfers, pooling observations from all scenarios. Transfers between 
group members vary greatly between 0 and 100, with a mean of 10.6 pesos and a standard 
deviation of 16.5 pesos. Figure 3 displays the distribution of the 2730 observed payments 
from sender to recipient.
70
 In 57% of all cases transfers are zero.
71
  
 
Figure 3: Cumulative distribution and histogram of transfers 
  
 
The transfers are described in a compact form in figure 3; however they do not necessarily 
indicate effective re-distribution of the money because every group member can transfer to 
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 Remember that participants can only hide and thus pretend a medium shock if they have no shock.  
70
 Each participant of the 466 makes two transfer decisions per round. However, one group dropped out in round 
two and another group in round three because at least one player could not continue the game due to sickness or 
personal reasons. Also transfers from and to participants older than 69 are excluded. Note that the distribution 
function in Figure 3 is non-smooth since transfers were only possible as multiples of five, i.e. 0, 5, 10, 15… We 
used play money where the smallest note was 5 Peso. 
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 43% of transfers are zero if the sender is better off than the recipient. 
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the other and vice versa. Let 
ijT  be the transfers from player i to j. Real redistribution is the 
result of net transfers 
ij jiT T , that is transfers from player i to j minus transfers from j to i. 
Therefore it will not be sufficient to compare average transfers across treatments, as they 
might simply reflect a different inclination to give in general, which is completely irrelevant 
for redistribution.
72
 Solidarity works (in the sense of risk sharing) if the better-off give more 
to the worse-off than the other way around. For the descriptive analysis of the treatment 
effects we will therefore start with a comparison of net transfers from those with a zero or less 
severe shock to those with a more severe shock. We refer to these as “net transfer to 
disadvantaged co-player”. 
Table 4 shows the average net transfers to the disadvantaged co-player by round and 
treatment block. Net transfers in treatment blocks AB and AC are also shown relative to block 
A. Similarly, net transfers in the secret hiding treatment are shown relative to the no hiding 
case. Remember that the comparison in the first round allows testing the effect of different 
insurance types by comparing treatment block A with block AB and with block AC in the first 
round (Hypothesis I). Treatment A serves as a control. (Note that in these cases participants 
never could choose between insurance B and C. They could only choose between one 
insurance type versus option A.) One should also keep in mind that these comparisons across 
treatment blocks give the effect of insurance availability, not of take-up itself.
73
 
 
Table 4: Net transfers to disadvantaged co-players 
 
 
All BlockA BlockAB BlockAC 
Block 
AB vs. A 
Block 
AC vs. A 
No 
hiding 
Hiding 
Hiding vs. 
no hiding 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Round Variable Mean (Std) Mean Mean Mean Difference Difference Mean Mean Difference  
1 
Net Transfer 
to recipient 
8.6 (20.8) 10.9  9.8 5.7 -1.1 -5.2* 12.2 4.7 -7.5** 
No. obs 270 68 107 95 175 163 141 129 270 
2 
Net Transfer 
to recipient 
15.1 (23.5) 16.1 18.3 11.7 +2.2 -4.4 19.9 10.4 -9.5*** 
No. obs 282 69 101 112 170 181 140 142 282 
Stars indicate significance level of Wilcoxon ranksum test for differences to mean from treatment A 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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 Imagine a treatment that leads all participants to give more. If this effect is the same for the better- and the 
worse-off, the two level effects will just cancel out after mutual transfers, and redistribution is unaffected. 
73
 The third round is not shown in Table 4 as it is less comparable: First, there is no control group because both 
insurance types are available in the third round of treatment block A. Second, the comparisons are not balanced, 
as observability of shocks (secret hiding device) was changed in the third round of treatment blocks AB and AC 
(see treatment plan in Figure 2). Hence, simple descriptive statistics would not be meaningfully comparable for 
round 3. (Round 3 will be used in regression analysis later.)  
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The persistent effect of insurance on solidarity can be tested in the second round (Hypothesis 
II). In round one, insurance was available in the blocks AB and AC. However, in the second 
round, insurance was not available anywhere. Hence, one should not see any difference in 
transfers between blocks A, AB and AC in Round 2, unless the availability of insurance in 
Round 1 had a persistent effect. Finally, we can also estimate the effect of the secret hiding 
device by comparing hiding with the no-hiding scenario in both rounds (Hypothesis III). 
On average, participants redistribute 8.6 pesos in the first round and 15.1 pesos in the second 
round from the better-off to the worse-off. Solidarity thus seems to work in tendency, 
although transfers have large standard deviations. In columns (2) to (6) we examine how 
transfer behavior changes when insurance is available. Columns (2) to (3) give the averages in 
each treatment block, and columns (4) and (5) show the differences to Block A, augmented by 
a Wilcoxon ranksum test. We see that the availability of option C decreases transfers by 5.2 in 
round 1 and also in round 2. (These results are rather noisy, and will be examined further 
below.) For insurance option B the results are more noisy. 
In columns (7) to (9) we examine the effects of the possibility of secret hiding. The 
option of secret hiding has a very strong and significant negative effect on solidarity in both 
rounds: Net transfers drop by around two thirds in round 1 and around half in round 2. We 
also had noted before that almost all people (94%) make use of the secret hiding option when 
possible. This rather strong finding indicates that if people know that they themselves as well 
as others can hide some resources, they drastically reduce solidarity transfers. 
In the following, we examine the interaction effects between secret hidings and 
insurance availability. In Table 5 we compare across treatment blocks, using only those 
sessions where secret hiding was not possible. We thereby estimate the effects of insurance 
availability when shocks are fully observable to other participants. Now we find that the 
effects of insurance become much more pronounced. Table 5 shows that the effects become 
larger and more significant. Here both treatment effects are significant at the 5% (AB) and 
10% (AC) level, respectively, and have about the same size. Results suggest that net 
redistribution with insurance is only around half of what it would be without formal 
insurance.  
We also find a persistent effect of insurance into the second round. In the second 
round, no insurance is available anywhere and any differences in mean transfers can only be 
due to persistent effects (Hypothesis II). Here we find that availability of insurance C displays 
a marginally significant persistent effect in the second round. This is not the case for the more 
comprehensive type B, though. While we do not have conclusive evidence to explain this, we 
72 
consider the framing effect to be more persistent for insurance type C, as it is much cheaper 
and thus might be considered affordable to all. (We use the word framing effect in the sense 
of Bowles (2008): People could perceive the availability of insurance as a signal that ‘buying’ 
security is everyone’s own responsibility. Thus, availability of insurance signals that 
participants are no longer responsible for smoothing shocks.) A more detailed discussion on 
this is given in Section V. 
 
Table 5: Net transfers to disadvantaged co-players (Only sessions where hiding was not possible) 
 
 No hiding subsample    
All BlockA BlockAB BlockAC 
Block 
AB vs. A 
Block 
AC vs. A 
   
Round Variable Mean (Std) Mean Mean Mean Difference Difference    
1 
Net Transfer 
to recipient 
12.2 (21.2) 18.4 10.4 9.1 -8.0** -9.3*    
No. obs 141 40 52 49 92 89    
2 
Net Transfer 
to recipient 
19.9 (23.5) 23.4 23.9 14.2 +0.6 -9.2*    
No. obs 140 37 47 56 84 93    
Stars indicate significance level of Wilcoxon ranksum test for differences in distribution to treatment A 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 
Table 6 shows the results when using only villages where secret hiding was possible. Here we 
do not find any statistically significant differences. Note that the difference between treatment 
blocks A and AB in the first round – 9.0 albeit not significant – might well be explained by 
the lower amount that can be secretly hidden with insurance B.
74
 In general it is perhaps not 
surprising that we cannot observe further crowding-out if net transfers are already 
dramatically lower on average in the subset with the secret hiding device (4.7 versus 12.2 PhP 
in round one, 10.4 versus 19.9 PhP in round two). 
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 Remember that to guarantee non-observability participants can always hide the difference to the medium 
shock. Hence, participants can effectively hide less (50 instead of 100 PhP) if they are insured against half of the 
medium loss (with insurance type B) which might lead to less adverse effects of hiding than in Treatment A. 
This fact is an additional reason to control later for the hidden amount in regressions. 
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Table 6: Net transfers to disadvantaged co-players (Only sessions with hiding) 
 
 Hiding subsample    
All BlockA BlockAB BlockAC 
Block 
AB vs. A 
Block 
AC vs. A 
   
Round Variable Mean (Std) Mean Mean Mean Difference Difference    
1 
Net Transfer 
to recipient 
4.7 (19.7) 0.2 9.2 2.1 +9.0 +1.9    
No. obs 129 28 55 46 83 74    
2 
Net Transfer 
to recipient 
10.4 (22.6) 7.7 13.4 9.1 +5.8 +1.5    
No. obs 142 32 54 56 86 88    
Stars indicate significance level of Wilcoxon ranksum test for differences in distribution to treatment A 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 
When interpreting these descriptive results, we need to keep in mind that the amount of 
redistribution is likely to depend on the degree of inequality in the group. For large sample 
sizes, the distributions of the dice-rolling-results would be equal across treatment blocks and 
rounds. For our small samples, though, the shock distributions implied by the dice rolling 
results are not exactly balanced.
75
 We pursue two approaches to deal with such small sample 
imbalances: In the Appendix (Table A2) we examine nonparametric matching estimates, 
where transfers are only compared for identical shock situations. These nonparametric 
matching estimates confirm our previous findings. Second, we will use parametric regression 
models in the following, which control for the shock distribution and also other covariates. 
As regards the results for our Hypothesis I, it is worthwhile to keep in mind that we do 
not yet know whether the effect is due to a crowding-out of motives or simply because 
insurance reduces inequality and thus lowers the need to redistribute. One cannot answer this 
question by solely relying on the descriptive comparisons, as insurance on average implies a 
reduction in inequality. In the following analysis we will therefore try to separate these two 
channels. 
 
- Regression specification - 
So far, we have examined unconditional effects of insurance availability only. In order to 
learn more about the possible explanatory channels and given our small samples sizes, we use 
parametric regression models. Using a regression model and controlling for differences in 
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 Comparing the shock dispersion across treatments and rounds reveals differences in the shock dispersion that 
are significant at the 10% level in some cases. As this is a result of dice rolls, it is by definition pure chance and 
large differences should never be present in large samples. However, in our case this is a small-sample 
correlation that might nevertheless bias results. 
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play money, we can disentangle the effects of insurance via reduced inequality and the 
additional crowding-out effects of insurance. 
By including covariates, we can also control for small-sample imbalances in shock 
distributions, implied by the dice rolling, and for small-sample imbalances in individual 
characteristics. Furthermore, we are able to eliminate some statistical noise and to reduce the 
large unexplained variation in transfers by including important background characteristics. 
For specifying the regression model, we need to take into account that individual 
transfers are left-censored at zero because negative transfers are not allowed.
76
 We use Tobit 
regressions where the latent willingness to give is permitted to be proportional
77
 to the 
observable pre-transfer difference between giver and recipient. (i.e. the amount secretly 
hidden by the recipient is not observable to the giver.) For visual comparison, Figure 4 shows 
a nonparametric fit of the relationship and the parametric Tobit regression fit. The comparison 
reveals that the Tobit regression fits the main relationship very well, with only a slight 
divergence at the both extremes. 
  
Figure 4: Comparison between Tobit and nonparametric fit 
 
N = 2730 
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 In principle, transfers are also right-censored as participants cannot transfer more than their money at hand. In 
reality, however, left-censoring is by far the most relevant problem. 57% of all transfers are zero, while only 
2.5% percent of transfers are restricted by the money at hand. A two sample proportion test cannot reject 
equivalence of this proportion in the subsamples with and without secret hiding (3.0% vs. 2.2%, p-value = 0.17). 
77
 We also tried non-linear terms, but these were insignificant. 
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The following analysis consists of two parts. First, we examine the willingness to give, i.e. the 
willingness of one individual to transfer money based on private information and the 
observable information about the partners. Second, based on the estimates of the willingness 
to give we simulate the distributions of earnings, inequality and poverty under different 
scenarios.
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We consider the following regression model of individual transfers: 
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where *
ijT  is the latent transfer from i to j and 
 *
ij ijT T  if 
* 0ijT   
 0ijT    if 
* 0ijT   
Latent transfers are possibly influenced by the difference in incomes between sender and 
recipient (
i jY Y ). In the scenario with secret hiding the sender can only observe (
( )i j jY Y S  ), i.e. the recipient’s income after hiding. We also allow an effect of own income 
after the lottery ( iY ). Additionally including the own hidden income ( iS ) is a direct test 
whether solidarity transfers are voluntary or obliged. If giving was truly intrinsically 
motivated, own secret hiding should not have any effect because it changes the information 
available to the recipient – not to the sender. On the other hand, if transfers are driven by 
perceived group pressure, only the observable difference ( ( ) ( )i i j jY S Y S   ) should matter, 
i.e. if I can hide some money I will also transfer less since I “feel” less group pressure. 
Further, including hidden income of the recipient (
jS ) as a regressor is a test whether hiding 
of the recipient is really unobserved. (
jS  is unobservable to i by design, but during the 
communication stage person j could have revealed some signals about his true shock or his 
hidden income 
jS .) If jS  is completely unobserved, only the observable difference should 
matter and the coefficient on 
jS  
should be zero. 
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 For our analysis, we examine transfers from i to j instead of net transfers. Net transfers are a result of the 
decision of two individuals and thus the difference of two censored variables. Even if the underlying latent 
willingness is linear in regressors, the difference of the observed transfers will not be linear. Furthermore, 
inference with net transfers might become even more complicated once we incorporate dependence between the 
error terms of individual transfers.  
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Individual covariates of sender/recipient ( iX , jX ), community-round fixed effects ( ,c r ) and 
an individual error term ( ij ) are also allowed to affect 
*
ijT . Note that all level effects that do 
not vary within a village-round cell (such as treatment, round and community effects) are 
included in the fixed effect 
,c r . These level effects are common to both the sender and the 
receiver and are thus not of immediate interest.  
Of particular interest to us is the coefficient 1 , which indicates by how much 
voluntary transfers increase if income differences increase. A large 1  implies more solidarity 
of the better-off with the worse-off, and transfers will be more sensitive to inequality. We are 
particularly interested in how solidarity changes with the availability of formal insurance. To 
this end we will also incorporate interaction terms between ( )i j jY Y S   and different 
treatment blocks and rounds. 
 
- Regression results - 
Table 7 shows the results of the Tobit regressions. Specification (1) is the baseline 
specification, regression (2) includes village-round controls and specification (3) adds 
individual covariates of sender and recipient. The latent willingness to give rises by an 
additional 0.13 pesos with ( )i j jY Y S  . The coefficient on iS  is -0.11, i.e. nearly of the same 
magnitude. In fact, the difference is not statistically significant. Hence, if money is secretly 
hidden by the sender, this almost one-to-one reduces the inclination to give – indicating that 
most of the solidarity is in fact not intrinsically motivated. Hidden income of the recipient on 
the other hand does not matter much and is either insignificant or significant only at the 10% 
level. Remember that 
jS  is unobserved to i, but some signals about intended behavior could 
have been given during the communication stage. The small coefficient on
jS  and the weaker 
significance level (as compared to the main effect) suggest that hiding is largely unobserved 
because the sender reacts more to the observable difference rather than to the real difference. 
It thus seems that mainly observable differences drive redistribution and money is hidden in 
order to avoid expectations of peers.  
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Table 7: Tobit regressions explaining transfer  
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 All observations 
All 
observations 
Only 
observations 
without secret 
hiding option 
Only 
observations 
with secret 
hiding option 
       
iY  0.047 0.048* 0.046* 0.048* 0.036 0.083* 
Observable Difference ( ( )i j jY Y S  ) 0.13*** 0.13*** 0.13*** 0.12*** 0.15*** 0.082 
Hidden income of sender ( iS ) -0.11*** -0.13*** -0.14*** -0.14***  -0.15*** 
Hidden income of recipient (
jS ) -0.018 -0.033* -0.034* -0.034*  -0.026* 
       
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat B    -0.020 -0.095** 0.052* 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat C    -0.021 -0.089** 0.033 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat B x Treat C    0.060 0.15* -0.021 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x PseudoTreat B    0.025 -0.032 0.098** 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x PseudoTreat C    -0.029 -0.11** 0.035 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Round    0.015 0.030** -0.0058 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Weaker Network    -0.031 -0.0092 -0.011 
       
Village-round controls NO YES YES YES YES YES 
Individual controls NO NO YES YES YES YES 
       
Observations 2730 2730 2730 2730 1664 1066 
Standard errors clustered at the village level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
The coefficients for the control variables are shown in the Appendix (table A3). 
Treat B is a dummy variable that indicates availability of insurance type B, It is 1 for villages in treatment block 
AB in round 1 as well as round 3, and in block A in round 3. PseudoTreat B is a dummy variable that is 1 for 
villages in treatment block AB in round 2, i.e. where insurance had been available in the previous round but not 
in the current round. 
Treat C and PseudoTreat C are defined analogously for villages in treatment block AC. 
The interaction term (Treat B x Treat C) is a dummy variable that is 1 for villages in treatment block A in round 
3 only, where both insurance types where offered at the same time. 
The regressor Round takes the values 1, 2 and 3. 
The regressor Weaker network is a dummy variable that is 1 if the groups of three players had been formed at 
random. 
The individual control variables are: Regular income, Skip meals last month, Debt larger than 1000 Pesos, Male, 
Household head, Male interacted with Household head, Married, High school, College, Age, Age squared. Both 
the sender’s and the recipient’s characteristics are included. 
Village-round controls are: Treat B, Treat C, Treat B x Treat C, PseudoTreat B, PseudoTreat C, Round, Weaker 
Network, Income Class, partially urban, people are selfish 
 
Columns (1) to (3) do not include any interaction terms between the observable pre-transfer 
difference ( )i j jY Y S  , and differ only in the set of control variables. Column (4) adds 
various interaction terms. Columns (5) and (6) use the same specification as in (4) but split the 
sample according to the groups where secret hiding was possible or not. The interaction term (
( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat B reflects the different behavior in willingness to give once the 
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insurance type B is available compared to the baseline scenario where no insurance exists. 
Similarly for the interaction term with Treat C, which reflects the availability of insurance 
type C. Remember that insurance B is available in treatment block AB in rounds 1 and 3 and 
in block A in round 3. Insurance C is available in treatment block AC in rounds 1 and 3, and 
in block A in round 3. In treatment block A in round 3, both insurance options are available at 
the same time. We capture this simultaneous availability of both options affects by the 
interaction term ( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat B x Treat C, which is only non-zero in block A round 
3.  
To examine possible effects of “making insurance once available and then withdrawing it”, 
we introduce the dummies (PseudoTreat B) for treatment block AB in round 2 and 
(PseudoTreat C) for treatment block AC in round 2. In both cases, insurance was available in 
round 1 but not in the current round. (Note that there is a comparison treatment block A in 
which insurance was available in none of the first two rounds. Hence, PseudoTreat is not 
confounded with the interaction term ( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Round, which measures general 
changes during the game.) Finally, Weaker Network is a dummy variable which takes the 
value one if the group was formed at random. 
 In column (4) we find that differences in pre-transfer earnings and hidden income of 
sender/recipient are again highly significant and similar in size to before. However, all 
interaction terms are insignificant. The interaction terms become significant though, once we 
split the sample according to the possibility of secret hiding, columns (5) and (6).  
Without the secret hiding possibility (column 5), the availability of any insurance 
reduces the willingness-to-give by more than half. Also, the significantly negative interaction 
term with (PseudoTreat C) suggests a persistence of the effect even if insurance is removed in 
the second round. (The estimate for PseudoTreat B is smaller and too imprecisely estimated to 
permit a clear interpretation.) Further, we find participants becoming more sensitive to 
differences in Y in later rounds, as indicated by the positive coefficient for ( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x 
Round, when players become more accustomed with the game and their co-players.
79
 
In column (6), in contrast, only observations are used where secret hiding was 
possible. Nearly all coefficients are insignificant. Only two interaction terms are significant at 
the 5% and 10% level. Yet, note that the sample size for column (6) is smaller than for 
column (5) such that the estimates are expected to be less significant. However, they are also 
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 Remember that no feedback (on transfers or whatsoever) was given during the game. Players could 
communicate with each other, which increases trust and personal feelings and, although it is cheap talk, allows 
signaling their honesty and willingness to transfer. All such signals are non-verifiable later, however. 
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less robust when repeating the same checks as for non-hiding village-rounds (see Table 8 
below).
80
 Hence, when secret hiding is possible, the availability of insurance does not seem to 
affect behavior in a systematic way. 
 
In the following Table 8 we augment the previous regressions with more control variables in 
order to examine the robustness of the previous findings and also to learn more about 
variables that affect the willingness-to-give. Adding these covariates also controls for any 
small-sample imbalances in these regressors between the treatment blocks. First, we add more 
interactions between ( )i j jY Y S   and individual/village covariates. We include all covariates 
that were at least marginally significantly unbalanced between treatment blocks. The results 
of Table 7 are fully confirmed and most additional control variables are insignificant. 
Interestingly, household heads have a substantially larger inclination to give transfers 
proportional to ( )i j jY Y S   in the no-hiding subsample. This may be because of their general 
responsibility to balance needs within the household. Interestingly, this finding of (mostly 
male) household heads transferring more contrasts with existing characterizations of women 
as more inequity-averse. 
In columns (3) to (5) we examine various subsets of those participants where secret 
hiding was not possible. In column (3) we exclude individuals with a lower level of 
understanding according to our test questions or because of particularly ‘irrational’ transfers.81 
In columns (4) and (5) we examine the effects in different rounds. Since the sample sizes were 
quite small for each round, we always combine two rounds, i.e. rounds one and two in column 
(4) and rounds two and three in column (5). The coefficients are mostly significant for the 
more general insurance type B. This is not the case for catastrophic-insurance type C. While 
effects always point in the expected direction, they are insignificant. However, this is likely 
because of the limited sample size in the robustness checks. (We assess whether the 
insignificant effect is solely due to limited sample size or whether there is a systematic 
difference between the effects of insurance type B and C in appendix III. We conclude that 
there are no systematic differences.) The effect for type C again appears to be persistent if 
availability is removed (PseudoTreat C). The related coefficients are significant at least at the 
5% level across all specifications. We cannot identify persistence of the effect for insurance 
B.
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 In particular, effects disappear when adding more controls (see table 8 column 1) or when excluding those 
with lower understanding and irrational transfers (see footnote 81). 
81
 We define irrational transfers as transfers from individuals that lost more than some other group member but 
still transferred more than 40% of their money and received less from the others than what they gave. 
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Table 8: Tobit regressions explaining transfer – further analyses 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
 
Only 
observations 
with secret 
hiding option 
Only 
observations 
without secret 
hiding option 
Only observations without secret 
hiding option 
 
 
 
High 
understand 
Round 
1+2 
Round 
2+3 
      
iY  0.082* 0.036 0.035 0.028 0.061** 
Observable Difference ( ( )i j jY Y S  ) 0.0028 0.13 0.19*** 0.14** 0.22*** 
Hidden income of sender ( iS ) -0.15***     
Hidden income of recipient (
jS ) -0.027*     
      
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat B 0.041 -0.091** -0.12** -0.10** -0.066 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat C 0.031 -0.096*** -0.083 -0.041 -0.095 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat B x Treat C -0.014 0.15** 0.12  0.14 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x PseudoTreat B 0.086 -0.020 -0.049 -0.029 -0.049 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x PseudoTreat C 0.029 -0.11*** -0.12** -0.11* -0.12** 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Round -0.0029 0.027* 0.021 0.041  
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Weaker Network -0.016 -0.0012 0.010 -0.026 -0.012 
      
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Income Class 0.020 0.020    
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Selfish -0.0043 -0.0055    
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Higher Education 0.062 -0.035*    
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x HH Head -0.0045 0.054*    
      
Village-round controls YES YES YES YES YES 
Individual controls YES YES YES YES YES 
      
Observations 1066 1664 1234 890 1216 
Standard errors clustered at the village level 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 
Additionally, we ran regressions allowing for different crowding-out for groups 
formed at random (Weaker Network), but results are too imprecise to draw conclusions. 
Moreover, we tested whether the magnitude of crowding out depends on the number of 
insured players and do not find significant effects (results available upon request). 
Overall, the empirical results suggest that there is a negative effect of insurance on 
solidarity if there is no secret hiding possibility. Under these circumstances, the effect of the 
catastrophic-insurance is persistent even if insurance is removed. Additional robustness 
checks confirm these results. The more persistent effect of type C could be due to higher 
81 
‘acceptance’ amongst participants, given that the price of this catastrophic-insurance is lower 
and take-up is higher. At first glance this might hint at the importance of the information 
effect in explaining the crowding-out of solidarity. If many people choose insurance it signals 
that commitment or trust in the existing solidarity transfer scheme is low and thus provokes a 
negative response with low transfers.
82
 The stronger information effect would also explain 
differential persistence across rounds, as participants update their information about the co-
players for the rest of the game. However, regressions controlling for insurance take-up do not 
reveal higher crowding out with higher take-up. Also, adoption of the catastrophic-insurance 
type C is not much higher in the first round, but rather in the third round (see figure 2). It 
should be the first round, however, that leads to persistence effects in the second round. 
Hence, the framing effect (i.e. a change in the norm of what one is supposed to do) appears to 
be the main explanation for crowding-out, i.e. insurance availability signals that everybody is 
responsible for his/her own security. We discuss these results in some detail in Section V. 
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 Similarly, if many people cheat with their tax declaration (and this is known to the rest of the population) it 
might give taxpayers a signal that compliance with the law is rather low which activates a reciprocal bandwagon 
effect (‘people are honest conditional that others are honest’) which weakens the norm of honesty further 
(Traxler 2010). 
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IV. Simulation of poverty with insurance and secret hiding possibility 
 
In the regressions we found substantial hiding and insurance effects. Yet, the real importance 
of these effects is difficult to infer from the size of the coefficients alone. We have examined 
how individual behavior depends on observed regressors. We need to combine these 
behavioral results with the mechanical implications of insurance to obtain the total outcome 
distribution. Transfers as well as the insurance options both lead to a reduction in the variance 
of the outcomes but their combined results cannot be obtained from the previous tables 
alone.
83
 In principle we could simply compare outcome distributions in different treatment 
combinations to obtain a meaningful comparison. In our small sample, however, such 
comparisons can be blurred by differences in dice results and other covariates. In addition, we 
are also interested in counterfactual simulations. Therefore we use our previous regression 
results to simulate the counterfactual situation in which everybody receives access to 
insurance treatment (A/AB/AC)  in all rounds. This is done separately for the regression 
results with and without secret hiding, always using the whole sample as a basis for the 
counterfactual. To effectively illustrate average treatment effects for a large population and to 
average out noise from the random shocks generated by dice rolling, we expand the datasets 
by the factor 100.
84
 We draw shocks according to the theoretical probabilities, assign 
insurance take-up and secret hiding (if applicable) according to the observed probabilities, and 
also draw error terms for the transfer decision from the estimated (normal) distribution. Given 
shocks, insurance uptake and secret hiding decisions we can then predict transfers using our 
regression results (including random error terms). As a result we have a complete distribution 
of payoffs after insurance and informal solidarity for different counterfactual situations. 
Details on the simulation procedure can be found in Appendix II. 
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 Also note that these coefficients (effects on the latent willingness to give) are different from marginal effects 
(effects on the observed transfers). We abstain from calculating marginal effects, as they do not facilitate 
interpreting the results too much, contrary to the simulation results presented in this section. 
84
 With such a large population variations of the outcome distribution by chance are very small. Repeating the 
simulation procedure 201 times leaves us with standard deviations of always less than 0.00115 using different 
points of the cumulative distribution function. 
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Table 9: Poverty rates for different poverty lines under each hiding/insurance regime (simulation) 
 Without secret hiding option With secret hiding option 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Poverty 
line at: 
No 
insurance 
offered 
Insurance 
type B 
offered 
Insurance 
type C 
offered 
No 
insurance 
offered 
Insurance 
type B 
offered 
Insurance 
type C 
offered 
40 PhP 4.6% 6.0% 4.8% 9.6% 5.6%** 5.6%** 
50 PhP 6.6% 7.8% 6.8% 12.6% 8.2%** 8.3%** 
60 PhP 9.4% 10.0% 9.0% 16.0% 11.6%** 11.8%** 
Note: Stars indicate significance of the difference to the ‘no insurance’ state,  
based on bootstrapped simulation with 200 repetitions 
 
Table 9 summarizes the simulation results of the income distributions by examining the 
density mass below various “poverty lines”. By examining the results for different poverty 
lines, we can see how robust our main findings are. The poverty line of 50 PhP corresponds to 
25% of the initial endowment. Table 9 also shows the results for 40 and 60 PhP. For a poverty 
line of 50 PhP the simulation results show that, when secret hiding is not available, offering 
insurance type B changes the poverty rate from 6.6 to 7.8%. Yet, when secret hiding is 
possible, the poverty rates are 12.6 versus 8.2% with and without availability of insurance B. 
The respective numbers for insurance type C are 6.8% without hiding, and 8.3% with secret 
hiding. In the case of no secret hiding we thus do not observe any positive effect of insurance 
compared with the case of no insurance provision. Vulnerability remains the same and taking 
into account administrative costs, access to insurance leads to lower welfare, e.g. for 
insurance type B in particular. The main conclusions hold also for the other poverty lines in 
Table 9. (We also examined other poverty lines, but do not show the results here as they did 
not provide additional insights.)
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 Table 9 also shows significance levels for testing whether 
the numbers in columns (2) and (3) are statistically different from those of column (1). 
Analogously, statistically differences between columns (5) and (6) to (1) are tested. 
Significance levels are obtained by bootstrapping the combined estimation and simulation 
process. We observe significant improvements when secret hiding is possible, but no 
statistically significant differences when hiding is not available. 
Whereas Table 9 was based on simulation results, for comparison we report the observed 
“poverty rates” in our data in Table 10. Since our simulations in Table 9 are based on 
regressions estimated from these data, both tables should show similar patterns. I.e. for a 
sample size big enough, Tables 9 and 10 should show the same numbers. But due to our small 
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 The complete distributions of payoffs after transfers under different insurance schemes can be found in Figures 
A1a and A1b in Appendix I. 
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sample size, the numbers in Table 10 partly also reflect differences in the shock and covariate 
distributions across the treatments, therefore the patterns are more noisy than in Table 9. Yet, 
the general tendency of the simulation can be confirmed in Table 10. Poverty rates are 
generally lower in the secret hiding case and the situation is less clear without secret hiding. 
(Table 10 shows the numbers for round 1 because circumstances are most comparable to the 
simulated situation above.)  
 
Table 10: Observed poverty rates for different poverty lines under different regimes in round 1 
 Without secret hiding option With secret hiding option 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Poverty 
line at: 
No 
insurance 
offered 
Insurance 
type B 
offered 
Insurance 
type C 
offered 
No 
insurance 
offered 
Insurance 
type B 
offered 
Insurance 
type C 
offered 
40 PhP 1.6%  7.3% 0.0% 9.2% 3.6% 0.0% 
50 PhP 4.7%  7.3% 2.6% 12.3% 3.6% 4.7% 
60 PhP 9.4% 8.5%  6.4% 14.6% 4.8% 9.4% 
 
 
The phenomenon that without secret hiding the unlucky are on average not better protected if 
there is insurance of one type also very directly shows up in another statistic: The poverty rate 
observed in the data (at 50 PHP) among those who had a catastrophic shock is not 
significantly lower when insurance type B or C is available (30% vs. 31%) compared to in the 
absence of any insurance (38%). The result changes if secret hiding is possible. Poverty rate 
amongst the very unlucky is now much lower with access to insurance type B or C (23% vs. 
33%) than without any insurance (64%). This later result is significant at the 1% level for type 
B and at the 10% level for type C, using a two-group test of proportion.
86
 
 
To summarize the findings from Table 9: As long as there is no secret hiding option, 
the informal insurance system seems to work rather well. The poverty rates with the formal 
insurance option C are the same as without any formal insurance option; see columns (1) and 
(3). An expensive insurance product (i.e. option B) may only do harm and increase poverty a 
little in column (2). 
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 Note that these comparisons are not necessarily balanced as the observations come from different rounds (see 
the treatment plan in table 2). A balanced comparison is possible when restricting the sample to observations in 
the first round. Even though we have a small number of catastrophic shocks (N=52 compared to N=169 before) 
when looking at round one only we still find the same qualitative result. The poverty rate is lower with insurance 
B / C available if there is secret hiding and the differences are significant at the 1% / 5% level. Without secret 
hiding the difference is insignificant. 
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The introduction of secret hiding (i.e. limited observability of shocks) has large 
effects, though. It reduces the willingness-to-transfer dramatically and the informal insurance 
system “breaks down”. As long as no formal insurance options are available poverty rates 
almost double (compare column (4) to (1)). Providing the option of formal insurance in this 
case helps to reduce inequality and poverty almost to levels without secret hiding (compare 
column (5) and (6) to column (4) and (1), respectively).  
 
- Counterfactual simulations - 
The inefficiency of insurance in the case without secret hiding has at least two aspects worth 
further exploring. First, crowding out reduces the potential of the informal solidarity transfer 
mechanism. But how substantial is this effect? How efficient would the insurance products be 
without crowding out? Second, the effectiveness of insurance is limited by incomplete uptake. 
If insurance availability crowds out solidarity transfers and some individuals remain 
uninsured, those are then even more vulnerable. How would mandatory insurance work in 
such a context? Would this decrease vulnerability? In the following we thus provide 
hypothetical simulation results with mandatory insurance (100% uptake) and with absence of 
crowding out. (As before, the simulations are based on the regression specifications of Table 
8.) 
Table 11 shows poverty risk under different insurance/hiding schemes if there was no 
crowding out effect of insurance. No crowding out effect means assuming the same sensitivity 
of transfers to payoff differences with and without insurance. Looking at the left part of the 
table (no secret hiding), we observe a decrease of poverty rates at all poverty lines when 
insurance becomes available.
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 This is contrary to the effects in table 9 because crowding out 
is disabled in Table 11. Comparing the poverty rates in Table 9 and 11 illustrates the 
importance of the crowding out effect for poverty risk. 
On the other hand, the numbers on the right side of table 11 (with secret hiding) are 
more similar to (the right hand side of) table 9. Since we did not find significant crowding out 
when hiding money was possible, it is not surprising that setting the crowding-out effect to 
zero does not make a large difference. (Note that the poverty rates in the right hand side of 
Table 11 are somewhat larger than in Table 9. This is because the estimated coefficients ((
( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat B/C) in column (1) of Table 8 were positive, even though not statistically 
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 The effect at all poverty lines can be seen from Figures A2a and A2b in the Appendix (showing complete 
distributions under different schemes). 
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significant.
88
 The effects on the full distributions are shown in the appendix (figures A2a and 
A2b). 
Table 12 illustrates the effect of introducing a mandatory insurance scheme. We 
assume the same degrees of crowding out as in table 9.
89
 The effects at all poverty lines and 
under both hiding schemes are very large. In fact, comparing Table 12 to Table 11, we find 
that full uptake with crowding out has in all cases a much larger effect than voluntary 
insurance without crowding out. The effects on the full distributions are shown in the 
appendix (figures A3a and A3b). 
 
Table 11: Poverty rates for different poverty lines– without crowding out (simulation) 
 Without secret hiding option With secret hiding option 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Poverty 
line at: 
No 
insurance 
offered 
Insurance 
type B 
offered 
Insurance 
type C 
offered 
No 
insurance 
offered 
Insurance 
type B 
offered 
Insurance 
type C 
offered 
40 PhP 4.6% 4.0%* 3.0%*** 9.6% 6.6%*** 6.3%*** 
50 PhP 6.6% 5.6%** 4.8%*** 12.6% 9.4%*** 9.1%*** 
60 PhP 9.4% 7.9%*** 6.9%*** 16.0% 12.8%*** 12.7%*** 
Note: Stars indicate significance of the difference to the ‘no insurance’ state, based on bootstrapped simulation 
with 200 repetitions. Crowding out is disabled by setting the coefficients for ( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat B and (
( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat C to zero. 
 
Table 12: Poverty rates for different poverty lines– mandatory insurance (simulation) 
 Without secret hiding option With secret hiding option 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Poverty 
line at: 
No 
insurance 
offered 
Insurance 
type B 
mandatory 
Insurance 
type C 
mandatory 
No 
insurance 
offered 
Insurance 
type B 
mandatory 
Insurance 
type C 
mandatory 
40 PhP 4.6% 1.0%*** 0.8%*** 9.6% 2.2%*** 2.3%*** 
50 PhP 6.6% 2.0%*** 2.2%*** 12.6% 3.9%*** 4.9%*** 
60 PhP 9.4% 3.9%*** 4.2%*** 16.0% 6.9%*** 8.3%*** 
Note: Complete insurance take-up and crowding out as under insurance choice is assumed. 
Stars indicate significance of the difference to the ‘no insurance’ state, 
based on bootstrapped simulation with 200 repetitions 
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 Also note that the simulated numbers of Table 11 are less noisy than those of Table 9 because fewer 
coefficients were estimated in each simulation replication since the coefficients measuring crowding out were 
fixed at zero. 
89
 The only difference to Table 9 is that insurance uptake is set to one for the whole sample. Everything else 
remains unchanged in the simulation procedure. This simulation is therefore speculative because the introduction 
of mandatory insurance could also change the magnitude of the crowding out. With universal insurance the 
feeling of responsibility for other individuals could for example decrease further. On the other hand, with 
universal insurance income differences can no longer be attributed to a lack of precaution, but are purely 
random. This might even foster the feeling of responsibility and increase the willingness to provide transfers to 
the poorer. Hence, possible changes in crowding out with mandatory insurance could go either way. 
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V. Discussion  
- External validity - 
Our field lab experiment takes an intermediary position between a conventional laboratory 
experiment designed to test economic theory and a natural field experiment where participants 
are unaware of being in an experiment (Harrison and List 2004). In our setting participants are 
representative of the Filipino village population and they are experienced in household-
decision making and dealing with income shocks. Further, people do not interact 
anonymously which each other, but know the person they donate to. We think these features 
increase external validity compared to conventional lab experiments on risk-sharing carried 
out with students in developed countries. Results from field lab experiments suggest a strong 
link between field laboratory and behavior outside the lab, even though there are important 
contextual differences between the lab and the field environment (Fehr and Leibbrandt 2011; 
Rustagi, Engel, and Kosfeld 2010; Benz and Meier 2008; Karlan 2005; List 2006). 
Nevertheless, we discuss three possible limitations to external validity coming from our 
behavioral field lab experiment in the Philippines shared by many other laboratory 
experiments.  
First of all, one can question the external validity of a laboratory experiment since, 
almost inevitably in an experiment, all of the experimental outcomes represent gains instead 
of losses for the participants (e.g. even with the catastrophic shock participants still get 20 
pesos of income they would not have had otherwise, plus a 100 peso show-up fee) and the 
stakes are lower than they would be in real life. Therefore, it remains the question whether the 
interplay of solidarity, insurance and secret hiding would be the same for true and large losses 
like a health shock or a crop failure. There is evidence that people become more risk loving 
and daring when they do not have to use their own money (Thaler and Johnson 1990) or more 
risk averse when stakes are high (e.g. Binswanger 1980; Holt and Laury 2002). Thus, we 
would expect less risk taking in real life than what we observed in our field lab. This could be 
a problem because norms on risk-taking behavior should affect crowding out. However, with 
more cautious behavior, the responsibility to take up formal insurance might be an even 
stronger norm and lead to more crowding out of solidarity in case people chose not to insure. 
Alternatively, windfall money and stake size could directly influence solidarity. Clark (2002), 
for instance, investigated the impact of endowment origin on contribution levels in a public 
goods experiment, in which half the sample had to use their own money, while the other half 
received their endowments as windfall money. He did not find contribution levels to differ 
between the groups. These results were confirmed in a one-shot variant of the public goods 
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experiment by Cherry, Kroll, and Shogren (2005). There are also several studies pointing 
towards a negligible stake size effect for average behavior and its variance in cooperation and 
punishment experiments (Kocher, Martinsson, and Visser 2008) and related game shows 
where stakes go up to US$16,000 (Oberholzer-Gee, Waldfogel, and White 2010).  
Secondly, one can question the interpretation of unframed decisions in our experiment. 
For example, we interpret the possibility of buying a more secure option in the experiment 
with formal insurance products. We decided to not label these options “insurance” to prevent 
confounding factors such as unrealistic expectations created by insurance marketing 
campaigns.
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 While the interpretation of ‘option B’ and ‘option C’ as insurance seems 
plausible, it might be less plausible to equate hiding money with saving money on e.g. a 
formal saving account. Nevertheless, given the evidence mentioned in the introduction that 
many saving products are used to withdraw money from the network we speculate that 
innovations such as formal savings and mobile banking may further add to making wealth less 
observable and thereby reducing solidarity. At least in rural areas, wealth and assets such as 
the number of cattle and livestock, the quality of crops, the size of landholdings, the size and 
quality of the house etc. are easily observable to everyone, whereas savings on a mobile 
phone would be invisible. Although spreading formal saving products is certainly a stepping 
stone in individual and societal development it might be used also for income hiding. Our 
paper suggests that such hiding possibilities reduce solidarity and that formal insurance could 
be an alternative protection in this case. While our setting excludes inter-temporal aspects (i.e. 
storage and explicit reciprocity) our conclusion is strengthened by theoretical models showing 
a negative effect of storage possibilities on reciprocal risk-sharing (Ligon, Thomas, and 
Worrall 2000; Wahhaj 2010), thus creating additional need for formal insurance.  
Thirdly, for simplicity our experiment focuses on solidarity, which is one but not the 
exclusive channel for risk-sharing. Risk-sharing is motivated both by mutual benefits that are 
enforced through reciprocal arrangements and also by solidarity transfers that are motivated 
by intrinsic motivations coupled with peer pressure. Thus, our experimental measure of 
solidarity captures one important component of risk-sharing but excludes long-term reciprocal 
arrangements based on mutual benefits. We exclude reciprocity in our experimental setup by 
not revealing interpersonal transfers between rounds and to other members in the risk-sharing 
groups, randomly paying out the earnings from only one round and ex-ante announcing a 
fixed duration of three rounds. The first reason for this simplification is that, for ethical 
reasons, we did not want to reveal the transfers of the other players in each round and thereby 
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 Individuals sometimes have very skewed perceptions of (micro)insurance (Giesbert and Steiner 2011). 
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expose people to ex-post punishment from their co-players. One might argue that the 
magnitude of transfers would be higher in repeated interactions with public reputations and 
that the different nature of transfers might change the crowding-out story. However, based on 
Attanasio and Ríos-Rull (2000) we would expect reciprocity to be even more susceptible to a 
crowding-out effect, as the availability of insurance decreases future mutual benefits. This 
would be a good reason to measure aggregate crowding-out, but there is a second motivation 
to focus on solidarity transfers as in our study. Reciprocity, although pro-social, can be based 
on egoistic motives. In contrast solidarity is based on the motivation to help others in need. To 
separate motivational crowding-out effects from dynamic incentive effects it is therefore 
important to focus on solidarity transfers. 
 
- Explanations for the crowding-out effect - 
There is a more persistent negative effect of the catastrophic-only product (C) versus a more 
comprehensive scheme (B). At the same time we observe considerably lower take-up of the 
more comprehensive scheme. Thus, participation might be too low for type B to induce a 
‘common sense’ or ‘social norm’ that formal insurance ought to be bought. The so-called 
‘framing effect’ means that once good formal insurance products become available it becomes 
socially accepted that everyone is responsible on her own for insurance. Once such a social 
norm has evolved the moral obligation to provide voluntary transfers to people who willingly 
have not bought insurance dissipates quickly. Before such changes can be expected, a “good” 
insurance product must exist for most people. Judging from the take-up rates, insurance 
option C appears to be closer to a “good” product than option B. Possibly this could be 
because of the relatively high price of option B. While everybody with reasonably high risk 
aversion can be expected to purchase the catastrophic-only insurance C this is not the case for 
the more expensive version B, which would be appealing only to very risk-averse persons. A 
simple simulation using a constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility function [
1( ) ( ) /(1 )u c c    ], where risk-averse individuals have 0  , shows that, in the absence of 
any solidarity transfers, all people with a risk-aversion parameter 0.34  would buy 
insurance C if available, whereas only people with 0.65   would buy insurance B. When 
comparing take-up of insurance type B and C in round one and three (figure 2) we would 
consequently classify around 35-40% as highly risk averse ( 0.65  ), 5-16% as moderately 
risk averse ( 0.34 0.65  ) and 50-55% as less risk averse ( 0.34  ). Interestingly, Holt 
and Laury (2002, p. 1649) in a high stake experiment estimate the following proportions: 39% 
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with 0.68  , 23% with 0.41 0.68  , 38% with 0.41  .91 Even though the comparison 
of our participants with US students might be a little far-fetched, the proportions are similar.
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Thus it seems plausible that insurance type C is considered a more convincing alternative. 
While the above explanations could rationalize the differential persistence of the crowding-
out effect in the second round, they do not explain why the effect in the first round is not 
different. In this respect our results are inconclusive. However, we have to bear in mind that 
our insignificant estimate for the persistence of insurance type B effect does not mean that 
there is no effect. The confidence interval is large enough to allow for effects of a similar 
magnitude as for insurance type C. Both types of insurance thus might have instantaneous as 
well as persistent crowding-out effects. 
An alternative explanation for generally lower motivation to transfer with insurance 
could be the information effect. Stronger crowding-out with higher take-up would also be in 
line with the fact that reciprocity is important for risk-sharing and that buying insurance 
signals low trust or commitment in the informal risk-sharing mechanism. This ‘information 
effect’ could apply if individuals observe the insurance-buying behavior of their co-players in 
previous rounds and then form expectations about the solidarity/selfishness-types of their co-
players. This could then lead to a negative bandwagon effect with low transfers. Yet, we do 
not find that the impact increases with the number of insured in the group (results available 
upon request) which should be the case when the information effect would be the main driver. 
Also, take-up of the insurance types differs mainly in the third round, which cannot affect 
information in the second round. Thus, the information effect is unlikely to be the main or the 
only effect.  
 
- Implications of the crowding-out of intrinsic motivations for public policies - 
The partial ineffectiveness of insurance supply to protect against poverty heavily hinges on 
incomplete take-up. Participants below the poverty line in insurance treatments are mostly 
non-buyers. Thus our experimental results suggest that in a world without the possibility to 
hide income it can be better to have no voluntary insurance at all or alternatively force 
everybody into a compulsory public insurance scheme. Otherwise, there might always be a 
considerable fraction without insurance, as our data shows for every round. Although 
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 Cardenas and Carpenter (2008) provide a comparison of CRRA parameter estimates in developing countries 
and state: “There is some variation in the results (Table 5) but it is not explained by development. ... Overall, 
there does not appear to be much support for the idea that poor people in developing countries are more risk 
averse than richer people in developed countries.” (Cardenas and Carpenter 2008, p. 326) 
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solidarity transfers are reduced by the access to insurance this reduction is ‘not sufficient’ in 
order to voluntarily bring the uninsured individuals into voluntary insurance schemes. As 
pointed out by Buchanan (1975) helping somebody may undermine his or her incentives to 
care for him or herself (i.e. to insure). As long as there are enough ‘Samaritans’ with altruistic 
motives that help people in need (even though there is the possibility to insure against risks) 
and the ‘Samaritans’ are unable to commit to not provide help to uninsured individuals who 
face a loss, there will be an undesired underinsurance (compared with compulsory insurance) 
together with a crowding-out effect (compared to the no-insurance case). We also conducted 
various hypothetical counterfactual simulation analyses. These simulations indicated that 
mandatory insurance could solve the coordination problem and lead to reductions in 
vulnerability (see table 12). 
While the above made statement favoring compulsory insurance rests on some 
assumptions (e.g. stability of crowding out over time, persistently incomplete take-up and 
other issues regarding external validity of our experiment) our main conclusion is that 
financial products serve people most when they are offered as a bundle. Introducing insurance 
in contexts without (formal) banking, with good monitoring in the network and strong 
informal solidarity might well lead to unintended consequences and could even be harmful. 
However, the story is different when anonymous saving options are available or will be 
introduced. Even though it might seem that introducing hidden income plays a harmful role in 
our experiment there are many good reasons to introduce such financial products. Especially, 
people will be able to use their savings for intertemporal income smoothing (or for saving for 
lumpy investments such as buying refrigerators, bicycles etc), an aspect we completely 
excluded from our analysis. In such situations, the combination of both financial products can 
be effective. While saving acts as an intertemporal smoothing device, insurance can 
compensate its negative side effect on risk-sharing within the network. Together, access to 
insurance and saving can then decrease vulnerability. 
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VI. Conclusion 
 
Informal risk-sharing is frequent in many developing countries, but usually cannot offer full 
protection because of limited enforcement mechanisms. In addition, even if people would 
voluntarily want to help each other in case of shocks they may not be able to do so in the case 
of covariate shocks, e.g. if the entire network is affected by a disease or other catastrophe. 
This gives rise to demand the introduction of formal insurance products tailored to the needs 
of the poor. In this paper we present a novel behavioral experiment with rural and partially 
urban villagers in the Philippines. This experiment – simulating a risky environment with 
solidarity networks and introducing two insurance options – delivers the first experimental 
evidence on whether informal solidarity is reduced by formal insurance in developing 
countries. 
Our data highlight that the availability of insurance reduces solidarity and that this 
negative effect might even persist if insurance is removed. The latter finding is particularly 
relevant for policy guidance in indicating that a flawed introduction of formal insurance 
products, e.g. of too expensive or inappropriate insurance that is later withdrawn, can possibly 
have negative long-term consequences. The empirical analyses revealed that solidarity not 
only decreases due to lower inequality between those with insurance but that there is an 
additional motivational crowding-out effect on solidarity. However, this is only the case if 
shocks of network members are fully observable. When hiding income is possibly, almost all 
(=94%) participants used the possibility to pretend shocks and the solidarity system breaks 
down to a large extent. Hence, a lot of the solidarity transfers seem to be motivated by 
“internalized peer pressure” rather than altruism. This is consistent with evidence that in 
everyday life people use (or like to use) hiding devices and pretend to be illiquid. With 
solidarity transfers being so low, observing further reductions is hard. Hence, introducing the 
option of formal insurance cannot lower the already low solidarity transfers much more. This 
might explain why the insurance effect is found only in those villages where secret hiding was 
not possible, i.e. where substantial solidarity still existed. 
To summarize, our experimental evidence suggests that the introduction of insurance 
in solidarity networks might have negative welfare effects under some circumstances. 
Especially if the network is able to observe the cash flow of members and solidarity works 
well, these effects have to be taken into account. Short- and long-run effects are in line with 
the general literature on crowding-out of pro-social behavior by market based mechanisms 
(Bowles 2008).  
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Appendix I 
 
 
 
Table A3: Descriptive statistics of villages 
 
All 
(N=22) 
A 
(N=6) 
AB 
(N=8) 
AC 
(N=8) 
 Mean Std. Min Max Mean Mean Mean 
How many people live in this community? 1264 653 350 3123 1445 1284 1109 
How many different religious groups  
in this village 
2.45 1.26 1 5 2.67 2.5 2.25 
Households with family members abroad 9.2% 9.0% 0 34.5% 7.5% 13.0% 6.7% 
Conflicts between people 
(0=none, 1=a little, 2=a lot) 
1.50 0.67 0 2 1.33 1.88 1.25 
Number of village organizations 7.23 1.66 4 11 7.83 6.88 7.13 
People are selfish 
(0 [absolutely agree] – 10 [abs. disagree]) 
6.36 2.97 0 10 5 7.88* 5.88 
Trust to lend/borrow 
(0 [absolutely agree] – 10 [abs. disagree]) 
5.27 3.18 0 10 5 5.38 5.38 
Always somebody willing to help 
(0 absolutely agree – 10 abs. disagree) 
7.95 2.36 0 10 8.17 8.13 7.63 
Income Class  
(officially assigned: 1 richest – 5 poorest) 
3.45 0.60 3 5 3 3.75** 3.5** 
1=partially urban / 0=rural 0.68  0 1 0.5 0.75 0.75 
Data obtained from the village representatives (includes personal assessment of village social climate). 
Stars indicate significance level of Wilcoxon ranksum test for differences to mean from treatment A 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
 
 
 
Complementary analysis to Tables 4 to 6 
In Tables 4 to 6 we had examined descriptive statistics between the different treatment 
groups. One needs to keep in mind that the treatment groups were randomly assigned such 
that no systematic differences in characteristics as well as the random dicing results, i.e. the 
random shocks, can exist. Given our small sample size, though, some non-systematic 
differences are still very likely. I.e. in some scenarios large shocks might have occurred by 
chance more often. This will make any comparisons of the numbers within Tables 4 to 6 
noisy. To deal with such differences, we used parametric regressions in the main text. In the 
following we describe a nonparametric alternative to control for different shock distributions 
across treatment blocks via exact matching. We do this separately for comparing block AB 
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versus A, and for comparing block AC versus A, and separately for round one and two, 
respectively. For every sender and recipient pair in treatment block AB with a certain shock 
combination, we look for a sender and recipient pair in treatment block A (control) with 
exactly the same shock combination. In addition, we also require that the shock of the third 
group member is also identical. We furthermore also require that the round number, the 
network strength and the availability of the hiding device are the same. We test the effect of 
hiding analogously, simply making secret hiding the treatment variable and adding insurance 
availability and type as a control variable. Table A2 shows the average treatment effect (ATE) 
of the two insurance treatment blocks and the secret hiding option using exact matching, 
separately for round one and two. The last two columns of Table A2 repeat the insurance 
treatment matching for the subset of villages without the secret hiding possibility. 
 
 
Table A4: Average treatment effect (ATE) of treatment blocks on net transfers to disadvantaged 
co-players (with and without hiding) 
  all no hiding hiding 
 
 Block 
AB vs. A 
Block 
AC vs. A 
Hiding vs. 
no hiding 
Block 
AB vs. A 
Block 
AC vs. A 
Block 
AB vs. A 
Block 
AC vs. A 
Round Outcome variable (ATE) (ATE) (ATE) (ATE) (ATE) (ATE) (ATE) 
1 
Net Transfer to recipient -0.4 -6.9* -8.5*** -6.0 -10.3** +7.1 -2.0 
Obs (On/off support) 131 / 44 140 / 23 217 / 53 75 / 17 82 / 7 56 / 27 58 / 16 
2 
Net Transfer to recipient +6.8 -4.8 -10.9*** +4.2 -11.6** +9.6 +2.4 
Obs (On/off support) 132 / 38 153 / 28 259 / 23 68 / 16 79 / 14 64 / 22 74 / 14 
Stars indicate significance level of ATE using bootstrap standard errors, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, 
exact matching on shock distribution, hiding possibility / available insurance type and network strength. 
 
 The results of Table A2 strongly confirm the results of Tables 4 – 6, often with higher 
significance levels. Availability of insurance type C is associated with lower solidarity 
transfers from the better to the worse-off. When restricting attention to villages without the 
secret hiding lockbox we see larger effects, and also the persistent effect of insurance type C 
is significant (at the 10% level). Effects are insignificant for the more comprehensive scheme 
B. Matching for the set of villages with a secret hiding lockbox again does not show any 
significant effects. Effects of the secret hiding device are negative, large and highly 
significant in both rounds. The descriptive and matching results clearly show a negative effect 
of the secret hiding device on solidarity (Hypothesis III). Hence, the option to hide resources 
is used by individuals to reduce the social norm of providing transfers.  
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We also find a negative effect of insurance availability (Hypothesis I), but interestingly only if 
there is no secret hiding. I.e. the negative effect is only found when shocks to co-players are 
fully observable. This is especially true for insurance option C. On the other hand, when the 
option of secret hiding exists, and shocks are thus no longer fully observable, solidarity 
transfers are reduced greatly. But now the additional availability of insurance has no further 
detrimental effect on solidarity: The point estimates are insignificant and are even sometimes 
positive.
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We also find some evidence for a persistent effect of insurance availability. The 
availability of option C in round 1 reduces solidarity in round 2, i.e. after insurance has been 
removed (Hypothesis II). However, effects are not so clear for insurance type B. 
 
 
Complementary analysis to Table 7 
Table A3 complements Table 7 and shows the coefficients on the control variables. I.e. the 
first 11 lines are identical to Table 7, and thereafter show the coefficients on the control 
variables that have been omitted from Table 7. It seems that men tend to give more. Age has a 
positive marginal effect until 45 years, when the marginal effect turns negative. Being 
indebted and regular income are associated with higher latent values. Characteristics of the 
recipient are mostly insignificant. Regarding the experimental setup participants are less 
inclined to give in later rounds and in weaker networks. On the community level higher 
income class (= poorer) is associated with lower willingness to transfer, while partially urban 
communities and (curiously) those that are evaluated as more selfish by the barangay captain 
exhibit positive coefficients. These effects are all level effects and unrelated to differences in 
earnings. 
 
Table A5: Regressions fromTable 7 with individual and village/round covariate coefficients 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 All observations 
All 
observations 
Only observations 
without secret 
hiding option 
Only observations 
with secret hiding 
option 
       
iY  0.047 0.048* 0.046* 0.048* 0.036 0.083* 
Observable Difference ( ( )i j jY Y S  ) 0.13*** 0.13*** 0.13*** 0.12*** 0.15*** 0.082 
Hidden income of sender (
iS ) -0.11*** -0.13*** -0.14*** -0.14***  -0.15*** 
Hidden income of recipient (
jS ) -0.018 -0.033* -0.034* -0.034*  -0.026* 
       
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat B    -0.020 -0.095** 0.052* 
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 Remember that the (insignificant) positive difference between treatment blocks AB and A in the first round 
might be explained by the lower amount that can be secretly hidden with insurance B. 
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( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat C    -0.021 -0.089** 0.033 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat B x Treat C    0.060 0.15* -0.021 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x PseudoTreat B    0.025 -0.032 0.098** 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x PseudoTreat C    -0.029 -0.11** 0.035 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Round    0.015 0.030** -0.0058 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Weaker Network    -0.031 -0.0092 -0.011 
       
Treat B  -0.55 -0.37 -0.14 -5.95 -0.031 
Treat C  -1.11 -1.74 -1.35 -3.53 -2.38 
Treat B x Treat C  0.46 1.52 -0.098 7.23 -11.2* 
PseudoTreat B  0.58 0.96 -0.31 0.082 -14.1** 
PseudoTreat C  3.64 3.06 3.74 0.43 -4.36 
Round  -2.81*** -2.99*** -3.36*** -3.34*** 4.73*** 
Weaker Network  -7.88** -6.95*** -6.09** -4.11 -8.42*** 
Income Class  -4.83** -4.43** -4.19** -6.52*** 4.12** 
Partially urban  9.18** 7.95** 8.07** 11.2*** -6.02** 
People are selfish  1.32** 1.18* 1.19* 2.54*** -2.49*** 
       
Sender…       
   Regular income?   4.11* 4.13* 5.41** 2.07 
   Skip meals last month   0.76 0.88 -1.19 0.75 
   Debt > 1000 Pesos?   5.62** 5.62** 8.24** 2.50 
   Male    10.9** 11.0** 17.9*** 3.57 
   HH head   0.45 0.56 -3.69 5.02 
   Male x Household head   -4.95 -5.23 -3.40 -4.12 
   Married   3.92 3.65 3.81 1.69 
   High school   -2.30 -2.62 2.26 -6.00** 
   College   -2.16 -2.63 2.82 -6.79*** 
   Age   1.72*** 1.75*** 1.80** 1.89*** 
   Age squared   -0.019*** -0.020*** -0.020** -0.021*** 
       
Recipient…       
   Regular income?   1.09 1.18 1.33 0.69 
   Skip meals last month   2.57 2.72 0.69 1.24 
   Debt > 1000 Pesos?   0.96 0.97 3.57 -2.56 
   Male    -1.59 -1.78 4.79 -8.44** 
   HH head   0.32 -0.041 -1.24 1.44 
   Male x Household head   2.17 3.02 -1.86 8.45 
   Married   1.25 1.30 1.25 0.94 
   High school   -2.15 -1.92 -4.66* 3.01 
   College   1.83 2.17 0.31 5.89** 
   Age   0.40 0.38 0.20 0.76 
   Age squared   -0.0030 -0.0029 -0.00027 -0.0066 
       
Observations 2730 2730 2730 2730 1664 1066 
Standard errors clustered at the village level. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
Treat B is a dummy variable that indicates availability of insurance type B, it is 1 for villages in treatment block 
AB in round 1 as well as round 3, and in block A in round 3. PseudoTreat B is a dummy variable that is 1 for 
villages in treatment block AB in round 2, i.e. where insurance had been available in the previous round but not 
in the current round. 
Treat C and PseudoTreat C are defined analogously for villages in treatment block AC. 
The interaction term (Treat B x Treat C) is a dummy variable that is only 1 for villages in treatment block A in 
round 3, where both insurance types where offered at the same time. 
The regressor Round takes the values 1, 2 and 3. 
The regressor Weaker Network is a dummy variable that is 1 if the groups of three players had been formed at 
random. 
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Analysis of buyers and non-buyers of insurance 
Buying insurance was voluntary and a substantial number did not buy insurance. In the 
following two tables we examine how those individuals who bought insurance in our 
experiment differ from those who did not. 
Table A6: Descriptive statistics of people who bought insurance in round 1 versus who did not 
 Treatment block AB Treatment block AC 
 
not insured 
(N=97) 
insured 
(N=65) 
not insured 
(N=87) 
insured 
(N=72) 
 Mean Mean Mean Mean 
Male 0.29 0.28 0.30 0.42 
Household head 0.28 0.32 0.31 0.44* 
Married 0.79 0.80 0.76 0.86 
High school education  0.46 0.51 0.34 0.40 
College education  0.28 0.32 0.20 0.24 
Age (in years) 41.5 41.5 45.4 43.0 
Regular monetary income? (dummy) 0.26 0.23 0.21 0.24 
Skip meals in last month 0.23 0.26 0.34 0.38 
In debt with more than 1000 Pesos? 0.67 0.61 0.45 0.60* 
Stars indicate significance level of Wilcoxon ranksum test for different means comparing insured to non-insured 
 
Table A7: Descriptive statistics of people who bought insurance in round 3 versus who did not 
 Treatment block AB Treatment block AC 
 
not insured 
(N=97) 
insured 
(N=65) 
not insured 
(N=87) 
insured 
(N=72) 
 Mean Mean Mean Mean 
Male 0.29 0.28 0.31 0.40 
Household head 0.30 0.30 0.35 0.40 
Married 0.85 0.70** 0.76 0.85 
High school education  0.44 0.56 0.36 0.38 
College education  0.33 0.23 0.18 0.25 
Age (in years) 42.0 40.5 45.0 43.6 
Regular monetary income? (dummy) 0.24 0.26 0.19 0.25 
Skip meals in last month 0.16 0.39*** 0.28 0.42* 
In debt with more than 1000 Pesos? 0.65 0.65 0.45 0.58* 
Stars indicate significance level of Wilcoxon ranksum test for different means comparing insured to non-insured 
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Complementary analysis to Tables 7 and 8 
Table A6 shows alternative specifications of the Tobit regressions and complements Tables 7 
and 8. We examine in particular whether controlling for village-round fixed effects or for a 
larger set of controls makes a difference to the results. In addition, we analyze the importance 
of clustering standard errors. Overall, we find stable results. In particular, it does not make a 
large difference whether we cluster standard errors at the village level, the individual level or 
whether we use the corresponding bootstrap estimate.  
 
Column (1) of table A6 is the same as specification (1) in table 8. Column (5) is the same as 
specification (2) in table 8. Columns (2) and (6) in Table A6 add village-round fixed-effects. 
Most of the significant coefficients remain unchanged, particularly those most interesting to 
our analysis: The interaction terms which reflect crowding out and persistence. It shows that 
our regressions are not sensitive to the inclusion of further controls on the village-round level.  
 
In columns (3) and (4) we use the same specification as in (1), but different methods for 
inference. (Hence, the estimated coefficients are all the same.) While in column (1) we used 
asymptotic standard errors clustered at the village level, column (3) uses clustering at the 
individual level. In column (4) we estimate standard errors using 1000 bootstrap replications, 
where the unit of resampling is the individual (i.e. all three rounds together are re-sampled). 
(Columns (7) and (8) are analogously for the villages without secret hiding option.) Overall, 
the different methods to obtain standard errors lead to rather similar results, with the bootstrap 
standard errors tending to be a little larger. Thus it is at least as difficult to obtain significant 
results of the simulation as with error clusters on the village level. 
 
This comparison of the different methods to obtain standard errors is important for the 
following reason. In Section IV we examined various simulations of poverty lines. The 
simulation results depend on the estimated β coefficients, in a complicated way such that 
asymptotic standard errors would be difficult to obtain. We therefore use bootstrap methods to 
obtain some information about the statistical variability of the simulations of Section IV. 
Since the number of villages is too small for resampling villages, we have to resample 
individuals, thereby missing any within-village correlations. The results of Table A6 indicate 
that any within-village correlations do not appear sufficiently large to have a big impact on 
the variance of the estimated β coefficients. (Further details for the simulation procedure are 
given in appendix II: The simulation is repeated for different parameter estimates to obtain 
confidence bounds, each of which stems from bootstrap repetitions. To adequately translate 
clustered standard errors on the village level, one should cluster the bootstrap on the same 
level. Yet, with such large clusters we have too few clusters for the bootstrap. Instead one can 
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cluster the bootstrap procedure on the individual level (two transfer decisions times three 
rounds per participant), where we are left with enough clusters.) 
 
Table A8: Tobit regressions explaining transfers 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
 
Only observations with secret hiding option 
 
Only observations 
without secret hiding option 
 
         
iY  0.082* 0.046 0.082* 0.082 0.036 0.024 0.036 0.036 
 (0.042) (0.043) (0.049) (0.053) (0.026) (0.030) (0.022) (0.024) 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) 0.0028 0.051 0.0028 0.0028 0.13 0.12 0.13 0.13 
 (0.13) (0.14) (0.13) (0.15) (0.100) (0.10) (0.089) (0.093) 
Hidden income of sender ( iS ) -0.15*** -0.13*** -0.15*** -0.15***     
 (0.044) (0.049) (0.047) (0.049)     
Hidden income of recipient ( jS ) -0.027* -0.022 -0.027 -0.027     
 (0.015) (0.014) (0.018) (0.019)     
         
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat B 0.041 0.046 0.041 0.041 -0.091** -0.081* -0.091** -0.091** 
 (0.041) (0.043) (0.062) (0.068) (0.045) (0.048) (0.044) (0.044) 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat C 0.031 0.028 0.031 0.031 -0.096*** -0.097*** -0.096** -0.096** 
 (0.062) (0.064) (0.063) (0.068) (0.035) (0.036) (0.038) (0.039) 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Treat B x Treat C -0.014 -0.019 -0.014 -0.014 0.15** 0.14* 0.15* 0.15* 
 (0.17) (0.18) (0.17) (0.18) (0.075) (0.080) (0.082) (0.090) 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x PseudoTreat B 0.086 0.099* 0.086 0.086 -0.020 -0.0098 -0.020 -0.020 
 (0.055) (0.060) (0.058) (0.065) (0.038) (0.042) (0.046) (0.049) 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x PseudoTreat C 0.029 0.027 0.029 0.029 -0.11*** -0.11*** -0.11*** -0.11*** 
 (0.038) (0.037) (0.054) (0.059) (0.037) (0.037) (0.041) (0.043) 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Round -0.0029 -0.0046 -0.0029 -0.0029 0.027* 0.030* 0.027* 0.027* 
 (0.056) (0.058) (0.057) (0.060) (0.015) (0.016) (0.015) (0.015) 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Weaker Network -0.016 -0.012 -0.016 -0.016 -0.0012 -0.0074 -0.0012 -0.0012 
 (0.030) (0.030) (0.034) (0.037) (0.029) (0.030) (0.023) (0.025) 
         
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Income Class 0.020 0.016 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.023 0.020 0.020 
 (0.023) (0.025) (0.033) (0.037) (0.025) (0.025) (0.025) (0.026) 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Selfish -0.0043 -0.0060 -0.0043 -0.0043 -0.0055 -0.0057 -0.0055 -0.0055 
 (0.0067) (0.0061) (0.0070) (0.0077) (0.0059) (0.0060) (0.0050) (0.0052) 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x Higher Education 0.062 0.057 0.062* 0.062 -0.035* -0.032 -0.035 -0.035 
 (0.039) (0.042) (0.034) (0.038) (0.021) (0.020) (0.026) (0.026) 
( ( )i j jY Y S  ) x HH Head -0.0045 -0.0036 -0.0045 -0.0045 0.054* 0.050* 0.054** 0.054** 
 (0.030) (0.029) (0.032) (0.035) (0.028) (0.029) (0.025) (0.026) 
         
Village-round fixed effects NO YES NO NO NO YES NO NO 
Village-round controls YES - YES YES YES - YES YES 
Individual controls YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
         
Standard errors Clustered 
at village 
level 
Clustered 
at village 
level 
Clustered 
at 
individual 
Bootstrap 
(ind. 
cluster) 
Clustered 
at village 
level 
Clustered 
at village 
level 
Clustered 
at 
individual 
Bootstrap 
(ind. 
cluster) 
         
Observations 1066 1066 1066 1066 1664 1664 1664 1664 
Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the village or individual level or obtained via clustered (individual 
level) bootstrap (1000 repetitions), *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Complementary figures to poverty simulations for Tables 9, 11 and 12 
In Tables 9, 11 and 12 we showed the fraction of people below a certain income level for 
three different thresholds. In the following we show the entire distribution functions. 
The following Figure A1 complements Table 9. In Figures A1a and A1b we show the 
complete distributions of final payoffs under different insurance schemes. The distributions 
are obtained using the simulation procedure described in appendix II. Figure A1a compares 
the benchmark of no insurance with availability of insurance without the secret hiding 
mechanism (treatment AB: availability of type B; treatment AC: availability of type C). The 
lower tails of the three distributions are very similar and the cumulative distribution functions 
with insurance are even slightly above the one without insurance in the left tail. Hence, there 
is no evidence that insurance availability decreases poverty risk.  
Figure A1b repeats the simulation exercise with the secret hiding device in place. The 
lower tail of the CDF without insurance visibly increases as compared to the figure A1a. This 
means that the possibility of secret hiding increases poverty risk. Different to figure A1a, 
however, it clearly decreases with both insurance types in the range between 20 and 80 pesos. 
Table 9 shows specific poverty rates under different schemes for (arbitrary) poverty lines of 
40, 50 and 60 PhP. 
The reason for these findings is that the informal insurance system seems to work 
rather well in the absence of secret hiding. The poverty rates with the formal insurance option 
C are the same as without any formal insurance option. An expensive insurance product (i.e. 
option B) may only do harm because any additional protection is cancelled out by the 
crowding out effect on informal solidarity transfers. In contrast, when secret hiding is 
possible, solidarity is low, no crowding out effect of insurance can be observed and insurance 
is effective in reducing vulnerability. 
 
Figures A2a and A2b complement Table 11 and show the complete distributions of final 
payoffs under different insurance schemes when assuming no crowding out effects of 
insurance. Figures A3a and A3b complement Table 12 and show the distributions when 
assuming mandatory insurance with full take-up. 
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Figure A1: CDF of payoff under different insurance schemes 
a. without secret hiding possibility 
 
 
b. with secret hiding possibility 
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Figure A2: CDF of payoff under different insurance schemes –no crowding out effect of insurance 
a. without secret hiding possibility 
 
 
b. with secret hiding possibility 
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Figure A3: CDF of payoff under different insurance schemes –mandatory insurance 
a. without secret hiding possibility 
 
 
b. with secret hiding possibility 
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Appendix II: Simulation of transfers under different insurance regimes 
 
 
For the simulations in Tables 9, 11 and 12 we estimate the models with and without the secret 
hiding device separately. Our reference regressions are models (1) and (2) from table 8. The 
details of the simulation protocol are described below. 
In addition to simulating the poverty rates under different scenarios we would also like to 
know about the statistical variability of these estimated poverty rates. Given the complex 
simulation procedure, their asymptotic distribution is not trivial. As an alternative, noting that 
all estimation and simulation steps we use are “smooth”, we use the bootstrap to obtain 
confidence bounds for the simulated poverty rates, by bootstrapping the entire estimation and 
simulation process. Unfortunately, the number of villages is rather small, such that resampling 
entire villages could lead to very noisy estimates of the confidence intervals. Instead, we 
resample individuals. This means we resample at the individual level, i.e. always bundling six 
transfer observations (two recipients in three rounds for each participant).  
Resampling individuals will imply that any within-village correlation structure in the 
willingness-to-give will get lost. Such possible within-village correlation structures, however, 
did not appear to have major impacts on the regressions as witnessed in Table A6. There we 
had analyzed how difference inference methods would change estimated standard errors for 
the willingness-to-give regressions. We found that asymptotic standard errors with clustering 
at the village level, asymptotic standard errors with clustering at the individual level as well as 
bootstrapping at the individual level led to rather similar results, such that we use bootstrap 
resampling at the individual level for the simulated poverty lines. 
 
The following protocol describes the simulation of the poverty rates. After having estimated 
the coefficients, we draw random shocks and simulate transfer behavior. In order to eliminate 
the variance caused by drawing random numbers (shocks, error terms for willingness to 
transfer), we repeat this process many times. (The actual implementation of repeating this 
many times was done by expanding the original dataset 100 times.) This delivers an estimate 
of the expected poverty rate. For estimating the variability of this estimate, the entire 
simulation protocol is bootstrapped. 
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Simulation protocol: 
 
 
1. Estimate model of transfers: 
We estimate regression model (1) and (2) from table 8 for the sample with/without 
secret hiding. All coefficients are stored. 
2. Expand data: 
For the results to be stable and to represent average treatment effects, we have to 
create a sufficiently large data set. We therefore extend the whole data set 100 times 
(including observations both with and without secret hiding possibility). 
3. Draw shock: 
For each (participant-round) observation we draw a shock according to the theoretical 
probabilities (1/2 no shock, 1/3 medium shock, 1/6 catastrophic shock).  
4. Draw ‘risk aversion’: 
To know which individual will choose insurance in our simulation, we draw an 
individual-round specific risk aversion parameter from a uniform distribution between 
0 and 1. If risk aversion is above a certain threshold, the individual will be treated as 
having chosen insurance in the insurance treatments. The thresholds are chosen such 
that the take-up rates of type B and type C equal the observed take-up rates in the 
experiment. (This is obviously a simplification, but in the game we observe that take-
up in the first round is no perfect predictor of take-up in round three.)
94
  
5. Draw hiding propensity (if applicable): 
94% of participants secretly hide if they have the possibility to do so. This is also the 
probability in the simulation procedure. 
6. Draw error term 
We draw an error term from the normal distribution with the estimated variance from 
the regression model (1) and (2) of table 8. This is an independent term for each 
(individual-round-recipient) observation.  
 
7. Simulate setting for each regime (A vs. AB vs. AC) 
a. Reset insurance treatment indicators according to setting 
b. Assign insurance to the risk-averse individuals (see step 4) 
                                                 
94
 We could explicitly estimate a model to explain insurance take-up, conditional on the covariates. However, 
this would very much complicate our exercise. Also, distribution is only affected by this simplification if there 
are substantial factors connected to insurance take-up and redistributive preferences at the same time. 
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c. Assign loss/payoff according to shock (see above) and insurance ‘choice’ (this 
is the pre-transfer outcome) 
d. Assign secret hiding (if applicable) 
e. Using the previously generated random variables, calculate all the regressors 
displayed in Table 8 
f. Predict transfers, using the β coefficients estimated in step 1 and adding the 
error term of step 6 
g. Left-censor transfers (according to Tobit specification) and right-censor at half 
of post-lottery income. (We censor at half of the income because each player 
can make transfers to two co-players. By censoring at half of the income we 
ensure that the total transfers made to both players are at most 100% of the 
income. I.e. in our design, people cannot transfer more money than what they 
have.) 
h. From the post-lottery income and censored transfers calculate post-transfer 
incomes. 
 
The income/loss distribution from each setting can now be further analyzed (e.g. for poverty 
rates, etc.). To obtain confidence bounds for the distribution, coefficients of the reference 
model are estimated repeatedly with new bootstrap samples (clustered at the individual level). 
With each bootstrap estimation, the simulation is repeated.  
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Appendix III: Differences in crowding-out between insurance type B and C 
 
In table 8 we studied subsets of those participants where secret hiding was not possible as a 
robustness check. We examined the effects separately for a ‘high understanding’ subsample 
(column 3), for rounds one and two (column 4), and rounds two and three (column 5). The 
interaction coefficients are significant in two out of three cases for the more general insurance 
type B, but this is not the case for catastrophic-insurance type C. While effects always point in 
the expected (negative) direction, they are insignificant and smaller than for insurance type B. 
This raises the question whether the crowding-out effect of insurance type C is systematically 
smaller, or whether this is simply random variation. We therefore use round 1 and round 3 of 
treatment blocks AB and AC to directly compare the sensitivity to differences between both 
treatment blocks.
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 Note that we are in the case without secret hiding, so ,i jS S  do not play a 
role because they are both zero by design. Therefore the following table contains the regressor 
(
i jY Y ) instead of ( ( )i j jY Y S  ). 
Table A7 shows the sensitivity to differences between treatment B and C in round 1 
(column 1), round 3 (column 2) and pooled in round 1+3 (column 3). The interaction (
i jY Y ) 
x Treat B indicates differences in the crowding-out effect. Due to the limited sample size they 
are all insignificant. In specification (1) there is a substantial negative interaction effect, 
indeed indicating that in the first round the crowding-out of solidarity might be larger for 
treatment B, although not statistically significantly different. In specification (2), however, the 
sign of the coefficient is reversed. Pooling the two rounds gives a very small estimate of only 
0.0035. This suggests that there is no distinguishable difference between the two crowding-
out effects and that variation in the interactions across rounds is purely random.  
 
Table A9: Tobit regressions explaining transfers – treatment B vs. C 
 (1) (2) (3) 
 Only observations without secret hiding option, 
only treatment block AB vs. AC 
 Round 1 Round 3 Round 1+3 
    
iY  -0.054 0.038 0.014 
(
i jY Y ) 0.18*** 0.11*** 0.062* 
    
(
i jY Y ) x Treat B -0.055 0.027 -0.0035 
(
i jY Y ) x Round   0.029** 
(
i jY Y ) x Weaker Network -0.033 0.015 0.0012 
    
Village-round controls YES YES YES 
Individual controls YES YES YES 
    
Observations 320 652 972 
Standard errors clustered at the village level, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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 See Table 2 (treatment plan) to notice that the experimental setup is perfectly balanced in this comparison. 
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Appendix IV: Test questionnaire  
(Notes: Example for treatment block AB, round 1, with hiding. In reality we called option A 
“Angola”, B “Botswana” and C “Cameroon” to avoid a notion of order in the options. Correct answers given.) 
 
When do you decide which option you choose? 
 1 before you throw the dice  
 2 after you throw the dice 
 3 whenever you like 
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
 
Is the option BOTSWANA for free?   YES           NO  
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
 
How much does the option BOTSWANA cost?   _____ 
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
 
How much do you have left if... 
 With option BOTSWANA With option ANGOLA 
... you roll a 1?  155 200 
... you roll a 2?   155 200 
... you roll a 3?   155 200 
... you roll a 4?   105 100 
... you roll a 5?   105 100 
... you roll a 6?   65 20 
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
 
 
 
---------------- ONLY IF WITH LOCKBOX ---------------- 
 
 
When can you put money in the lockbox? Can you put money in the lockbox if you choose option 
ANGOLA and...  
... you roll a 1?     YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 2?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 3?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 4?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 5?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 6?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
 
When can you put money in the lockbox? Can you put money in the lockbox if you choose option 
BOTSWANA and...  
... you roll a 1?     YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 2?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 3?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 4?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 5?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
... you roll a 6?      YES       NO  If yes, how much __________ 
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
 
 
Will your group members know  
if you put money in the lockbox? YES         NO  
CORRECT?  YES  NO  
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
× 
100 
100 
100 
50 
50 
50 
× 
45 
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4. Can Microinsurance Help Prevent Child Labor? An Impact 
Evaluation from Pakistan 
 
 
I. Introduction 
 
Poor households in developing countries are especially vulnerable to economic shocks. They 
often have limited access to savings, credit and tangible assets. As a consequence, households 
might have to sell productive assets important for long-term income generation, reduce 
consumption below critical values, take children out of school to save school fees, or send 
children to work as an additional income source. The economic literature (see Edmonds 
(2008) for an excellent review) confirms that economic shocks are an important determinant 
of child labor for low-income households (e.g. Beegle, Dehejia, and Gatti 2006; Duryea, Lam, 
and Levison 2007). At the same time many studies show substantial negative side-effects 
associated with child labor, such as lower human capital accumulation (e.g. Heady 2003; 
Rosati and Rossi 2003; Gunnarsson, Orazem, and Sánchez 2006), lower wages in adult life 
(Emerson and Souza 2011) and potentially even negative long-term health outcomes 
(Kassouf, McKee, and Mossialos 2001). 
 Insurance, on the other hand, is supposed to decrease vulnerability to shocks by 
smoothing its economic consequences. It is therefore straightforward to think about 
microinsurance as a potential tool to fight child labor. Given the importance of breaking the 
intergenerational poverty trap, this is a highly interesting topic. Surprisingly, there is no 
rigorous impact evaluation studying the effect of microinsurance on child labor outcomes up 
to now. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one working paper comparing individuals 
without microcredit, microcredit clients and microcredit clients who are covered by additional 
insurance regarding their child labor outcomes (Chakrabarty 2012). In contrast to our study, 
however, his study potentially suffers from selection bias and limited sample size.
96
 
Assessments so far have mainly focused on the impact of insurance on financial protection 
and access to medical services in the case of health insurance (Wagstaff 2010; Wagstaff et al. 
2009; Dror, Koren, and Steinberg 2006; Dekker and Wilms 2010; Jütting 2004). Some other 
work has been done on agricultural investment decisions with insurance (Giné and Yang 
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 Chakrabarty (2012) finds that micro life and health insurance in combination with credit can reduce child labor 
for poor households. Unfortunately, the author cannot make use of exogenous variation in insurance coverage; 
the data does not have a panel dimension and the sample size is very small. 
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2009) and crowding out effects on informal risk-sharing (Landmann, Vollan, and Frölich 
2012). The effect of microinsurance on child labor remains an open question, though. 
 This paper provides evidence on the effects of insurance on child labor. We exploit the 
extension of an accident and health insurance scheme offered by the National Rural Support 
Program (NRSP), a large MFI in Pakistan. It is a mandatory insurance for all clients, their 
spouses and their children below 18 years. In 2009, the program was extended to include 
supplementary household members (adult children of the client and other household 
members) on a voluntary basis. In addition, clients were assisted with claim procedures. This 
package of two innovations was implemented as a randomized controlled trial (RCT) in nine 
out of thirteen branch offices in the research area. The large panel data set with one baseline 
and four follow-up surveys allows the identification of treatment effects using difference-in-
difference techniques. We thus do not rely solely on the randomized design, but we are 
furthermore able to control for small-sample imbalances in pre-treatment covariates. We are 
able to disentangle the effect of the two innovation components (assistance with claims, 
extended coverage of household members) by estimating treatment effects for those 
households consisting only of individuals with mandatory insurance. Those should not be 
affected by the voluntary extension of coverage, but only by the assistance with claims. We 
contrast the effects for ‘mandatory households’ with estimates for households including 
voluntary members to obtain an estimate of the coverage effect, using differences-in-
differences-in-differences techniques.  
 We find robust evidence for decreased child labor outcomes as a result of the 
innovation package. There is especially strong evidence for households to rely less on child 
labor earnings and to reduce hazardous occupations. Effects tend to be larger for boys, which 
is not surprising as they are most affected by child labor in our sample. When separating the 
claim assistance effects from the effects of increased coverage of households, the assistance 
effects are mixed and insignificant, while increased coverage clearly decreases child labor 
incidence, hours worked and days missed at school. These latter effects are so large that they 
cannot be explained by shock mitigation only. In fact, even those households never having 
faced a shock, or experienced an insurance payout, display similar effects. We therefore 
conclude that insurance coverage leads to higher perceived protection and makes parents 
more confident to leave children out of work and instead make them visit school more 
regularly. 
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The remainder of the article proceeds as follows. In Section II we provide background 
information, details on the health insurance innovation and possible effect channels, including 
a formal model on dynamic responses of households to changes in risk via insurance. Section 
III describes data collection and the resulting panel dataset. We present empirical results in 
Section IV and conclude in Section V. Supplementary results and descriptions are given in the 
appendix. 
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II. The innovation and its background 
 
Pakistan is a poor country: 22.3 percent of the population live below the poverty line of $1.25 
per day and another 20.5 percent are classified as vulnerable (World Bank 2012, 19). 
According to the Pakistan Ministry of Health (2009, 6) public health expenditures are about 
0.6% of GDP which is much lower than in comparable countries, and 75 percent of health 
expenditures are paid by patients out of pocket. The quality of health service providers 
corresponds to this low level of public health spending. While some private companies and 
insurers have contracts with hospitals or run their own hospitals (with varying quality), the 
options for the poor are limited. There are public health facilities that are supposed to be for 
free, but they often offer poor quality and many elements such as drugs must be paid privately 
as they are not covered.
97
 The Pakistan Ministry of Health (2009, 5–6) describes the situation 
for low-income households as follows:  
 
“Poor are not benefiting from the health system whereas they bear major burden of diseases. 
Expanded infrastructure is poorly located, inadequately equipped and maintained resulting in 
inadequate coverage and access to essential basic services. Private health sector continues to 
expand unregulated mainly in urban areas. Factors contributing to inadequate performance 
of health sector are deep rooted including weak management and governance, partially 
functional logistics and supply systems; poorly motivated and inadequately compensated 
staff, lack of adequate supportive supervision, lack of evidence based planning and decision 
making, low levels of public sector expenditures and its inequitable distribution.”  
 
Due to the limited capacity and availability of public providers patients in some situations are 
forced to seek expensive private medical care. This makes health shocks a substantial 
economic risk for poor households. Consequently, illness and health are ranked as the top 
priority by potential microinsurance clients when it comes to unpredictable risk events in 
Pakistan (World Bank 2012, 28). Moreover, in this country with a majority of informal 
employment contracts there is no universal health insurance system. Instead, several 
arrangements coexist at a time. Social security (for police officers, soldiers, civil servants, 
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 This information was gathered through multiple country-specific reports (Asian Development Bank 2004; 
Asian Development Bank 2005; Qamar et al. 2007). They describe the status of the Pakistani health system prior 
to the innovation that took place in 2009. 
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etc.) only covers a tiny part of the population.
98
 There are various alternative health insurance 
schemes on the provincial level or offered by a multitude of private insurers; however, they 
are often packaged with other insurance, restricted to formal sector corporate clients and have 
no national outreach (World Bank 2012, 11). In any case, only 1.9 percent of households are 
estimated to use any kind of formal insurance product (World Bank 2012, 21), and the most 
vulnerable households are generally not the target group. Only microfinance institutions 
currently provide insurance for the low-income population, but here mainly schemes 
combining credit with life insurance are prevalent. According to the World Bank (2012, 50), 
only the NRSP is offering health microinsurance with significant outreach. 
 
NRSP is a Pakistani non-profit organization committed to support poor and vulnerable 
households all over the country. It is part of the Rural Support Programs Network (RSPN) 
consisting of 12 rural support programs that are all active in distinct regions of Pakistan. 
NRSP is the largest of these support programs and serves more than two million households 
by offering different microfinance services (mainly credit) and client training.
99
 Figure 1 
shows the geographic activity of NRSP within Pakistan. 
 
Figure 1: Geographic activity of NRSP within Pakistan 
 
Source: http://nrsp.org.pk/area_of_operation.htm 
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 (Asian Development Bank 2005, 2) estimates that “…less than 3% of the total employed labor force” are 
covered under this formal scheme. 
99
 See Rural Support Programs Network (2012) for more detailed information. 
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– NRSP’s microinsurance innovation – 
 
Given the need to cover health shocks of poor households, NRSP in 2005 started to bundle 
health insurance to their microcredit product. Before the start of the research project, the 
insurance was built into the credit and was mandatory for loan clients, for their spouses and 
all children of the client below 18 years.
100
 The product covers hospital stays of more than 24 
hours with a cost ceiling of 15,000 rupees (approximately 175$ US). Covered expenses range 
from room charges, doctor’s visits, drugs, operations, and pregnancy care to transportation 
costs. Also accidents leading to death or permanent disability are covered up to 15,000 rupees. 
Costs of hospitalization are reimbursed after contacting the MFI field officer and submitting 
bills along with other relevant documents. Similarly, claims after death or disability can be 
submitted to the MFI field officer. NRSP aims at settling all claims within 15 days.
101
 
However, it seems that not all clients and credit officers were aware of the new product, 
resulting in very low claim ratios (World Bank 2012, 50; Qamar et al. 2007). In an effort to 
increase the social impact of its activities, NRSP in 2008 conducted a diagnostic survey in the 
area of Hyderabad. In this district in the south of Pakistan (Sindh province) an estimated 9.3 
percent of all households are organized through NRSP according to Rural Support Programs 
Network (2012). The survey indicated high prevalence of child labor especially in the 
hazardous glass bangle industry and still a high vulnerability to health costs, mostly caused by 
accident, surgery or illness.  
Responding to the vulnerability of their clients, NRSP in 2009 introduced two 
components additional to the mandatory insurance as part of an experiment.
102
 In randomly 
selected treatment branch offices only, additional household members (adult children of the 
client and other minor or adult household members) were offered a voluntary insurance for a 
premium of 100 rupees (approximately 1$ US) per adult and year.
103
 Second, clients were 
visited monthly and asked whether they had incurred any medical costs and whether they 
needed assistance with claims. With increased coverage of individuals and easier filing of 
claims NRSP deliberately targeted child labor through a better protection of poor 
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 The insurance product gradually changed over time. It initially covered loan clients and their spouses and was 
expanded in 2009 (i.e. before the baseline data used in this paper was collected) to include minor children. Also 
other details changed, but the basic design is what we describe in the following. For a detailed description of 
early product characteristics and developments we refer to Qamar et al. (2007). 
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 Appendix E provides a more detailed description of the insurance package and reimbursement practices. 
102
 The experimental introduction of the innovation was financially and methodologically supported by the ILO 
Social Finance Program’s “Microfinance for Decent Work (MF4DW)” project. 
103
 The average monthly per capita income in our sample is around 3000 rupees (30-35 $US) (see Table 3). 
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households.
104
 These two components were introduced in the treatment, but not in the control 
branches. The clients in the control branches were not aware of the treatment. Before the 
modifications of the insurance were introduced, household baseline data was collected in all 
treatment and control branches at the same time. The geographic distribution of branches is 
shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Location of treatment (dark) and control (bright) branches within Hyderabad, Pakistan 
 
Source: Google Earth with GPS coordinates of branch locations. 
 
The sample consists of all clients of the 13 test branch offices whose credit appraisals were 
conducted in September/October 2009. Thus, the complete client cohort of two months and 
their households are included in the study: 777 households in four control and 1320 in nine 
treatment branches. (The exact numbers per branch are given in Appendix D.) All households 
were interviewed prior to the innovation. This baseline survey took place in September and 
October 2009. Four follow-up surveys were then conducted every six months: March/April 
2010, October/November 2010, May/June 2011, October/November 2011. The attrition rate 
shown in Table 1 is between 0.4% and 3.8% for each wave, and similar in treatment versus 
control branches. In the follow-up surveys after 12, 18 and 24 months there are a few 
households ‘dropping back in’. Differences in attrition in the final follow up after 24 months 
are not significant (4.8% in control versus 6.4% in treatment branches). There is also no 
evidence for differential non-response: a two-sample proportion test of the hypothesis that the 
fraction of households answering all survey waves are the same (92.5% in control versus 
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 Consequently, questions about child labor and schooling formed the core of the household questionnaire. The 
other sections of the questionnaire were very short to avoid annoying clients with long and repetitive surveys and 
to reduce administrative effort. 
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91.4% in treatment branches) was not rejected. Within household compositions likewise are 
unaffected by the innovation: We checked for treatment effects on household size, number of 
adults and number of children in different age categories. None of the regressions resulted in 
any significant differences.  
 
Table 1: Attrition across waves, control versus treatment branches 
 All Control branches Treatment branches 
 
House
holds 
Househ
olds 
Drop- 
outs 
Drop- 
ins 
House
holds 
Drop- 
outs 
Drop- 
ins 
Baseline 2097 777 - - 1320 - - 
Follow up 
after 
       
  6 months 2083 774 3 (0.4%) - 1309 11 (0.8%) - 
  12 months 2051 755 19 (2.5%) 0 1296 15 (1.2%) 2 (18.2%) 
  18 months 2003 745 18 (2.4%) 8 (36.4%) 1258 42 (3.2%) 4 (16.7%) 
  24 months 1975 740 19 (2.6%) 14 (43.8%) 1235 48 (3.8%) 25 (40.3%) 
Note: Percentages in brackets indicate the fraction of the previous wave’s observations (drop-outs)  
or of the previous wave’s missings (drop-ins), respectively. 
 
 
As stated above, the innovation consisted of two elements. We will make use of the family 
structure information to disentangle the effects of these two components: Families without 
additional household members (i.e. without adult children or other adult dependents) could 
not extend their coverage and were affected only by the technical assistance. Since the family 
structure information is also available for the control villages, we can use a type of triple 
difference approach to control for direct effects of the family structure. 
 
– Uptake of the innovation – 
 
In the following, we will describe coverage rates and uptake decisions of the innovation. Note 
that the sample (further described in Section III) consists of all clients of the 13 branch offices 
in Hyderabad whose credit appraisals are conducted in September/October 2009. They take 
up their loans after the baseline is conducted. Figure 3(a) shows self-assessed insurance 
coverage of clients across waves, where each client represents a household. Note that there 
are many clients who had NRSP loans already before which explains the positive coverage at 
baseline. We further see that there is also a positive coverage at baseline (about 50%) in the 
control group. Note that the control group has insurance coverage of the nuclear family but 
does not receive the two innovation components, i.e. the help with claims and the extended 
coverage of other household members. 
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After the baseline all clients have a loan and 100% of clients are covered by 
mandatory insurance. Afterwards, coverage rates decrease due to clients repaying their loans. 
(After loan repayment insurance cannot be extended unless a new loan is taken.) The 
coverage rates are very similar in treatment and control branches, except for 12 months after 
the baseline. (The difference in month 12 is, in fact, only driven by a single control branch. 
Without that control branch, there would be virtually no differences.)
105
  
While we see little difference between treated and control group in Figure 3(a) with 
respect to the insurance status of the client (usually the household head or the spouse), larger 
differences are visible in Figure 3(b) with respect to the number of individuals in a household 
insured: Only the households in the treatment branches had the option to voluntarily insure 
those additional household members who were not mandatorily insured. Figure 3(b) thus 
shows insurance coverage rates at the individual level. Take-up is substantially higher in 
treatment than in control branches from 6 months until 18 months after the baseline. This is 
the result of considerable voluntary take up in the treatment branches, which is examined in 
Figure 3(c). There we show the number of household members who are voluntarily insured. 
Around 70% of those without mandatory insurance are covered in the treatment areas. The 
figure gradually decreases to about 50% at 18 months. In the control branches, these figures 
are zero since voluntary insurance of additional household members was not offered there.
106
  
 
Figure 3: Insurance coverage in treatment and control branches 
(a) % of clients/households (b) % of individuals             (c) % of not mandatorily insured 
 
Note: Insurance coverage is self-assessed (cross-checked with MFI’s information system in follow-up surveys)  
 
The (self-assessed) take-up rates for all household members illustrated in Figure 3(b) are also 
shown in Table 2. Besides comparing coverage in treatment versus control branches (column 
1), we also separate individuals into two categories: those with mandatory insurance (client, 
spouse or child<18) and those eligible for voluntary insurance (non-nuclear family or 
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 There is one of the four control branches with 100% clients having a loan and consequently insurance. 
Without this branch, rates would be very similar at 12 months as well. 
106
 Note that due to data problems the insurance coverage information is not available for month 24. In the last 
survey wave at month 24, insurance coverage was no longer cross-checked with the register data and reliable 
information on individual insurance coverage is missing. 
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child≥18). Since information on family structure was collected also in the control villages, we 
can define these potentially eligible groups in the same way in treatment and control villages. 
(I.e. in Table 2 we define the group “eligible for voluntary insurance” in the control branches 
as those individuals who would have had access to voluntary insurance if they had lived in a 
treatment area.) 
 At baseline not all clients were yet aware of the coverage, so there the variable was 
measured with error. Nevertheless, the baseline values are very similar between treatment and 
control branches. After the baseline nearly all individuals with mandatory insurance (1a) also 
report coverage. Consistent with the randomized control design, additional voluntary 
insurance (1b) is taken up only in treatment branches. While virtually none in the control 
areas are voluntarily insured (as they had not been offered this option), nearly 70% in the 
treatment areas are voluntarily insured after 6 months. This number declines to about 50% 
until month 18, partly also because of early repayment of loans which makes them no longer 
eligible. 
 
Table 2: Insurance take-up (percent of household members), by control vs. treatment branches 
 
(1) 
All household 
members 
(1a) 
Mandatory 
insurance* 
(1b) 
Eligible for voluntary 
insurance** 
 Control Treated Control Treated Control Treated 
Baseline a 14.1% 15.3% 20.6% 22.3% 0.0% 0.0% 
   N 4,742 8,182 3,250 5,594 1,492 2,588 
6 months 67.5% 88.6% 99.2% 99.4% 0.0% 68.5% 
   N 4,781 8,051 3,252 5,238 1,529 2,813 
12 months 56.2% 66.3% 84.5% 73.1% 0.0% 53.9% 
   N 4,666 7,926 3,105 5,125 1,561 2,801 
18 months 48.8% 66.7% 74.3% 77.4% 0.2% 49.0% 
   N 4,592 7,809 3,014 4,877 1,578 2,932 
Notes:  
* Client/spouse/child<18 (nuclear family), 
** Non-nuclear family or child ≥18, 
a 
At baseline individuals were not always fully aware of their coverage.  
 
 
 
– Definition of child labor – 
 
In our empirical analysis we measure child labor in various ways. Our main specification 
follows the ILO definition of child labor, but our main empirical results are robust to 
alternative definitions. The definition of child labor is sketched in Figure 4. It is mainly based 
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on the ILO Convention C138 from 1973.
107
 According to the convention, child labor occurs if 
different conditions are met. First, all children working in hazardous occupations are 
automatically classified as child laborers. In our case these are mainly jobs in the dangerous 
production of glass bangles. But also welding and mechanics work belong to the hazardous 
occupations. If the occupation is in a non-hazardous occupation, child labor depends on age 
and hours worked. Young children below 12 years who work more than one hour per week, 
children between 12 and 13 who work more than 14 hours per week and juveniles between 14 
and 17 who work more than 43 hours are defined as child laborers.  Note that in our sample 
only children who are 5 years or older are considered as potential child laborers. 
 
Figure 4: Child labor definition related to ILO Convention C138 (1973) 
 
 
Note: CL = classified as child labor, hours are per week. 
 
Of course this definition is arbitrary to some extent. Especially the age categories are 
important for classification as child labor. A slight transition from age 11 to 12 or from 13 to 
14 might change child labor status from one to zero despite increasing hours. This is why we 
will control for the above age categories of children in our regressions (and why we examine 
various alternative definitions of child labor).  
 
 
– Possible effect channels – 
 
Health shocks may affect child labor through various channels. In the absence of insurance, 
health shocks will lead to health expenditures and lost labor due to sickness. This income risk 
affects child labor in various ways via ex-ante and ex-post effects. If a health shock happens, 
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 Edmonds (2008) describes the convention in detail in his terminology section. 
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additional health expenses are incurred, which can push families towards poverty. There are 
several papers modeling economic aspects of child labor (e.g. Basu and Van 1998; Baland 
and Robinson 2000; Ranjan 2001) and all of them relate poverty to more child labor. Hence 
shocks should increase child labor, especially if households in need lack alternative coping 
mechanisms. This phenomenon is also observed empirically (Beegle, Dehejia, and Gatti 
2006). Yet, there are also ex-ante effects of risk and insurance, i.e. before a shock actually 
happens. To the best of our knowledge only Pouliot (2006) and similarly Estevan and Baland 
(2007) model household risk and its consequences on child labor. However, as all previously 
mentioned theoretical papers, they exclusively focus on childhood condensed into a single 
period and the effect it creates for incomes once children become adults. Education 
(abstaining from child labor) for those authors is an investment that generates future budget 
according to a human capital production function. The efficient decision is the child labor 
choice that maximizes budget over all periods. Budget shocks, for example on expenditure or 
parental income, should not affect child labor decisions in this setting. Consequently, Pouliot 
(2006) and Estevan and Baland (2007) focus on shocks affecting productivity of human 
capital, as those should be related to child labor.  
 
In contrast, we are interested in within-childhood dynamics and effects of potential budget 
shocks such as health costs. In the absence of an adequate benchmark model, we develop a 
simple model, which is formally described in Appendix C. Here we discuss the basic setup 
and the main results. We consider two periods within childhood. In both periods, parents take 
a decision about the amount of child labor. They take negative consequences of child labor 
(such as the trade-off with school attendance and learning) into account by attaching a 
disutility to it. In that sense child leisure is a type of consumption for parents caring about 
their offspring for whatever reason. On the other hand, they profit from the income generated 
by child labor through consumption in each period. We use a log-shaped utility function 
which implies that the household is risk-averse. Households maximize expected total utility 
over the two periods using a discount factor. Our utility function allows for probability 
weighting, for example the overweighting of catastrophic health shocks. Household income is 
generated by adults that supply labor inelastically and potential child labor. In each period 
there is the risk of a health shock and the shock is observed prior to child labor and 
consumption choices. Households will react to shocks by increasing child labor. There are 
also inter-temporal considerations. The higher the probability or the costs of a shock, the 
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higher is the incentive in period one to create additional resources via child labor as a 
precautionary buffer stock for period two.  
The effect of introducing insurance is modeled via reducing the costs of a shock. In 
addition, the insurance premium to be paid reduces income. It is straightforward that 
insurance will decrease child labor in case of a shock. However, there will be an ex-ante 
effect as well. A fair insurance for period two in our model clearly decreases child labor 
already in period one. This is because households need to worry less about creating 
precautionary savings. The effect becomes more pronounced if households are poorer and if 
they overweight the shock probability.  
There is an even stronger case of an ex-ante effect, though. If households buy 
insurance and have no shock they will have to pay premiums without profiting from the 
scheme. In our data this would be households that buy insurance, but have no shock or 
payout. In model terms, they buy insurance for both periods, but observe no shock in the first 
period. The result of the model is that if households are sufficiently poor or overweight shock 
probabilities enough, they will still reduce child labor in period one relative to the no-
insurance case. This is because the effect of uncertainty in period two would be so large that 
the positive insurance effect outweighs the negative budget effect. 
 
An additional aspect outside the model is that child labor can be seen as a tool to diversify 
labor market risk in a volatile economic environment. This idea relates to the literature on 
portfolio choices with different degree of risk exposure. In the area of agriculture high 
consumption risk seems to deter poor farmers from investing into more profitable but risky 
activities (Rosenzweig and Binswanger 1993; Dercon and Christiaensen 2011). In our case, if 
households are afraid of health events they might reduce risk in other domains, for example 
by diversifying labor market activities (including using child labor). Insurance creates a more 
secure environment in which households feel more comfortable to abstain from sending their 
children to work.  
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III. The data 
 
Household data was collected by MFI credit officers who received special training on the 
questionnaire. The advantage of this approach is that the field staff knows households very 
well and that this way of data collection is very cost-effective. The disadvantage is that there 
might be stronger interviewer effects, for example due to respondents giving more ‘socially 
desired’ answers. Yet, any systematic bias should show up in both treatment and control 
branches, and should not affect our treatment effect estimates. Additional variation created by 
interviewers on the branch level will be accounted for in our regressions.  
In Table 3 we provide information on the distribution of household characteristics 
across treatment and control branches before the innovation was introduced. These 
comparisons comprise all covariates that are also used as control variables in the regression 
analysis. Additional household level variables are presented in Table 4. Table 5 describes the 
most important child level characteristics between treatment and control branches. These 
comparisons help to justify whether treatment and control branches are indeed comparable. 
We use a test for equality of means that accounts for the branch as the level of 
randomization.
108
  
 
 Table 3: Descriptive statistics of households at baseline, by control vs. treatment branch 
 
Control 
branches 
Treatment branches All 
  mean std mean  std min max 
Poverty score at baseline (PPI) 31 9.0 32* 9.8 8 79 
Spouse in household? (yes/no) 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.4 0 1 
No. of Children age 0-4 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.9 0 5 
No. of Children age 5-13 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.4 0 7 
No. of Children age 14-17 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 0 4 
No. of Adults 3.6 1.7 3.5 1.7 1 12 
Mean parental age 43 10 43 10 18 71 
Mean parental education (years) 3.1 3.7 3.9** 4.3 0 16 
Monthly income per capita a  3217 1150 3140 1300 190 16154 
    Observations 762 1293 2055 
Stars indicate significance of difference between control and treatment branches (*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * 
p<0.1), test is accounting for random effects on branch level (implemented as random-effects regression on 
treatment dummy), 
a
  adjusted for minor household members (factor 0.6) and excluding income from child labor, income in 
Pakistani rupees (1000 Rs = approx. 11$ US). 
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 Randomizing at the branch level is different from individual randomization. One expects larger differences to 
remain with bigger randomization units and the test accounts for this by allowing for branch level random 
effects. 
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Households in treatment branches at baseline seem to have slightly higher values in the 
Progress out of Poverty Index (mean PPI score 32 vs. 31) and are also significantly better 
educated (mean of 3.9 vs. 3.1 years of parental education), but in all other aspects there are no 
significant differences between treatment and control branches. In both groups around 80% of 
clients have a spouse in the household. The households have on average three minor and three 
to four adult members (mean household size 6.5). Parents (client and spouse) are on average 
43 years old and households have a mean monthly per capita income of around 3200 rupees 
(approx. 35$ US). Compared to the Pakistani average client, households seem to be fairly 
poor: According to World Bank (2012), the poverty rate for Pakistan was at 22.3 percent 
between 2010 – 2011. Even when including income from child labor, 51 percent of 
households (or 59 percent of individuals) in the sample report a per capita income below this 
poverty line (3100 rupees monthly or 1.25 $ / day). There might be some measurement error 
in income, but the data nevertheless indicates that NRSP is successful in targeting low-income 
households. 
 
Table 4: Additional descriptive statistics of households at baseline, by control vs. treatment branch 
 
Control 
branches 
Treatment 
branches 
All 
  mean std mean  std min max 
Monthly expenses: Total 13963 4725 12705 4714 3657 40780 
Monthly expenses: Children 292 381 302 422 0 3500 
Monthly expenses: Books 259 411 200 306 0 3000 
Monthly expenses: Outpatient 501 559 380 435 0 4500 
Monthly expenses: Hospital 107 478 59 365 0 10000 
Credit with NRSP before? (yes/no) 0.73 0.45 0.77 0.42 0 1 
Credit amount 16133 4387 15723 4916 5000 30000 
Difficulties repaying loan? (yes/no) .01 .11 .02 .15 0 1 
    Observations 772 1320 2092 
Stars indicate significance of difference between control and treatment branches (*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * 
p<0.1), test is accounting for random effects on branch level (implemented as random-effects regression on 
treatment dummy), monetary units in Pakistani rupees (1000 Rs = approx. 11$ US). 
 
Table 4 shows average household expenditure for several categories and some credit related 
characteristics. Children-specific expenditures (e.g. school fees) and books together account 
for four percent of total expenses. Outpatient plus hospital costs make up for a similar 
amount. Three quarters of clients already have experience with NRSP. They take up average 
loans in the order of 15,000 rupees at baseline and only very few have difficulties repaying 
their loan. While there is some variation in numbers across treatment and control branches, 
none of the differences are significant. 
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 The same is true for characteristics at the child level shown in Table 5. Average age, 
education level, child labor incidence (around 20%), earnings through child labor (290-340 
rupees), hours worked per week (11-14 hours), hazardous occupations (9%) and school 
attendance (68-70%) are all similar for treated and control and none of the differences are 
significant. Note that the income generated through child labor corresponds to roughly ten 
percent of monthly per capita income which is a non-negligible amount. 
 
 Table 5: Descriptive statistics of children at baseline, by control vs. treatment branch 
 
Control 
branches 
Treatment 
branches 
All 
   Children 5 – 17  mean std mean  std min max 
Age 11 3.7 12 3.8 5 17 
Education (years) 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.3 0 14 
Child labor? (yes/no) 0.20 0.40 0.19 0.39 0 1 
Monthly child labor earnings a 290 1038 342 1092 0 15000 
Hours of work (weekly) 11 18 14 21 0 90 
Hazardous occupation? (yes/no) 0.09 0.29 0.09 0.28 0 1 
    Observations 1650 2971 4621 
   Children 5 – 14       
School attendance 0.68 0.47 0.70 0.46 0 1 
    Observations 1215 2065 3280 
   Children 5 – 14       
Monthly school days missed 0.86 3.1 1.2 3.0 0 30 
    Observations 583 1442  
Stars indicate significance of difference between control and treatment branches (*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * 
p<0.1), test is accounting for random effects on branch level (implemented as random-effects regression on 
treatment dummy), income in Pakistani rupees (1000 Rs = approx. 11$ US), 
a
 only earnings that are generated by work classified as child labor. 
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IV. Empirical results 
 
The econometric methodology used is based on the cluster experimental design of the 
innovation. As we have seen in the previous section, treatment and control households are 
mostly balanced in baseline characteristics. We therefore first compare treatment to control 
households. Thereafter we control for covariates in order to increase precision.  
In the following figure we compare the health expenses claiming behavior between treatment 
and control branches. One important potential effect channel for the treatment is a better 
protection of households in case of a shock. Insured individuals can get their hospital costs 
reimbursed after submitting a claim that should be settled within 15 days, as explained in 
Section II. In line with higher insurance coverage we would therefore expect more claims and 
ultimately more reimbursement for households in treatment branches. Figure 5(a) shows the 
percentage of households reporting an injury or hospitalization case since the last loan 
disbursement. Overall, a much higher percentage declares injury or hospitalization in the 
treatment branches. While around 6% of control households report a medical case it is two to 
three times as often the case for treated households, except in the final survey wave. Also the 
claim frequency (Figure 5(b)) is consistently about twice as high in treatment areas. Similarly, 
insurance payments are more frequent (Figure 5(c)).
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 Unfortunately, we do not have 
baseline data for injury and hospitalization, but Figure 5(a) to 5(c) are consistent with more 
individuals attending hospital in case of sickness if they are insured and thus do not bear the 
full costs of medical treatment. The higher frequencies are likely also influenced by the 
sensitivity and help offered by the credit officers in the treatment branches. 
 
Figure 5: Medical incidence, insurance claim and payment (% of households), control vs. treatment 
(a) Injured or hospitalized   (b) Filed an insurance claim (c) Insurance paid medical costs 
 
Note: There is no information available on insurance related events at baseline.  
Panel (a) shows whether someone was injured or hospitalized, panel (b) shows whether an insurance claim was 
filed, whereas panel (c) shows whether the insurance claim was actually approved, i.e. whether medical 
expenses were reimbursed. 
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 Simple two-sample proportion tests show significant differences 6 months after baseline in all three variables. 
However, some events are extremely rare and we should be careful in interpreting the differences. While 274 
injuries or hospitalizations are reported, only 48 submitted claims and 7 claim payments can be found at t = 6 
months.   
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For child labor and schooling we also have baseline data. Hence for these outcome variables, 
the data available allows for the comparison of treatment and control branches before and 
after the innovation took place. For being able to interpret these as causal effects we need two 
assumptions: First, there should be no spillovers from the treatment into the control branches. 
The geographic proximity of the branches (all branches are within the urban area of 
Hyderabad) on the one hand increases comparability, but on the other hand facilitates 
spillover effects. A classical spillover effect would be the provision of additional insurance in 
control branches. This can fortunately be ruled out due to the rigorous control by the MFI (see 
Figure 3(c)). Second, outcomes in treatment and control group must follow a common trend. 
While this is true in expectation because of the random assignment of the treatment, the rather 
small number of branches entails the risk of small-sample differences in branch specific time 
trends. While we have little information about local branch-specific events such as changes in 
local economic conditions, we have relatively detailed information on the economic situation 
of the household and its members. We use this information to control for branch-specific 
trends that work through these variables. 
 
In the following we use various panel data models where we incorporate covariates to 
improve precision of the estimates. As we have seen in Tables 3 to 5, the baseline 
characteristics of treatment and control branches are mostly balanced, yet incorporating them 
in the regression may help to reduce variance. We basically follow a type of difference-in-
difference estimator, comparing outcomes before and after for treatment and control villages. 
As we have several follow up periods, we run the estimation for all periods simultaneously, 
while permitting that impacts may freely vary over time. (If we had only a single follow up 
period, our estimator would correspond to differences-in-differences.) Via random effects we 
account for correlation within village-wave clusters.  
We estimate the econometric model: 
   0 0ibt b t b t bt ibtY T T                 (1) 
ibtY  is the outcome of interest and possibly varies over individuals i, branches b and time 
{0,6,12,18,24}t . 0  is the intercept and bT  is a binary indicator whether the individual is 
located in a treatment or a control branch. 0  seizes baseline differences between treatment 
and control branches and t  measures common time trends, while t  captures the time-
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specific treatment effect ( 0  is restricted to zero). Besides the classical ibt  error term, which 
is assumed to be i.i.d., we allow for an unobserved branch-time specific error component bt , 
which is assumed to be uncorrelated with the treatment variable (random effect). bt  is 
incorporated to capture within branch-wave correlation of individual outcomes. In model (2) 
we also include a vector of covariates ibtX  that may vary over individuals, branches and time: 
   0ibt ibt b t b t bt ibtY X T T                (2) 
The regression results shown later always comprise different specifications. We first show 
treatment effects for each wave without controlling for covariates using random effects at the 
branch-wave level ( bt ) in specification (1). In most cases the precision of estimates is 
considerably lower with random effects, showing that those unobserved effects seem to be 
quite important. We also examined specifications with branch specific random effects only 
instead of branch-wave random effects. We obtained very similar and slightly more precise 
results. Here we only report the results for the more flexible specification with branch-wave 
random effects, i.e. where the branch effects are permitted to vary arbitrarily over time. 
In specification (2) we control for household and individual covariates: poverty level 
at baseline, current monthly income per capita (excluding child labor earnings), health shocks, 
non-health economic shocks, death of family members as well as individual demographics. 
Note that non-child labor income could be endogenous. However, we did not find any 
independent treatment effect on income. Furthermore, we also examine an alternative 
specification in Table A2 in the appendix where we do not include income as a regressor, and 
obtain very similar results. 
 
The treatment effect estimates have to be interpreted as the combined effect of 
technical assistance with claims (i.e. the monthly visits of credit officers assisting with claim 
procedures) and the offer of additional insurance coverage. Hence, we compare households 
who have been offered additional coverage with those who did not have this option. (I.e. we 
do not directly compare households who have or have not purchased extended insurance, but 
according to the binary treatment status of their location of residence.) 
 
The following Table 6 shows treatment effects on child labor related variables: child labor 
incidence, monthly income generated through child labor, hours worked by children and work 
in hazardous occupations. Note that the child labor definition depends on hours worked and 
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hazardous occupation and thus any effect on those two variables should also propagate 
through child labor incidence and earnings. In specification (1), i.e. without covariates, all 
treatment effects are negative. Effects are closer to zero 18 months after baseline, but 
substantial in all other waves. Despite the size of the effects, the coefficients are only 
statistically significant for hazardous work and monthly child labor earnings. Including 
control variables in specification (2) does not change coefficients much, but standard errors 
decrease by around one third. The individual and household covariates thus effectively reduce 
unexplained variation without any signs of selective treatment assignment. The relatively 
largest effect of the innovation is on the prevalence of hazardous occupations and income 
generated by child labor.
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 Hazardous work and child labor income clearly decrease. The 
effects on the other child labor indicators are also negative, but less precisely estimated. 
Furthermore, effects tend to be bigger for boys than for girls.  
In Table 6 we only report the coefficient on the treatment indicator. The coefficients 
on the other control variables are given in Table A1 in the appendix. The results of Table A1 
confirm the basic intuition that economic shocks and poverty drive children into child labor 
and out of school. 
                                                 
110
 See Table 5 (child level characteristics at baseline) to obtain an impression for relative effect sizes. Figure A1 
in the appendix shows time trends in treatment versus control branches for all variables. These reflect the results 
of specification (1) and provide a visual impression of effect sizes. 
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Table 6: Treatment effects on child labor indicators 
 (1) (2) Specification (2) for 
   Boys Girls 
Standard Errors RE RE RE RE 
Controls NO YES YES YES 
 Child labor (age 5-17) – binary definition 
according to ILO convention 
Treatment Effect 6 months -0.039 -0.023 -0.067 0.019 
 (0.057) (0.041) (0.044) (0.061) 
Treatment Effect 12 months -0.069 -0.067* -0.098** -0.039 
 (0.056) (0.040) (0.043) (0.060) 
Treatment Effect 18 months -0.0040 0.015 -0.037 0.062 
 (0.056) (0.040) (0.043) (0.060) 
Treatment Effect 24 months -0.025 -0.029 -0.10** 0.038 
 (0.056) (0.040) (0.043) (0.060) 
    N 20531 20491 10432 10059 
 Hours worked by children (age 5-17) 
Treatment Effect 6 months -2.42 -1.28 -3.61* 0.99 
 (2.32) (1.76) (2.04) (2.49) 
Treatment Effect 12 months -3.09 -2.78 -4.91** -0.67 
 (2.27) (1.72) (2.00) (2.43) 
Treatment Effect 18 months -0.33 0.67 -1.78 2.97 
 (2.27) (1.72) (2.00) (2.43) 
Treatment Effect 24 months -1.75 -1.53 -5.32*** 2.06 
 (2.27) (1.72) (2.00) (2.44) 
    N 20527 20487 10431 10056 
 Hazardous occupation (age 5-17) 
Treatment Effect 6 months -0.057* -0.053** -0.036 -0.065* 
 (0.034) (0.022) (0.023) (0.034) 
Treatment Effect 12 months -0.062* -0.061*** -0.061*** -0.058* 
 (0.034) (0.021) (0.023) (0.034) 
Treatment Effect 18 months -0.030 -0.024 -0.018 -0.030 
 (0.034) (0.021) (0.023) (0.034) 
Treatment Effect 24 months -0.036 -0.033 -0.046** -0.021 
 (0.034) (0.021) (0.023) (0.034) 
    N 21216 20491 10432 10059 
 Monthly earnings through child labor (age 5-17) 
Treatment Effect 6 months -216** -162* -231 -107* 
 (107) (95.9) (145) (56.1) 
Treatment Effect 12 months -195* -190** -272* -110** 
 (105) (93.8) (142) (54.9) 
Treatment Effect 18 months -5.66 44.9 87.0 -8.78 
 (105) (93.9) (142) (55.0) 
Treatment Effect 24 months -172 -191** -377*** -21.0 
 (105) (94.0) (142) (55.2) 
    N 20531 20491 10432 10059 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, standard errors in brackets, random effects at the branch-wave level (RE). 
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The treatment effects on school attendance and school days missed per month are provided in 
Table 7. We find a modest but insignificant positive effect on school attendance, while the 
number of missed school days per month decreases (again not statistically significant). 
 
Table 7: Treatment effects on schooling variables 
 (1) (2) Specification (2) for 
   Boys Girls 
Standard Errors RE RE RE RE 
Controls NO YES YES YES 
 School attendance of children (age 5-14) 
Treatment Effect 6 months 0.0027 0.014 0.035 -0.0084 
 (0.064) (0.029) (0.038) (0.048) 
Treatment Effect 12 months 0.025 0.023 0.037 0.0095 
 (0.064) (0.028) (0.037) (0.047) 
Treatment Effect 18 months 0.013 0.0068 0.019 -0.0092 
 (0.064) (0.028) (0.037) (0.047) 
Treatment Effect 24 months 0.014 0.026 0.025 0.027 
 (0.064) (0.029) (0.037) (0.047) 
    N 15444 14930 7717 7213 
 Monthly school days missed by school children (age 5-14) 
Treatment Effect 6 months 0.19 -0.044 0.033 -0.12 
 (0.56) (0.41) (0.49) (0.46) 
Treatment Effect 12 months -0.12 -0.14 0.020 -0.30 
 (0.56) (0.40) (0.48) (0.45) 
Treatment Effect 18 months -0.29 -0.27 -0.29 -0.25 
 (0.56) (0.40) (0.48) (0.45) 
Treatment Effect 24 months -0.15 -0.18 -0.12 -0.25 
 (0.56) (0.41) (0.48) (0.45) 
    N 10,545 10,212 5,149 5,063 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, standard errors in brackets, random effects at the branch-wave level (RE). 
 
 
 
– Disentangling the treatment effects – 
 
As explained in Section II, the innovation in the treatment branches consisted of two 
elements: (i) assistance with filing claims (i.e. frequent visits of credit officers to assist with 
claim procedures) and (ii) the option to voluntarily insure other household members (extended 
insurance coverage). In the following we will disentangle the effects of each element. We 
exploit a special feature of the innovation that creates an additional control group within the 
treatment group, allowing a type of triple difference approach. Remember that the so-called 
nuclear family (client, spouse and minor children) is covered by mandatory insurance. 
Therefore extending (voluntary) insurance coverage should have no effect on households 
consisting only of mandatorily insured individuals. We estimate the treatment effect for those 
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households with potential voluntary members relative to those with mandatory members only. 
The latter hence acts as an internal control group and should capture either effects of monthly 
visits or deviations from the common time trend assumption. (Since we know the household 
structure also for the control branches, we can define these groups in all branches.) Thereby 
we can isolate the effect of extended coverage. We implement our strategy extending the 
original model as follows: 
   0ibtv ibt v b v tv b t i b t bt ibtY X T T VT                 (3) 
where {0,1}iV   indicates whether the household contains “non-nuclear” members. In other 
words, the indicator shows whether the household includes other individuals besides client, 
spouse or minor children. In equation (3) we permit all coefficients to vary by ‘household 
type’ v (only mandatory members vs. potential voluntary members) which incorporates the 
flexibility of two separate regressions, but allows a direct test of the extended coverage effect 
( 0H : 0t  ).  
 Table 8 shows treatment effects for ‘mandatory’ household types and additional 
effects for ‘voluntary’ types. The upper half of Table 8 shows the estimated treatment effects 
for those households who have only nuclear-family members. I.e. these households could not 
extend their coverage and the estimated treatment effects thus can only reflect the effects of 
the assistance with filing claims (via the frequent visits of the credit officers). The lower half 
of Table 8, on the other hand, shows the estimate on the interaction term, i.e. for those 
households with at least one member that did not belong to the nuclear family and thus had 
the option to insure voluntarily. The estimates in the lower half of the table thus show the 
isolated effect of the extended coverage only. (The total effect on households with voluntary 
members is thus the sum of the estimates in the upper and the lower half of the table.) 
In the upper half of the table most effects are insignificant. Only two out of 24 
coefficients are significant at the 5% level and only at a single point in time. The other 
estimates are not even significant at the 10% level. On the other hand, we find many 
significant effects in the lower half, which all have the expected sign. We find large effects on 
child labor and hours worked. Effects on earnings through child labor and the incidence of 
hazardous occupations are significant only in the last wave, though. We also find a reduction 
of monthly school days missed through offering higher insurance coverage.  
 We examine an alternative specification in Table A3 in the appendix, where we do not 
include income as a regressor. The results on the coverage effect remain stable. Furthermore, 
the results are robust to alternative definitions of child labor. Table A4 in the appendix shows 
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results for different definitions of child labor. The results for extending insurance coverage to 
additional household members remain very large and highly significant. In addition, we now 
also find several significant effects for the “nuclear family” households, i.e. for the assistance 
with filing claims, but their size varies substantially over time. Also, remember that – 
different to the lower half of the table – the upper part on claim assistance might capture 
deviations from the common time trend assumption such that we do not want to draw strong 
conclusions from those estimates.  
 
 
Table 8: Disentangling treatment effects on children’s outcomes 
 
Child  
labor 
Hours 
worked 
Child 
labor  
earnings 
Hazardous 
occupation 
School 
attendance 
Days 
missed 
TE 6 months – mandatory 0.046 1.69 -58.2 -0.029 -0.011 0.61 
TE 12 months – mandatory 0.019 1.02 -59.5 -0.030 0.012 0.49 
TE 18 months – mandatory 0.10** 3.24** 132 -0.0063 -0.014 0.62 
TE 24 months – mandatory 0.069 1.57 -52.9 0.0066 0.025 0.64 
∆TE 6 months – voluntary -0.088** -3.87** -137 -0.029 0.035 -0.95*** 
∆TE 12 months – voluntary -0.12*** -5.13*** -170 -0.043 0.019 -0.93*** 
∆TE 18 months – voluntary -0.12*** -3.33** -112 -0.024 0.030 -1.33*** 
∆TE 24 months – voluntary -0.13*** -4.27*** -188* -0.057** 0.0049 -1.24*** 
Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES 
    N 20,491 20,487 20,491 20,491 14,930 10,212 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, standard errors including random effects at the branch-wave level, 
upper part of table shows treatment effects for households with mandatory members only (no insurance coverage 
effect), lower part for households with at least one potential voluntary member (coverage effect only). 
 
 
To interpret our findings, we need to keep in mind that our estimated effects for the coverage 
extension are intention to treat effects (ITT). I.e. in contrast to the assistance to claims, which 
is provided to everyone in the treatment group, the isolated effects for coverage extension 
capture the option to voluntarily buy further insurance. According to Table 8, this option 
decreases child labor by 8.8% after 6 months on average. Note that the percentage of child 
laborers 6 months after baseline in treatment branches in ‘voluntary’ households is 21.9%, 
thus without the innovation it would have been 30.7%. These effects are substantial and could 
arise through various channels. We first need to discuss how many household members 
actually receive additional insurance cover. In the aforementioned subsample, 86% of 
children see an additional household member being insured in the treatment branches. Almost 
half of them now live in households with complete coverage. This means that offering 
increased coverage indeed led to substantially higher coverage. On the other hand, the nuclear 
family is insured anyway and the additional coverage affects only part of the household. Also, 
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claim and payment experience is limited, see Figure 4. These considerations make it rather 
unlikely that actual payout in case of a shock saves children from being pushed into child 
labor. Instead ex-ante effects, such as psychological factors and expectations of parents, 
appear to be very important. Families might feel more protected from costs arising from a 
health shock to one household member and thus might rely less on their children as a source 
of precautionary income. This argument for ex-ante effects would be in line with our 
theoretical results derived in Appendix C. If vulnerability of a household already increases 
child labor, even without a shock being present, covering the household completely should 
indeed have large effects as opposed to covering only part of it, as the risk of catastrophic 
health spending is only eliminated with complete insurance coverage. Also, according to our 
model the effects of introducing insurance should be strongest for poor households. Given 
that more than half of all households report an income below the poverty line at baseline, we 
would expect such ex-ante effects in our sample.  
 
 
– Ex-post versus ex-ante effects – 
 
In Table 9 we formally assess whether most of the effect indeed exists even without the 
insurance paying out a claim following a shock (ex-ante effect). The idea is as follows. Some 
households are randomly hit by a health shock whereas others are not. Assuming that health 
shocks are largely exogenous (i.e. that the presence of insurance does not change the health-
risk taking behavior of individuals very much), the former households would be affected by 
the ex-ante and the ex-post effects, whereas the latter would only be affected by the ex-ante 
effect. We thus repeat the previous analyses separately for households hit by a health shock 
and those not hit by a shock. Unfortunately, the sample size is too small for a meaningful 
analysis for households with a shock, such that we can only examine the subsample without a 
shock. We thus compare the estimates for this subsample without a health shock (i.e. without 
ex-post effects) to the results for the total population of Table 8. If the effects found in Table 8 
were mostly due to ex-post effects, the treatment effect estimates should become much 
smaller or vanish if we only examine households without shock in the following table. On the 
other hand, if ex-ante effects were important, the results in the following table should be 
similar to those of Table 8.  
Table 9 shows the regression results in the subsample without the approximately 5% of 
households that received a claim payment at some point in time. The coefficients for 
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“voluntary” households (i.e. the pure coverage effect in the lower half of the table) have about 
the same magnitude and significance as in the full sample in Table 8. Hence, focusing only on 
households without shocks and thereby “blocking” the channel through claim payments does 
not substantially change the estimates. 
In Table A5 in the appendix we consider an alternative definition of a health shock to 
examine the robustness of the results of Table 9. There we exclude all households that at any 
time reported a death or health case in the household. The results for the coverage effect are 
similar to Table 9. (We defer Table A5 to the appendix as we are somewhat concerned with 
data quality regarding this survey item since households in the treatment group report injuries 
more often than those in the control group.) 
 
Table 9: Disentangling treatment effects on children’s outcomes – ruling out insurance payment 
effects (without households with paid claims at any time) 
 
Child  
labor 
Hours 
worked 
Child 
labor  
earnings 
Hazardous 
occupation 
School 
attendance 
Days 
missed 
TE 6 months – mandatory 0.054 2.00 -61.6 -0.028 -0.015 0.48 
TE 12 months – mandatory 0.022 1.14 -54.4 -0.030 0.016 0.31 
TE 18 months – mandatory 0.11** 3.47* 140 -0.0051 -0.0034 0.56 
TE 24 months – mandatory 0.077 1.88 -29.5 0.0062 0.031 0.53 
∆TE 6 months – voluntary -0.093** -3.86** -135 -0.034 0.043 -0.71** 
∆TE 12 months – voluntary -0.12*** -5.07*** -175 -0.045* 0.023 -0.67** 
∆TE 18 months – voluntary -0.12*** -3.10* -112 -0.025 0.025 -1.13*** 
∆TE 24 months – voluntary -0.14*** -4.25*** -214* -0.057** 0.0087 -1.01*** 
Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES 
    N 19,575 19,571 19,575 19,575 14,201 9,667 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, standard errors including random effects at the branch-wave level, 
upper part of table shows treatment effects for households with mandatory members only (no insurance coverage 
effect), lower part for households with at least one potential voluntary member (coverage effect only), 
sample excludes households that at any time received a payment from the insurance. 
 
The results of Table 9 are in line with our theoretical model, which suggests that expectations 
of parents about risk might play a very large role. Being protected by insurance and thus 
expecting less severe shocks in the future might already reduce child labor today. This is 
especially true in a context where health shocks can have devastating effects. As Qamar et al. 
(2007, 8) state in the context of Pakistan: “A major illness of just one member of the 
household (especially if he/she is the primary bread earner) can throw the entire family into 
poverty.” Hence, the fear of this type of shock and the underlying feeling of vulnerability 
should be very strong. A precautionary and rational response to this fear is using child labor to 
accumulate additional financial resources.  
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V. Conclusion 
 
Economic shocks play a large role for poor households. One of the undesired consequences 
might be that hardship forces parents to send children to work or take them out of school. This 
coping strategy is especially dangerous because it may harm long-term human capital 
accumulation or health for the next generation. Microinsurance is widely promoted as a tool 
to reduce vulnerability to shocks and hence potentially protects children from child labor. So 
far there are almost no studies assessing the effect of formal insurance on child labor and 
schooling outcomes, though. 
 It is straightforward to imagine that insurance will protect children from being pushed 
into child labor once medical costs arise. Yet, a change in economic uncertainty might also 
have effects ex ante, before a shock actually takes place. To improve our understanding of 
possible effect channels we formally model the relationship between economic risk and child 
labor input. The model shows that risk-averse households respond to high risk by using child 
labor as an additional precautionary income source. If households are sufficiently poor and 
afraid of the shock, they will react to the introduction of insurance by reducing child labor 
even without a shock taking place.  
 To estimate the actual effect of insurance we exploit a randomized controlled trial in 
Hyderabad, Pakistan. An innovation package consisting of (a) the extension of voluntary 
health insurance coverage and (b) regular visits sensitizing microcredit clients regarding claim 
procedures was introduced in nine treatment branches. We make use of a baseline and four 
follow-up survey waves to estimate time-varying treatment effects. We also account for 
unobserved random effects on the branch-wave level by using random effect regressions.  
 We find that the innovation package indeed helps to reduce child labor related 
outcomes. The combination of offering increased coverage and helping with claims decreases 
hazardous work and earnings generated through child labor.  
To disentangle the effects of extended coverage and regular claim assistance visits we 
use the feature that certain household types are completely covered by mandatory insurance 
and have no possibility to extend coverage. We thereby isolate the effect of regular visits for 
those households with only mandatory members. These households by definition have the 
same coverage in treatment and control branches and can serve as an additional control group 
within treatment branches. Using this triple difference estimator we find that the main effect 
of the innovation is caused by extending insurance coverage to other household members. The 
extension reduces child labor incidence by around ten percent, weekly hours worked by 
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children by around four and days missed at school by around one. Monthly visits alone, on the 
other hand, have little significant effects. 
 We present additional evidence suggesting that most of the coverage effect is an ex-
ante effect. This means that increasing coverage within the household already protects 
children, even before health shocks taking place. Based on our theoretical model we argue 
that with a decrease in perceived vulnerability households seem to feel more comfortable to 
abstain from child labor as a precautionary income source. The channel is plausible: health is 
considered the most important factor of risk in Pakistan and medical costs are especially 
devastating for the poor. The microfinance clients in our sample to a large extent are below 
the poverty line and can therefore be expected to react strongly to a change in vulnerability. 
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Appendix I 
 
 
Figure A1 shows time trends in treatment versus control branches for all outcome variables. 
These trends reflect the results of specification (1) of Table 6 and provide a visual impression 
of the sizes of the estimated treatment effects. 
 
Figure A1: Plots of time trends for children’s outcomes, by control vs. treatment branches 
 
(a) Child labor incidence   (b) Hours worked 
  
(c) Hazardous occupation   (d) Earnings through child labor 
 
(e) School attendance   (e) Monthly school days missed 
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Table A1 complements Tables 6 and 7. Here we show all regression coefficients of 
specification (2) of Tables 6 and 7, whereas Tables 6 and 7 only reported the coefficient on 
the treatment indicator. (I.e. the first four rows in Table A1 are identical to the results in 
Tables 6 and 7.) Most effects of the covariates are plausible: Poorer, older and less educated 
parents more intensively use child labor. Also economic shocks increase child labor 
incidence. Girls are significantly less exposed to child labor. 
 
 
Table A1: Effect of other covariates in regressions on child outcomes –specification (2) from Tables 6+7 
 
Child 
labor 
Hours 
worked 
Child 
labor  
earnings 
Hazardous 
occupation 
School 
attendance 
School days 
missed 
Treatment Effect 6 months -0.023 -1.28 -162* -0.053** 0.014 -0.044 
Treatment Effect 12 months -0.067* -2.78 -190** -0.061*** 0.023 -0.14 
Treatment Effect 18 months 0.015 0.67 44.9 -0.024 0.0068 -0.27 
Treatment Effect 24 months -0.029 -1.53 -191** -0.033 0.026 -0.18 
       
Poverty Score at baseline (PPI) -0.0017*** -0.11*** -2.90*** -0.0010*** 0.010*** -0.0096*** 
Spouse in household ? -0.021*** -0.88*** -107*** -0.0034 0.0043 0.23*** 
No. of Children age 0-4 -0.0055* 0.023 0.30 -0.0037 -0.0016 0.053** 
No. of Children age 5-13 -0.0025 -0.14 -16.1*** 0.0013 0.0063** -0.038** 
No. of Children age 14-17 -0.012*** -0.57*** -54.2*** -0.0088*** 0.023*** 0.025 
No. of Adults -0.020*** -0.87*** -67.2*** -0.0083*** -0.0012 -0.021 
Mean parental age (years) 0.0014*** 0.074*** 4.63*** 0.00084*** -0.0027*** -0.0026 
Mean parental schooling (yrs) -0.0054*** -0.31*** -9.34*** -0.0016*** 0.020*** 0.00024 
Monthly income per capita (a) -0.000041*** -0.0016*** -0.15*** -0.000013*** 0.000018*** -0.000058*** 
Health shock in family? 0.046*** 2.34*** 88.6* -0.0085 -0.066*** 0.23 
Non-health shock in family? 0.066** 0.66 -32.3 -0.0066 0.088** 0.41* 
Death of family member? 0.0037 0.57 74.7* 0.022** -0.10*** 0.076 
Gender (0=male, 1=female) -0.085*** -3.76*** -526*** -0.0081** 0.040*** -0.040 
Age (in years) 0.034*** 1.76*** 74.1*** 0.011*** 0.036*** 0.015 
Age 5 – 11 (dummy) -0.011 -11.5*** -294*** -0.093*** 0.35*** 0.025 
Age 12 – 13 (dummy) -0.0070 -11.3*** -351*** -0.083*** 0.17*** -0.021 
    N 20491 20487 20491 20491 14930 10457 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, standard errors including random effects at the branch-wave level, 
a
 adjusted for minor household members (factor 0.6) and excluding income from child labor, 
 income in Pakistani rupees (1000 Rs = approx. 11$ US), treatment and wave effects omitted. 
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In Table A2 we examine the robustness of the results of Tables 6 and 7 when dropping 
income as a regressor. In Tables 6 and 7 income was included as a regressor, but its potential 
endogeneity was noted. The results of Table A2 are similar to those of Tables 6 and 7. 
 
 
Table A2: Treatment effects on child labor - specification (2) of Tables 6 and 7 without regressor ‘income’ 
        
 
Child  
labor 
Hours 
worked 
Child 
labor  
earnings 
Hazardous 
occupation 
School 
attendance 
Days 
missed 
Treatment Effect 6 months -0.030 -1.55 -185* -0.053*** 0.0018 0.20 
 (0.040) (1.74) (95.6) (0.020) (0.029) (0.46) 
Treatment Effect 12 months -0.063 -2.60 -172* -0.059*** 0.020 -0.12 
 (0.039) (1.70) (93.4) (0.020) (0.029) (0.46) 
Treatment Effect 18 months 0.0082 0.40 21.2 -0.026 0.0086 -0.26 
 (0.039) (1.70) (93.5) (0.020) (0.029) (0.46) 
Treatment Effect 24 months -0.020 -1.19 -158* -0.031 0.021 -0.15 
 (0.039) (1.70) (93.7) (0.021) (0.029) (0.46) 
Controls (without income) 
a
 YES YES YES YES YES YES 
    N 20,491 20,487 20,491 21,176 15,415 10,526 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, standard errors in brackets, random effects at the branch-wave level (RE), 
a
  control variables do not include income (otherwise control variables as in Table A1). 
  
 
 
Similarly, Table A3 complements Table 8 when dropping income as regressor in specification 
(3). Again, results remain similar. 
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Table A3: Disentangling treatment effects on children’s outcomes – specification as in Table 8 
without the regressor ‘income’ 
        
 
Child  
labor 
Hours 
worked 
Child 
labor  
earnings 
Hazardous 
occupation 
School 
attendance 
Days 
missed 
TE 6 months – mandatory 0.040 1.49 -74.2 -0.022 -0.027 0.83* 
TE 12 months – mandatory 0.024 1.23 -47.8 -0.027 0.011 0.49 
TE 18 months – mandatory 0.096* 2.82 107 -0.0095 -0.013 0.62 
TE 24 months – mandatory 0.075 1.95 -40.2 0.0090 0.024 0.65 
∆TE 6 months – voluntary -0.090** -3.91** -149 -0.040 0.042 -0.92*** 
∆TE 12 months – voluntary -0.11*** -5.08*** -164 -0.044* 0.018 -0.90*** 
∆TE 18 months – voluntary -0.12*** -3.07* -109 -0.023 0.030 -1.32*** 
∆TE 24 months – voluntary -0.13*** -4.14*** -162 -0.056** -0.00052 -1.20*** 
Controls (without income) 
a
 YES YES YES YES YES YES 
    N 20,491 20,487 20,491 21,176 15,415 10,526 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, standard errors including random effects at the branch-wave level, 
upper part of table shows treatment effects for households with mandatory members only (no insurance coverage 
effect), lower part for households with at least one potential voluntary member (coverage effect only), 
a
 control variables do not include income (otherwise control variables as in Table A1). 
 
Table A4 complements Table 8 and shows estimates for various alternative definitions of 
child labor, where we vary the amount of hours required before being considered a child 
laborer. These alternative classifications differ from the ILO definition and are based only on 
hours worked, not on type of activity. (This explains the slight variation between the sample 
sizes.) In the second column a child is only defined as a child laborer if working at least 5 
hours (if 11 years old or younger), at least 20 hours (if 14 years old or younger) or at least 43 
hours (if older than 14 years) per week. In the last column, only children working very many 
hours are coded as child laborers, i.e. if working at least 10 hours (if 11 years old or younger), 
at least 30 hours (if 14 years old or younger) or at least 50 hours (if older than 14 years). The 
estimation results for the coverage effect are robust to these alternative definitions. 
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Table A4: Disentangling treatment effects on children’s outcomes – alternative child labor definitions  
 
Child labor 
(ILO definition) 
Child laborer if 
working many 
hours a  
Child laborer if 
working very 
many hours b  
Treatment effect  6 months – mandatory 0.046 0.051 0.063* 
Treatment effect 12 months – mandatory 0.019 0.020 0.024 
Treatment effect 18 months – mandatory 0.10** 0.12*** 0.092*** 
Treatment effect 24 months – mandatory 0.069 0.068* 0.073** 
∆ Treatment effect 6 months – voluntary -0.088** -0.058 -0.063** 
∆ Treatment effect 12 months – voluntary -0.12*** -0.090*** -0.11*** 
∆ Treatment effect 18 months – voluntary -0.12*** -0.095*** -0.082*** 
∆ Treatment effect 24 months – voluntary -0.13*** -0.11*** -0.11*** 
Controls YES YES YES 
    N 20,491 20,487 20,487 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, standard errors including random effects at the branch-wave level, 
upper part of table shows treatment effects for households with mandatory members only (no insurance coverage 
effect), lower part for households with at least one potential voluntary member (coverage effect only), 
a
 allows <5 weekly hours up to 11 years, <20 hours up to 14 years and <43 hours up to 17 years, 
b allows <10 weekly hours up to 11 years, <30 hours up to 14 years and <50 hours up to 17 years. 
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Table A5 complements Table 9 and examines the sensitivity to the definition of a health 
shock. Instead of excluding households that received a claim payment at some point in time 
(as we do in Table 9), we exclude in Table A5 all households that at any time reported a death 
or a health case. The estimates for the coverage effect remain stable. 
 
Table A5: Disentangling treatment effects on children’s outcomes – ruling out insurance payment 
effects (without households with injuries/deaths at any time) 
 
Child  
labor 
Hours 
worked 
Child 
labor  
earnings 
Hazardous 
occupation 
School 
attendance 
Days 
missed 
TE 6 months – mandatory 0.063 2.08 -63.6 -0.026 -0.033 0.77** 
TE 12 months – mandatory 0.018 0.65 -48.4 -0.039 0.00041 1.31*** 
TE 18 months – mandatory 0.10** 2.74 117 -0.014 -0.033 0.88** 
TE 24 months – mandatory 0.067 1.38 -45.9 0.0025 0.0028 0.97*** 
∆TE 6 months – voluntary -0.097** -3.97** -122 -0.030 0.072 -0.97*** 
∆TE 12 months – voluntary -0.11*** -4.14** -169 -0.030 0.032 -1.52*** 
∆TE 18 months – voluntary -0.12*** -3.20* -145 -0.0074 0.048 -1.44*** 
∆TE 24 months – voluntary -0.14*** -4.43** -211* -0.054* 0.0057 -1.42*** 
Controls YES YES YES YES YES YES 
    N 14,321 14,317 14,321 14,321 10,415 7,106 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, standard errors including random effects at the branch-wave level, 
upper part of table shows treatment effects for households with mandatory members only (no insurance coverage 
effect), lower part for households with at least one potential voluntary member (coverage effect only), 
sample excludes households that at any time reported a death or illness/injury. 
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Appendix II – Supplementary background statistics 
 
The following supplementary tables are meant to provide some further background 
information about the situation in Pakistan, e.g. about the serial correlation of child labor and 
about the importance of insurance payouts for health expenditures. All statistics and 
regressions are rather descriptive and are therefore not included in the main text. They shall 
provide an impression of how important certain correlations are in our data set. 
 
In Table A6 we examine child labor and how it is correlated over time. We find that child 
labor status is rather persistent across waves. Even though changes occur, more than half of 
the child laborers in one period (CLt-1=1) remain child laborers in the follow-up period 
(CLt=1). This is true for treatment and control branches. On the other hand, only about 10 % 
of the non-child laborers from the previous period (CLt-1=0) become child laborers in the next 
period (CLt=1). Especially compared with child laborers from the pre-period, their risk is 
substantially lower. This strong serial correlation indicates that the decision about sending 
children to work is not taken independently in each period. 
 
Table A6: Persistence of Child labor prevalence over time, control vs. treatment branches 
 Fraction of children providing child labor in period t, by child labor status in t-1 
 Control branches Treatment branches 
 ALL 
No child 
labor in 
time t-1 
Child 
laborer in 
time t-1 
ALL 
No child 
labor in 
time t-1 
Child 
laborer in 
time t-1 
Baseline 0.20   0.19   
6 months 0.22 0.14 0.56 0.18 0.10 0.65 
12 months 0.24 0.12 0.69 0.15 0.07 0.53 
18 months 0.17 0.09 0.51 0.16 0.09 0.58 
24 months 0.15 0.08 0.55 0.11 0.05 0.40 
Note: children age 5-17 
 
In Table A7 we examine health expenditures of households. The first panel of Table A7 
shows how monthly health expenditures vary with reported injuries and illnesses. (The panels 
(b) and (c) examine treatment and control branches separately.) We control for wave and 
household fixed effects. We see that overall health expenditures increase over time, starting at 
about 500 rupees per month at baseline. A reported injury or illness almost doubles health 
expenditures, while a paid claim reduces a substantial part of those extra expenditures. Effects 
are generally stronger for hospitalization expenditures: At baseline the average cost is less 
than 80 rupees and a reported injury or illness is associated with an increase of more than 400 
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rupees. For cases with reimbursement the health expenses increase substantially less. This is 
consistent with the insurance scheme that helps to cover expenditures of hospitalization. 
Panels (b) and (c) of Table A7 show the same analysis for treatment and control branches 
separately. The effects are estimated with less precision, especially for control branches, but 
qualitatively the results remain the same, particularly for hospitalization expenditures. A 
reported injury or illness increases expenditures for hospitalization in particular, while a paid 
claim substantially reduces extra expenditures.    
 
Table A7: Fixed effects regression of monthly household health expenditures on health shocks 
a) All branches  
 All Outpatient  Hospitalization 
Injury/illness case happened 465*** 50.7** 414*** 
Injury/illness paid by insurance -212*** -58.0 -155** 
Time dummy: 6 months 41.3** 27.4** 13.5 
Time dummy: 12 months 81.8*** 49.9*** 33.0** 
Time dummy: 18 months 241*** 130*** 111*** 
Time dummy: 24 months 253*** 244*** 8.82 
Constant 503*** 424*** 78.7*** 
Household fixed effects? YES YES YES 
    N 10,102 10,103 10,091 
 
b) Treatment branches only  
 All Outpatient  Hospitalization 
Injury/illness case happened 511*** 28.5 483*** 
Injury/illness paid by insurance -180* -39.2 -141** 
Time dummy: 6 months 102*** 90.2*** 11.6 
Time dummy: 12 months 52.0** 73.8*** -21.8 
Time dummy: 18 months 252*** 156*** 96.3*** 
Time dummy: 24 months 166*** 175*** -8.95 
Constant 440*** 380*** 60.7*** 
Household fixed effects? YES YES YES 
    N 6,352 6,352 6,350 
 
c) Control branches only  
 All Outpatient  Hospitalization 
Injury/illness case happened 141* -8.79 147*** 
Injury/illness paid by insurance -168 -28.1 -140 
Time dummy: 6 months -52.7 -69.3*** 15.8 
Time dummy: 12 months 142*** 16.2 129*** 
Time dummy: 18 months 231*** 94.7*** 136*** 
Time dummy: 24 months 411*** 362*** 50.1* 
Constant 610*** 501*** 109*** 
Household fixed effects? YES YES YES 
    N 3,750 3,751 3,741 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, level of analysis is the household, 
‘Injury/illness case’ indicates that someone in the household reported an injury or hospitalization, 
‘Injury/illness paid’ indicates whether a reimbursement of expenditures by the insurance took place. 
 
 
Table A8 examines how households in treatment branches make use of the option to 
voluntarily insure additional household members. We examine whether households in 
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treatment branches use the option of coverage extension to insure the entire household or 
whether they pick only selected members to be insured. Table A8 shows which fraction of the 
eligible household members is voluntarily insured. For a meaningful analysis we examine 
only those households with at least two eligible members, living in treatment areas. The table 
thus shows whether households insure individual members selectively (maybe based on risk 
characteristics), or whether households rather opt for complete coverage. At baseline, none of 
the additional household members is insured (since insurance was not yet available then). 
After 6 months there is a mixed picture. More than half of the households opt for complete 
(i.e. share equals 1) or zero coverage (i.e. share equals 0), but the other half only covered a 
part of the household. However, after 12 and 18 months there is a clear tendency to cover 
either all or none of the potentially insured: about 80% of the households have either complete 
or zero insurance coverage. This tendency remains stable when only considering those 
households that currently have a loan with NRSP. Hence, although some households remain 
that deliberately choose whom to insure, most households insure everyone or none at all. 
 
 
Table A8: Distribution [%] of shares of voluntarily insured per household, per wave 
Share of additional 
Household members 
insured 
baseline 6 months 12 months 18 months 
0 100.00 7.66 36.12 38.13 
0.01 – 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.11 – 0.20 0.00 1.72 0.00 1.07 
0.21 – 0.30 0.00 3.75 0.79 2.30 
0.31 – 0.40 0.00 5.94 2.21 1.53 
0.41 – 0.50 0.00 15.16 6.62 7.81 
0.51 – 0.60 0.00 1.41 0.00 0.46 
0.61 – 0.70 0.00 8.59 5.05 6.43 
0.71 – 0.80 0.00 5.78 3.63 3.22 
0.81 – 0.90 0.00 5.94 3.15 2.30 
0.91 – 0.99 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 
1 0.00 43.91 42.43 36.75 
N 602 640 634 653 
 Note: Only households in treatment branches and with at least two potential voluntary members are considered. 
Example: Consider a household with 3 additional adult members, of whom 1 is voluntarily insured, i.e. 33%. 
 
 
In Table A9 we examine who becomes voluntarily insured. We regress the insurance status on 
individual and household characteristics, using logit regression. The table shows marginal 
effects. We cluster standard errors at the household level and capture the decreasing time 
trend in voluntary coverage (apparent also in Figure 3(c)) by controlling for wave dummies. 
On the individual level, gender and age are significantly related to coverage. While males are 
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covered with higher probability, household members who are between 25 and 35 years old 
have the highest coverage rate. Older individuals have a lower probability of receiving 
additional coverage. A nonparametric plot of the insurance probability as a function of age 
and gender is shown in Figure A2.  
Table A9 also shows the effects of household characteristics. We find that voluntary 
insurance is more likely to be purchased by less educated, older and wealthier clients. Also 
the number of children in the household is positively related to additional coverage, in 
contrast to the number of adults which is negatively related to uptake.  
 
Table A9: Logit regression of additional insurance uptake on individual and household characteristics 
 All 
Time dummy: 12 months -0.15*** 
Time dummy: 18 months -0.23*** 
Gender (0=male, 1=female) -0.030** 
Age 0.019*** 
Age squared -0.00029*** 
Age 0 – 4 0.20*** 
Age 5 – 11 0.11* 
Age 12 – 13 -0.019 
Age 14 – 17 -0.094* 
Education 0.0021 
Mean parental education (years) -0.0063* 
Mean parental age 0.0025* 
Monthly income per capita (in 1000 Rs.)  0.17*** 
Monthly income per capita (in 1000 Rs.) squared -0.012*** 
Spouse in household? -0.032 
No. of Children age 0-4 0.038** 
No. of Children age 5-13 0.019* 
No. of Children age 14-17 0.039*** 
No. of Adults -0.016** 
    N 7,819 
Marginal effects shown, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, standard errors clustered on household level, 
“parental” indicates characteristics of the client and spouse. 
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Figure A2: Plots of additional insurance uptake, by age and gender 
 
Note: Male (solid line) and female (dotted line) 
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Appendix III – Modeling child labor decisions by households 
 
 
In the absence of an adequate benchmark model from the theoretical child labor literature (as 
discussed in the main text), we develop a simple model of the role of risk for child labor 
input. We consider two periods within childhood. In both periods, parents take a decision 
about the amount of child labor 
c
tl . They take negative consequences of child labor into 
account (such as the trade-off with school attendance and learning) by attaching a positive 
utility (with weight 0  ) to child leisure 1 ctl . (Note that we define the time where the 
child does not work as “child leisure”. Leisure time thus also includes the time in school and 
time for school homework. This definition might deviate from what the child itself considers 
as leisure time.) 
On the other hand, they benefit from the income generated by child labor through 
consumption tc  in each period: 
log log(1 )ct t tU c l    
Child labor is restricted to the interval [0,1]ctl  . The log-shape of the utility function implies 
that the household is risk-averse. Households maximize expected total utility as defined by: 
2 1
1
[ ]t ttE U

  
where 1   is a discount factor and the expected value E  depends on the subjective 
expectation of a health shock defined below. We thus permit that the subjective probability of 
shocks may deviate from the true probability, i.e. households may overestimate the risk of 
rare events such as catastrophic health shocks. 
Household income is generated by adults who supply labor inelastically, generating wage 
income Aw , and children supplying labor at wage rate Cw , generating income 
c
C tw l . In each 
period there is the risk of a (health) shock ( 1t  ), which generates additional (health) 
expenditures S  to be paid. (We indicate the absence of a shock by 0t  .) A shock occurs 
with probability p , this is the true or objective shock probability. The household, on the other 
hand, expects the shock to happen with probability p  (subjective probability). This 
subjective probability is relevant for the decision making of the household, whereas the 
objective probability will be relevant later when a fair insurance is introduced. In each period 
t, shocks are observed prior to child labor and consumption choices. We allow for an initial 
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endowment 1e . The budget constraint imposes that over the two periods total spending equals 
the budget: 
  
2 2
11 1
( )ct A t C tt tc w l w S e         or equivalently 
2 2
11 1
(1 ) ( )ct t C A C tt tc l w w w S e            (4) 
To simplify the notation we define the total potential budget as 
2
1 2 1 1 2 11
( , ) : ( ) 2 2 ( )A C t A CtY w w S e w w S e              
which is the hypothetical budget if the child worked full-time, i.e zero leisure. Define also 
(1 )ct t t CY c l w    
which can be interpreted as the budget in period t which is spent on buying consumption 
goods and consuming child leisure (1 )ctl  at price Cw . (Hence, child leisure can be 
considered as a type of consumption, and tY  is therefore not the real budget used, but total 
consumption consisting of consuming goods plus opportunity costs of foregone child labor 
earnings.) With this notation we can write the budget constraint equation (4) as 
1 2 1 2( , )Y Y Y            (5) 
with strict equality for optimal household decisions. 
 
Note that while we have no limit on borrowing or saving between the two periods, there is a 
limited time horizon ending after two periods.
111
 This simplifying assumption is imposed to 
ease the tractability of the model. Solving the model requires specifying how to split money 
between periods (intertemporal decision) and how to allocate the period specific budget 
between consumption of goods and child leisure (intratemporal decision). We present first the 
intratemporal decision on allocation of a given period-specific budget between consumption 
and child leisure. Next, we show a solution for the intertemporal decision on how much 
budget to allocate to each period. Lastly, we use the results from the model to address the 
implications of an insurance policy. 
 
 
                                                 
111
 It might seem arbitrary that ‘smoothing forward’ via credits is not possible in the second period. Modeling a 
more dynamic setting, e.g. via Bellmann equations, is probably more realistic. However, it would make the 
formal problem much more complicated and our main goal is to show in a simple way that changing risk in the 
future already creates incentives for child labor today. These incentives will also show up in a more dynamic 
setting, especially if we introduce borrowing limits or an aversion to indebtedness. 
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The intratemporal problem 
In each period the utility to be maximized is 
, ,
max max log( ) log(1 )
c c
t t t t
c
t t t
c l c l
U c l    
or with the budget constraint plugged in for consumption 
max max log( (1 ) ) log(1 )
c c
t t
c c
t t t C t
l l
U Y l w l     . 
If the budget available in each period is large relative to the child wage rate Cw , we might be 
at a corner solution where the optimal choice of child labor is 0ctl  . Yet, if we focus on very 
poor households, they would always supply a bit of child labor such that we would observe 
interior solutions. Assuming that the household is very poor, we can ignore corner solutions 
and solve the household decision making via the first order condition:  
   0
(1 ) 1
t C
c c c
t t t C t
U w
l Y l w l

  
   
 
(1 ) ( (1 ) )
(1 )(1 )
(1 )
1
c c
C t t t C
c
C t t
c t
t
C
w l Y l w
w l Y
Y
l
w

 


    
   
  

 
Inserting this result in the budget constraint we obtain 
 
1
(1 )
1
c
t t t c tc Y l w Y

   

  
Hence, we obtain the usual result that the household likes to spend a fraction 
1


 of the 
budget on the good ‘child leisure’ at price Cw  and a fraction 
1
1   on consumption at price 1. 
The utility derived from the solution is 
1
log log
1 1
t
t t
C
Y
U Y
w


 
  
    
    
 
The marginal utility from having one unit increase in the period-specific budget tY  is then 
1t
t t
U
Y Y
 


         (6) 
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The intertemporal problem 
Having solved the intratemporal optimization we know the utility that can be derived from a 
given budget tY  in each period. In particular, equation (6) gives the marginal utility, which 
should be equalized across periods. The intertemporal decision on how to split the budget 
between periods will be driven by the overall utility function of the household. It consists of 
the first period utility and the expected discounted second period utility: 
1 1 2 2( ) [ ( )]U U Y E U Y   
Note that the household knows the shock realization 1  in period 1 before taking any decision 
on consumption and child labor in the first period. Therefore, no expectation is involved in the 
first period utility part. On the other hand, 2  is unknown when making consumption and 
labor supply decisions for the first period. Total utility only depends on the budget available 
in both periods, which is used for consumption of child leisure and of goods. In equation (6) 
we have derived the marginal utility of money. For optimality of the budget split between the 
two periods we will need that the marginal utility of money in the first period equals the 
expected discounted marginal utility of money in the second period: 
1 1 2 2
1 2
( ) [ ( )]U Y E U Y
Y Y
 

 
           (7) 
We can derive the expected discounted marginal utility for the second period by making use 
of (6) and the budget constraint (5) and remembering that a shock is expected with subjective 
probability p : 
2 2
2 1 1 1 1
[ ( )] 1 1
(1 )
( ,1) ( ,0)
E U Y
p p
Y Y Y Y Y
 
  
 
 
  
  
  
 
It will be helpful to define a function f as the difference between the marginal utility of money 
in period 1 and period 2: 
1 2 2
1 1
1 2 1 1 1 1 1
[ ( )] 1 1 1
( ; ) (1 ) .
( ,1) ( ,0)
U E U Y
f Y p p
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
 
   
  
 
    
     
   
 
1 1( ; )f Y   depends on the shock status 1  in period 1 and on the choice variable 1Y . For a 
particular choice of 1Y , the consumption of leisure and goods in time period two, i.e. 2Y , is 
fixed via the budget constraint (5). The optimal choice of 1Y , given 1 , is determined by the 
equilibrium condition (7), which we can re-write in terms of the function f as:  
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1 1( ; ) 0
optimalf Y               (8) 
For a value 1Y  where 1 1( ; )f Y   is positive, marginal utility of money is larger in the first 
period than in the second period, such that there would be an incentive to shift some 
consumption from period 2 to period 1, i.e. to increase 1Y . This will be the case for low levels 
of 1Y . The reverse is true for large values of 1Y . Formally, the function f  is strictly decreasing 
in the choice variable 1Y  in the domain 1[0, ( ,1)]Y  , starting out from (0)f   and reaching 
1( ( ,1))f Y    . Hence, there must be a unique 1Y  satisfying the equilibrium condition (7). 
This unique 1Y  depends on 1 , and it determines child labor in period one. Future child labor 
then only depends on the realization of the shock in period two and the resulting budget. 
 
The policy intervention: insurance 
The effect of introducing an actuarially fair insurance can be modeled by reducing the shock 
cost (i.e. health expenditures) by the indemnity payment I  (where I S , i.e. the indemnity 
payment is not larger than the health shock) and at the same time reducing income by the fair 
premium Ip , where p  is the objective shock probability, i.e. the true probability of a shock. 
If insurance is bought for both periods, the potential budget will now become 
1 2 1 1 2 1 2( , ) 2 2 ( ) ( ) 2A CY w w e S I Ip                     (9) 
where 1 2( )I   is the indemnity payment in case of a shock in period 1 and/or period 2. The 
premium to be paid for the insurance in both periods together is 2 Ip . 
 
We also consider the case if insurance is bought only for one period. We consider particularly 
the case where insurance is only bought for the second period in order to analyze the ex-ante 
effects in the first period. If only the second period is insured, the potential budget becomes 
1 2 1 1 2 2( , ) 2 2 ( )A CY w w e S I Ip                 (10) 
where only the second period shock is insured and the premium payment is therefore only Ip . 
If the indemnity I  is zero, i.e. no insurance, the potential budget in (9) and (10) simplifies to 
the budget of the previous subsection. 
 
From equations (9) and (10) we can calculate the marginal effects of increasing insurance on 
the potential budget, which will be used to examine the effects of insurance on child labor 
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below. The total effect of the insurance on the overall budget depends on the periods covered 
and on the different shock realizations: 
 
Table A10: Budget effect of insurance in different situations 
  
 
Insurance bought for 
period 2 only 
Insurance bought for  
both periods 
No shock in period 1 
i.e. 1 0   
Case I: 
(0,0)Y
p
I

 

 
(0,1)
1
Y
p
I

 

 
Case III: 
(0,0)
2
Y
p
I

 

 
(0,1)
1 2
Y
p
I

 

 
Shock in period 1 
i.e. 1 1   
Case II: 
(1,0)Y
p
I

 

 
(1,1)
1
Y
p
I

 

 
Case IV: 
(1,0)
1 2
Y
p
I

 

 
(1,1)
2 2
Y
p
I

 

 
 
Note that we distinguish these four cases because the periods covered by insurance as well as 
the shock realization in period 1 are known (also in our dataset) when deciding about child 
labor and consumption in the first period. In each case the household faces the risk of a good  
( 2 0  ) or bad ( 2 1  ) state in period 2. Condition (8) and the corresponding function f  
reflect this risk by weighting the two states with subjective probabilities. 
The function f changes with I  because it will change the overall potential budget in different 
states. Households consequently need to adjust the budget split via 1Y  to preserve the 
optimality condition 0f  , see equation (8), in the following way: 
1
1
0
f f
dI dY
I Y
 
 
 
 
which implies 
1
1
/
/
dY f I
dI f Y
 
 
 
.            (11) 
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If we are able to sign /f I   and 1/f Y  , we know the sign of 1 /dY dI . We therefore 
examine each partial derivative in turn: 
 
2 2 2
1 1 1 1 11
(1 )1
(1 ) 0
( ( ,1) ) ( ( ,0) )
p pf
Y Y Y Y YY
   
 
 
      
   
, 
i.e. this derivative is always negative, as we had already discussed earlier, where we argued 
that f  is strictly decreasing in 1Y . Inserting this result in (11), we obtain that 
1dY fsign sign
dI I
   
   
   
 
at the optimal choices. If  / 0f I    introducing (more) insurance would lead to an increase 
in the period one budget 1Y  and consequently to a decrease in period one child labor. We 
therefore need to consider /f I  . 
1 1
1 1
1 1
2 2
1 1 1 1
( ,1) ( ,0)
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I Y I Y I
p pY Y
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    
 
    
 
    
   
 
   
    (12) 
 
The sign of /f I   depends on the shock realizations and on the number of periods insurance 
was bought for (see Table A10). In the following we will distinguish all four cases shown in 
the table. We start with cases I and II (insurance in period two only) because this reflects the 
pure risk reduction effect of insurance (i.e. the ex-ante effect) without a budget effect on 
average. In contrast, cases III and IV will always involve a premium payment with or without 
insurance benefit, i.e. including the ex-post effect. This positive or negative budget effect 
makes it more complicated to interpret the insurance effect. 
 
 
 
Case I: Insurance bought for period 2 only and no shock in period 1  
 
Inserting the respective derivatives of Table A10 in equation (12) we obtain 
 
2 2
1 1 1 1
(1 )(1 ) (1 )(1 )
( ( ,1) ) ( ( ,0) )
p p p pf
I Y Y Y Y
    
 
   
 
  
 
 
which is positive if 
2 2
1 1 1 1(1 )( ( ,0) ) (1 )( ( ,1) )p p Y Y p p Y Y       .     (13) 
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Noting that 1 1( ,0) ( ,1)Y Y S    we can re-write condition (13) as 
2 2
1 1 1 1(1 )( ( ,1) ) (1 )( ( ,1) )p p Y Y S p p Y Y        .      
This condition is satisfied if p p  , i.e. if households are not underestimating the probability 
of a health shock. The reason is that the total potential budget with a shock in period 2 is 
lower than without, i.e. 1 1( ,0) ( ,1)Y Y  . Therefore child labor decreases in period 1 if 
households buy insurance for period 2. Condition (13) is also satisfied if households 
underestimate the shock probability, as long as they do not underestimate too much.  
 
Case II:  Insurance bought for period 2 only and shock in period 1  
The condition to be fulfilled is equivalent to Case I. Hence, irrespective of the shock drawn in 
period 1 households will increase period 1 budget (i.e. reduce precautionary saving) if they 
buy insurance for period 2. As a consequence, child labor decreases in period 1 (ex-ante 
effect). 
 
 
Case III:  Insurance bought for both periods and no shock in period 1  
Inserting the respective derivatives of Table C1 in equation (12) we obtain 
 
2 2
1 1
(1 )(1 2 ) (1 )(1 )2
( (0,1) ) ( (0,0) )
p p p pf
I Y Y Y Y
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which is positive if 
 
2 2
1 1(1 2 )( (0,0) ) 2 (1 )( (0,1) )p p Y Y p p Y Y         (14) 
 
   
There are two ways to fulfill this condition. First, if households overweight the shock 
probability by at least factor two ( 2p p  ), the condition (14) will be fulfilled for any overall 
budget. Second, even without overweighting loss probabilities, the condition will hold for 
sufficiently poor households. This is because in case of a shock they will have to restrict their 
second period budget, i.e. (0,1)Y Y , to such low levels that the condition (14) holds because 
1
1
(0,1)
1
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Y Y
Y Y
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Case IV:  Insurance bought for both periods and shock in period 1  
Inserting the respective derivatives of Table C1 in equation (12) we obtain 
2 2
1 1
(1 )(2 2 ) (1 )(1 )(1 2 )
( (1,1) ) ( (1,0) )
p p p pf
I Y Y Y Y
          
  
 
which is positive if 
1
2 2
1 1
(1,0)
(2 2 )( (1,0) ) (2 1)(1 )( (1,1) )
Y Y
p p Y Y p p Y Y 
 
        (15) 
 
Condition (15) is fulfilled under mild conditions. It will hold under the same conditions as in 
Case I and II (no underweighting of probabilities). Even if households were underweighting, 
the condition would hold as long as the objective shock probability p  is not larger than 0.5, 
as the right hand side would become negative while the left hand side remains positive.  
 
Even if a shock occurs with very large probability 0.5p  , households must be severely 
underweighting probabilities before condition (15) is violated. Consider the worst case where 
S  is very small relative to the budget such that 
2
1( (1,0) )Y Y  is hardly larger than 
2
1( (1,1) )Y Y . Even then condition (15) is satisfied as long as 2 1p p   . 
Suppose a shock occurs with probability 0.5p   , condition (15) is satisfied if 
2p  . 
This would only not be satisfied if households were extremely underestimating the probability 
of a shock. Condition (15) is even more likely to be fulfilled if the size of the shock S  
becomes larger relative to the budget. 
 
The reason why (15) is likely to be fulfilled is that together with the substitution effect of 
budget from period 2 to period 1 through decreased risk there is a positive overall budget 
effect of the insurance because one shock is already paid, i.e. the ex-post effect of the payout 
in period 1 amplifies the ex-ante effect of having period 2 insured. Therefore child labor 
decreases in period 1 if households buy insurance. 
 
Summing up, reducing risk in the future while keeping average overall budget constant 
decreases child labor already today (Cases I and II). This is because households need to worry 
less about creating precautionary savings. This effect becomes more pronounced if 
households are poorer and if they overweight the shock probability. If they are sufficiently 
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poor or overweighting enough, even buying insurance in both periods and not profiting at 
present (negative budget effect, Case III), will reduce child labor. Note that we are not 
considering corner solutions here. From a certain income level onwards child labor is always 
zero and cannot be reduced further. 
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Appendix IV – Data structure  
 
Table A11 provides the names and number of observations for the 9 treatment and 4 control 
branches. The number of households interviewed varies from 96 to 258. 
 
  
Table A11: Observations per branch at baseline 
Branch Name Treatment? Households Individuals 
Garhi Khata YES 138 841 
Gulshan e Hali No 258 1,512 
Hussainabad YES 96 587 
Islamabad YES 153 908 
Islamia Colony No 192 1,145 
Kotri-1 YES 198 1,218 
Kotri-2 No 141 874 
Latifabad-12 No 186 1,222 
Latifabad-5 YES 147 897 
Liaqat Colony YES 120 723 
Pathan Colony YES 204 1,322 
Phuleli YES 105 564 
Pretabad YES 159 1,122 
    All  2,097 12,935 
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Appendix V – Description of insurance package  
 
This appendix provides details on the insurance package provided by NRSP. (This 
information is taken from NRSP’s innovation proposal with the ILO Microfinance for Decent 
Work Program.) The innovation in the treatment branches consisted in offering insurance also 
to other adult members of the household (in addition to the client, the spouse and their minor 
children who are mandatorily insured). In addition, clients in treatment branches were 
frequently visited by staff members to help with filing claims.  
   
 
Coverage for Hospitalization 
 
Insured 
Self + Spouse + minor children + Adults 18 or 
above years 
Age 18 or above 
Hospitalization Confinement Min 24 Hours 
Sum Insured for Hospitalization 
Rs.15,000/- for each family member 
Premium Per family per annum 
Rs. PKR 100 per adult/- 
 
Benefits for Hospitalization 
 Hospital Room charges 
 Miscellaneous hospital services and services such as 
 Physicians or surgeons visits 
 Prescription drugs 
 Prescribed Pathological and Radiological investigations 
 Prescribed ECGs,ETT,ECHO,Angiography,M.R.I., C.T.Scan, Ultrasound or any other 
diagnostics test required 
 Blood Transfusion 
 Operation theater Charges 
 Anesthetist's Fees 
 Stitching Material 
 Physiotherapy 
 Radiotherapy and Chemotherapy 
 Instruments required in the treatment 
 Cutting operations 
 *Pregnancy (sub limit 7500/-) 
 Pregnancy complications 
 Reasonable transportation cost of insured 
 Direct Settlement Facility by NRSP offices to panel hospital  
* Pregnancy claim should arise after seven to nine month of date of enrolment 
 
Exclusions  
 
 OPD Cases 
 Injuries as a result of illegal Act 
 Treatment in any sanatorium, nursing home or long term care facility that is not a hospital 
 Expenses directly or indirectly resulting from birth defects, congenital defects/illness and 
deformities of any nature 
 Experimental or unproven treatment 
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 Dental examinations, X-ray, extraction, and orthodontic treatment or oral surgery except 
as a result of accidental injury 
 Pre existing diseases 
 Routine medical examinations, routine eye or ear checkup, Vaccination, Contact lenses, 
hearing aids and examination for travel or employment 
 Donor for organ transplant claims 
 Air ambulance expenses 
 Cost of limbs or supporting equipment for revival or correction of the function's of body 
 Cost of medicines for cosmetic treatment and or treatment of falling hair or hair implant 
cosmetic/ Plastic surgery 
 
Personal Accident Insurance  
(Only for the Earning Members of the Family / Head of Household) 
 
Benefits for Personal Accidents 
 
 Death        100% 
 Permanent Disability of both eyes    100% 
 Permanent Disability of one eye and one limb     75% 
 Permanent Disability of one eye or one limb     50% 
 Permanent Disability of one finger or thumb or toe    10% 
 
If at any time during any period of insurance, the Insured Persons shall sustain any bodily injury 
caused by accidental external and visible means which injury shall solely and independently of any 
other cause result in his death or permanent total disability, the Company will pay to the Insured 
Persons or in the event of his death, to his immediate Dependants, the compensation stated in the 
Schedule. 
 
Provided always that: 
1.    Death or permanent disability (as mentioned in the Schedule of Compensation) takes place within 
three Calendar months of the occurrence of the injury. 
  
a) Compensation shall not be payable under more than one of the items of the Schedule of 
compensation in respect of consequences of the same accident. 
 
2.    The total sum payable under Personal Accident of Policy in respect of any one or more claims shall 
not exceed in all, in any one period of insurance, the Sum Insured. 
 
Death or permanent disability (as mentioned in the Schedule of Compensation) shall only be 
payable for the Earning Member of a Family and not to the rest of the Family Members. In case of 
Death, the Compensation shall be payable to the immediate Dependants only. 
 
Exclusions for Accident Insurance 
 
1. This policy does not cover death or bodily injury due to or resulting from: 
 
1. Intentional self injury, suicide or attempted suicide 
2. War, invasion, act of foreign enemy, hostilities, whether war will be declared or not, 
civil war, mutiny, rebellion, revolution, insurrection, strike, riot, civil commotion, military 
or usurped power. 
3. The insured being under the influence of, or being affected by intoxicating liquor or 
drug or drugs, venereal disease  
4. The insured engaging in flying or air travel of any kind (other than as a passenger in 
any fully licensed passenger carrying aircraft and/or helicopter but not as a member of 
the crew and not for purpose of undertaking any trade or technical operation therein), 
polo, steeple chasing, professional football, mountaineering necessitating the use of 
ropes or guides, winter sports, riding or driving in any kind of race speed or during test 
or practice thereof, or occupational use of power driven woodworking machinery. 
 
In case of natural death of client Rs. 15000/-would also pay to deceased family if he /she availed loan 
facility. 
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Funeral expense coverage is only for client who availed loan facility. 
 
 
Claim Settlement Procedure 
 
i) The Insured shall contact the NRSP field officer for hospitalization, who will guide the patient 
to nearest Government and/or Armed forces hospitals and/or recognized private hospital, 
except in case of emergency, wherein at a later date NRSP officer shall be informed.  
 
ii) The Insured on discharge from hospital shall pay all medical bills and/or charges and then 
submit the claim to NRSP field Officer for reimbursement.  
 
iii) The claim shall be verified and subsequently be sent by NRSP fortnightly from date of receipt 
from Insured Person to the Company along with following documents;  
a) Filled-in claim form 
b) Hospital discharge report 
c) Original hospital bills 
d) Laboratory reports (Copies) 
e) Medicine Invoices along with doctor’s prescription 
f) Copy of Premium Receipt 
g) Copy of Insured’s National Identity Card  
h) Other supporting documents 
 
The Company shall process the claim and send the cheque in the name of NRSP within 15 days, 
provided all documents are in order. 
 
i) The injured Insured/immediate Dependants shall contact the NRSP for compensation.  
 
ii) The NRSP field staff shall guide the Insured/ immediate Dependants to submit the claim along 
with the following documents within Seven days of incident. 
a) Death Certificate verified  
b) Police Report / Roznamcha 
c) Doctor’s report on disability / death 
d) Copy of National Identity Card of Assured (‘Form-B’ in case of young 
children) 
e) Copy of National Identity Card of immediate Dependants in case of 
Death. 
f) Copy of Premium Receipt 
 
iii) The Field staff shall forward the attested copies of all the above documents, except Police 
Report (required in original) within Seven days of receipt from Insured Person to the 
Company, which shall process the claim.  
 
iv) Cheque shall be sent in the name of NRSP within 15 days, provided all documents are in 
order.  
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5. Conclusion 
 
This dissertation analyzes the risk reduction potential of formal insurance and informal risk-
sharing through solidarity transfers. Due to limited observability of informal transfers results 
on solidarity rely on behavioral experiments to measure pro-social behavior. Such 
incentivized economic games promise more reliable measures than purely hypothetical 
statements in surveys (see e.g. Holm and Nystedt 2008; Chang, Lusk, and Norwood 2009). 
Other data is collected from household surveys. For the analysis of causal effects I exploit 
experimental variation within the behavioral experiments as well as randomized control trials 
in the field.  
The three chapters reveal multiple aspects of insurance in developing countries. First 
of all, there exists considerable solidarity towards fellow villagers as shown in case of the 
Philippines. This solidarity exists independent of reputation, reciprocal rewards or 
punishments and is stronger towards friends and family members. The results of chapter 2 
suggest that trust and norms of cooperation play a large role for solidarity transfers. There 
also seems to be an interesting connection between collective activity in village organizations 
and trust or norms of cooperation. While activity in associations and cooperatives seems to 
relate to generalized trust, local political activity seems to relate more to a conditional type of 
cooperation. The substantial average level of transfers shows that – at least with idiosyncratic 
shocks – there is a high potential for informal insurance. Note that different to the following 
chapter only transfers from the better-off to the worse-off are considered. The reason is that 
these transfers are much more in line with the definition of solidarity and understanding 
drivers of solidarity is the main goal of this chapter. 
In Chapter 3 transfers from the worse-off to the better-off are considered in the 
analysis as well, as they should also influence distributional outcomes (the main outcome of 
interest here). The research shows that informal solidarity networks are sensitive to the 
availability of formal insurance. with insurance products in place, villagers are less willing to 
help – even if recipients remain uninsured. This negative side effect to a large extent limits the 
efficiency of insurance products in the behavioral experiment.  The situation is different if 
villagers can effectively hide their resources. In this case solidarity transfers break down and 
formal insurance schemes provide alternative economic protection. Note that the insurance 
discussed at this point focusses on idiosyncratic shocks. Examples would be illness/injury, 
damage of property, death of family members or theft. If the whole village is affected (for 
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example by weather shocks) informal risk-sharing cannot work. Here, only risk pooling on 
higher levels via formal insurance schemes can offer protection.  
The last chapter shows that formal insurance in Pakistan can decrease child labor 
outcomes considerably and that insurance coverage of additional household members rather 
than insurance awareness campaigns causes these effects. Increasing the feeling of protection 
seems to play a key role in explaining the results because most of the effect is caused without 
any insurance payout taking place. This is plausible because in Pakistan the poor face 
potentially catastrophic health costs and because there is no effective coverage with social or 
health insurance. Therefore, offering affordable health insurance to formerly uninsured 
household members will have large psychological effects. Given these high effects and the 
type of intervention (offering insurance to a normally uncovered part of the household), there 
seems to be an especially high effect of completing coverage, i.e. eliminating or minimizing 
the risk of catastrophic spending. 
 
In sum, there seem to be contradicting aspects in formal insurance. On the one hand it 
negatively affects motivation of peers to help. This might actually be the reason for the 
difference between developing and industrialized countries with an established insurance 
system. In the former financial or in-kind transfers are common amongst peers and part of 
everyday life; in the latter we observe much less such transfers, maybe except in parent-child 
relationships.
112
 This absence of economic transfers might be related to a much lower feeling 
of responsibility caused by existing insurance possibilities. In this sense our results could very 
well reflect the development taking place during a transition to a developed country.    
On the other hand, despite the potential of informal solidarity, formal insurance might 
lend a better feeling of protection. This makes sense because solidarity transfers are always 
voluntary and therefore do not arrive automatically (insurance payouts should). In the case of 
Pakistan, households strongly react to increased health insurance coverage by reducing 
harmful risk mitigation strategies and sending children less often to work. Also, less solidarity 
transfers do not have to be a purely negative aspect. Households might also feel less under 
pressure by the expectations of their peers to help. Such ‘forced solidarity’ might have 
negative consequences as well, such as decreasing incentives for economic success (Grimm et 
al. 2010; Hadnes, Vollan, and Kosfeld 2012). The result from chapter 3 supports this aspect 
because individuals often hide income whenever possible to avoid high expectations of peers 
and then reduce solidarity transfers.  
                                                 
112
 “In developing and transition countries, inter-household transfers are typically larger and much more common 
than in Western countries.” (Mitrut and Nordblom 2010, 999) 
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Before deriving policy implications, let us revisit the reasons for the negative side 
effects of insurance in the context of solidarity networks. The biggest factor limiting an 
effective protection of the population by insurance in our experiment is that some individuals 
chose not to be covered. They bear a large risk of falling into poverty in case of a shock. 
Mandatory coverage of all individuals would make the negative crowding-out effect on 
solidarity less relevant (as shown in chapter 3). Comprehensive coverage of all individuals 
also promises to maximize the feeling of protection by households (according to chapter 4). In 
this sense the joint results suggest that the state should either provide insurance for all citizens 
or make private insurance mandatory.   
  
So far I have not discussed other undesirable consequences that a reduction in solidarity could 
have, for example reduced collective action or social capital in general. While these further 
consequences remain speculative, they still highlight that there might be larger benefits from 
avoiding crowding-out effects during a transformation to a more formalized insurance system. 
Potential schemes that could foster solidarity are group or community-based arrangements. 
Here, the decision to buy insurance is taken jointly, thus preserving the spirit of communality. 
Joint take-up could also ensure that on the group level all individuals are insured. 
Additionally, one could think about group insurance that focuses on covariate shocks only, 
with the explicit group commitment to help those with an idiosyncratic shock (Clarke 2011).  
Such designs at least theoretically promise to combine the advantages of informal risk-sharing 
and a big formal risk pool. However, we need more research to generate reliable evidence on 
the actual efficiency of such group insurance schemes. 
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